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A SET A BABY CAN BUILD
By Herbert E. Hayden

"SOME BABY"-The parents may think this applies to the child exclusively, bu
probably impartial outsiders will consider the descriptive phrase deservedly applic
able to both the child and the set, after they have constructed the hookup. (Fig. 1)

THE 1 -DIAL, 5 -TUBE POWERTONE
147G re Test of 50,000 Watt Transmission

HANDY METER SWITCHBOARD
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They said
it couldn't be done!

Were it is
But now

Complete with built-in loud speaker of great
volume and superb tone quality.

Encased in 0

As fine a heavy genuine solid mahogany cabinet
as ever graced any radio set.

7Vew and Improved

wIASTERPIEtt

Model
5-F-5

At sixty dollars
Not only complete with built-in loud speaker and
massive mahogany cabinet, but this wonder cir-
cuit has been scientifically perfected and each and.
every single part strengthened and co-ordinated.

For example 0

The new Freshman Masterpiece straightline
wave length condenser with vernier attachment
which assures hair -line selectivity-permitting
you to tune in the station you want without inter-
ference over the entire wave length range. This
is merely one exclusive feature of this New and
Improved Freshman Masterpiece Receiver.

For sale at AUTHORIZED FRESHMAN dealers only

ehas.Freshman Co.Inc.aise.Parts
FRESHMAN BUILDING

240-248 WEST 40TH ST.-NEW YORK.NY.
CHICAGO OFFICE - 327 S. LA SALLE ST

X60
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The 1 -Dial Powertone
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FIG. 1, the electrical wiring of the Powertone. There are one stage of tuned radio -frequency amplification, tube detector, one stageof transformer -coupled audio and two steps of resistance -coupled audio. The rheostat R1 controls oscillations very successfully.
A double condenser tunes both the RF and detector input coils, L2 and L4, thus affording an efficient single -control set.

One Stage of Tuned RF
Made to Do All That
Two RF Steps Perform
in Most 5 -Tube Sets-
The Tube Thus Saved Is
Put in the Audio Circuit,
to Afford the Finest
Possible Richness of
Tone.

By Herman Bernard
Associate, Institute of Radio Engineers

T T has always been my theory that the
1 manner in which two stages of tuned
radio -frequency amplification are included

in many sets today
does not give any
greater amplification
than would a single
low -loss tuned stage.
The losses encoun-
tered in the Neutro-
dyne, for instance,
are due partly to the
presence of the neu-
ralizing capacities.

whereby the set is
stabilized for a low
wavelength, where

over -oscillation otherwise would be a vice,
while the higher wavelengths suffer. The
neutralization adjustment is made just once
whereas greatest efficiency is obtainable only
when the tubes arc permitted to come just
below the oscillation point for any wave-
length. In the Neutrodyne (which is never-
theless a fine set) the proximity to the os-
cillation point on the higher waves is notnearly what it should he. Therefore souse
adjustable control is necessary for attain-
ment of highest efficiency over the whole
wavelength belt.

Fixed Stability Is Easy
Now, in the present circuit, called the

Powertone, you may' have Neutrodyne re-
sults or you may go considerably beyond
that, just as you choose. All you need do,

LIST OF PARTS
Two RF transformers, L1L2, L3L4.
One .001 mfd. double condenser, two

sections, each .0005 mfd.; Cl.
One 7x21" panel.
Two 20 -ohm rheostats, R1, R2.
One ballast resistor, R3.
Two .1 megohm resistors, R5 and R7.
Three grid leaks: R4, 2 megohms; R6,

.1 megohm; R8, .5 megohm.
Five fixed condensers: C2, C4, .001 mfd.

each; CS, C6, .006 mfd. each; C3 (grid
condenser), .00025 mfd.

One 4" dial with pointer.
One audio -frequency transformer,

PBGF.
One single open -circuit filament -control

jack, FCJ.
Five sockets.
One socket strip (otherwise use a base-

board 7x20" baseboard).
One terminal strip or six separate term-

inal binding posts.
Accessories: Five storage battery tubes,

one storage battery of 100 ampere -hours
or more; two 45 -volt B batteries, one
speaker, 100 feet of aerial wire, 50 feet of
lead-in wire, ground clamp, lightning ar-
restor, one jack plug for speaker tips,
cabinet.

for instance, to have your set strictly one -
control is to set the RF rheostat, RI, so
that the lowest wavelength station comes
in without over -oscillation. Then you may
be sure that the other stations you receive,
irrespective of wavelength, will be tuned
in with quietness. To achieve that you make
some sacrifice, but for reception within a
few hundred miles of a station you can
fare comfortably and sucessfully in that
manner. But suppose you want to adjust vol-
ume? and suppose a station's carrier wave
can be sensed by your receiver. and yet
you cannot hear the program? You turn
up the rheostat RI just a little and the tube
it governs seems to gain new life. In-
deed, the amplification at radio frequencies
increases several hundred times by proper
adjustment of this rheostat, while the vol-
erne is controlled with the same motion.
The whole set seems to center about t1s

rheostat. Hence, even for operation at max-
imum efficiency, you use your dial for wave-
length tuning and the RF rheostat for oscil-
lation and volume control. The rheostat
functions with great success in that manner,
although solely theoretical considerations
(innocently apart from laboratory proof),
might lead some to suspect otherwise. Great
distances may be covered with this set, using
a moderate -sized outdoor antenna. The aerial
wire itself need not be more than 65 feet.
If you can avoid using more than a total
of 35 feet for the leadin and the connection
front ground (say, cold water pipe) to set.
do so. However, the set is selective enough
to withstand a longer aerial.

The tuning is done solely with the double
condenser, Cl, which varies the capacity
equally for its two sections, although there
is only one motion. This is due to the
common rotor. If the set is made as speci-
fied there need be no trouble about failure
to get the same frequency for both sections
at a given dial reading.

The set, therefore, on the RF side, does
all that can be expected of any receiver
using no more than five tubes. The tube
gained on the RF side was utiliied in the
audio circuit.

As the set may be encompassed on a
7x18" panel, this possibility will appeal
to space conservationists.

The Coils For the Set
The single -layer solenoid coil was used

in the circuit. The 3%2" diameter form may
be employed. The wire is No. 24 silk over
cotton. If that is not easily obtainable
use No. 22 single cotton covered. Bothcoils are wound alike. Each form is at
least 3,A" high, preferably 4", Wind 10
turns near the top of one form. This is
the aperiodic primary, say Ll. Leave 14"
space and wind 43 turns for the second-
ary. Each of the four terminals (two of
primary and two of secondary) is secured
to the form. If bakelite, fibre or even
cardboard is used, then two tiny parallel
holes may he punched. The wire is
threaded through these. Naturally the
holes to secure the beginning of the
primary will be made before the winding
is started and the holes to keep the end
in place will he made after the ten turns
are put on. The same procedure is fol-
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Why the Set Has Rich Tone
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FIG. 2 (top) is a view of the bottom of the set. The lower photo (Fig. 3) shows
the top view. Note that a 5 -gang socket strip was used.

"No Better Compromise
Between Volume and
Quality Seems Possible
Than That Incorporated
in the Audio Hookup"-
Amplification Strength
Compared With That
of T w o Transformer
Stages.

lowed for the secondary. The inductance
of the secondary will be sufficient to tune
in the entire range of broadcast wave-
lengths in conjunction with a .0005 mfd.
variable condenser, hence the double con-
denser will have a rated capacity of .001
mfd., consisting of two separate sections,
each .0005 mfd.

The coils are the simplest that are re-
quired for any set and even persons in-
experienced in radio will be able to make
very efficient coils. The low -loss idea
should be followed in coil construction,
and for this reason the forms used in the
laboratory model consisted of two in-
sulated rings, supporting quartzite rods,
the wire being wound on the rods and the
terminals secured to binding posts fast-
ened on the rings.

If you wish to wind the coils on smaller
forms such as a 2" diameter, use
a 12 -turn primary and a 60 -turn second-
ary. This may be accomplished on a 4"
high form if the turns are placed very
close together, and even the separation
between primary and secondary reduced.
There is no absolute necessity for ad-
hering to the separation, since its only
object is to insure selectivity and the set
will be amply selective even with close
coupling, provided the number of turns
on the primary is as specified.

Coil Mounting and Connections
The coils should be mounted at right

angles.
The connections to the respective coil

terminals should be such that the fields
aid. Otherwise there might not be suf-
ficient oscillation to produce highest ef-
ficiency and enable the rheostat RI to

function as a control of the tendency to
over -oscillate, due to a constant condition
of sub -oscillation. The "aiding" method
of connection is as follows: Consider the
coil standing on a table, on its circum-
ference, the primary winding on top. The
upper terminal of the primary is the be-
ginning and goes to aerial. The lower
terminal goes to ground. Look at the
terminal of 1.2 (secondary) that adjoins
the end of the primary. This secondary
terminal goes to A minus and the other
or bottom secondary terminal to grid. The
same system applies to the interstage
coupler, the beginning of LI going to
plate, the end to B plus 45 volts, the be-
ginning of the secondary, 1.4, to F minus
and the end of the secondary to the coil
side of the grid condenser C5. Remem-
bering that ground and battery are low
potential, keep the low potentials side by
side, as to coil terminal connections. Those
not conversant with radio had better put
tags on the coil terminals and discard the
tags when the connections are actually
made in the wiring of the set.

The Rheostat RI
Use a 20 -ohm rheostat for RI if storage

battery type tubes are used, otherwise a
rheostat the resistance of which is suit-
able to the type of dry cell tube used.
Be very sure to connect the grid return
(terminal of each secondary other than
the one that goes to grid) not to the
negative filament but to the negative A
battery. The filament is a post on the
socket and represents the voltage left
after the drop in the rheostat is taken
care of, and is always less than the volt-
age at the battery.

The Grid Leak
Connect the grid leak from the grid

post of the socket to the positive A bat-
tery. Thus a special leak mount is nec-
essary, as the leak -condenser combination
mount will not afford facility in making
this connection. The grid of the detector
tube is thus made slightly positive. The
manner of connection thus defined is made
necessary by the employment of a double
condenser, which forces connection of
the two secondaries to minus A. In this
circuit no other manner of connecting the
leak will afford the same high net gain,
whatever may be said of the leak connec-
tion in shunt with the grid condenser if

separate tuning condensers were used.
The detector rheostat, R2, should be

20 ohms also, if the storage battery type
tube is used here. R3 is a ballast resist-
ance and may be a No. 1 Amperite. If a
rheostat is to be used it should be 10 to
15 ohms and of the power type, so it will
be sure to handle the .75 ampere flow for
three storage battery tubes. If 99 tubes
are used R3 may be 20 ohms and if the 11
or 12 type is employed, '6 ohms. In any
event this resistance, if a rheostat, need
not be mounted on the panel, but could
be placed on the gang socket strip or
baseboard, its setting determined once and
never changed thereafter. Incidentally,
any oscillating tubes may be used any-
where in the circuit, but the storage bat-
tery type is to be preferred, because the
larger elements within the tube afford
greater volume and the amplification
factor is likely to be higher, which is im-
portant in the audio stage.

The Audio Hookup
If Hi -Mu tubes are used, two would be

the limit and they would be inserted in
the second and third sockets from the left
(first and second audio stages).

No better compromise between volume
and quality seems possible than that in-
corporated in the audio hookup. One
transformer stage seems necessary, if
volume is to be ample under all condi-
tions, because the audio current (which
is of a direct pulsating nature, i.e., oscil-
lating at low frequencies) is stepped up
by the transformer. Let us assume the
step-up to be four and the amplification
of the tube to be 6. If each of the other
two audio tubes accounts for
instead of an amplification of 216, such as
three resistance stages would afford, you
have 515, as compared with 576 for two
transformer -coupled stages. Thus, it is
obvious that two transformer stages give
a little more amplification on two tubes
than the present hookup on three tubes.
But it is in the quality domain that the
difference is more than made up. Those
who have not heard this audio hookup
work should prepare for a very delight-
ful experience.

The computations are rough and
theoretical, but they serve the purpose of
illustration. They take no account of the
amplification, at audio frequencies, ob-
tained from the radio -frequency and de-
tector tubes, and this would change the
net result somewhat.

The resistors in the last two audio
stages should be .1 megohm (100,000 ohms)
in the plate circuit in both cases. The
grid leak connected to the second audio
tube should be 1 megohm (1,000,000 ohms)
and that in the grid circuit of the final
audio tube .5 megohm (500,000 ohms).
Lower values should not be risked in the
plate circuit, but if leaks of values other
than those stated are on hand and the
constructor desires to try them out in
the grid circuits, he may do so, putting
the higher resistance (if there is a dif-
ference between the two) in the prior
stage.

One may use 90 volts B battery on the
audio side and the set will give fairly
good volume, but much greater volume
and richness of tone will result if an
extra 45 -volt B battery is used, giving 135
volts here. The actual voltage at the
plate is much less, of course, being 90 or
under, due to the drop in the resistor.
The actual current consumption (in am-
peres) on the resistance stages may be
expected to be considerably less than if a
final (second) transformer stage were
used. The maintenance of this audio cir-
cuit may be a little more expensive than
that of the conventional two transformer
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Operation of the Double
Condenser Explained-
Drilling Advice Given-
How to Solve Trouble
Problems.

stages, but you get your full money's
worth. Even if you use the set ever
night the B batteries should last two to
three months.

The Filament Control Jack
As the set is shown in Fig. 1 you turn

it on by inserting the jack (speaker) plug
and turn it off by pulling out the plug,
because a filament -control jack is used.
This embodies the features of a regula-
tion single -circuit jack, superimposed on
which is an insulated external open cri-
cuit. Note that the A battery positive
lead, instead of going direct to the positive
filament, connects to the prong adjoining
that connected to the plate (the two being
insulated from each other in the jack).
The remaining prong (extreme top) is
connected to positive filament. Thus when
the plug is inserted it makes connection
with plate and B plus. The action of in-
serting the plug pushes up the leaf that
is joined to the positive A battery and
closes it upon its neighbor, which goes
to positive filament, thus completing the
filament circuit. See that you get a jack
that works smoothly, otherwise you may
jar the set when forcing the plug in and
out.

Fixed Condenser
There are three fixed condensers. C2 is

a .001 mfd. by-pass condenser. Test this
with earphones and dry cell, connecting
one tip of the phones to positive A post
of the dry cell, the other phone tip to
one side of the fixed condenser, the other
side of the fixed condenser to negative
post of the dry cell. No sharp click should
be heard. A very slight dull one may be
audible, due to the charging and discharg-
ing effect on the condenser. But there
can be no mistaking the loud click. It is
strofig enough to startle you if you never
heard it before. If you hear the loud
click the condenser is shorted. Get an-
other. Pains must be taken in testing
this condenser, because it is to be included
in the circuit in such a manner that if it
is shorted the tubes will blow out. The
same applies to C4, the .001 mfd. by-pass
condenser from the detector plate output
to negative A.

C5, the grid condenser, should be .00025
or mfd. or less. It is all right to use
.0001 mfd.

The Double Condenser
Be sure that the tuning condenser, Cl,

is of reputable manufacture, for if such
an instrument is poorly made more than
likely a given setting of the dial here
and there may represent divergent capaci-
ties in the respective sections of the con-
denser. A very slight lead and lag is
permissible, indeed unavoidable, but it
must be so slight as to have no effect on
tuning. Most of the double condensers
put on the market by firms of standing
are of such desirable quality.

All types of double condensers have at
least three binding posts. We will assume
only three exist. One is a connection to
the common rotor. The low potential
terminal of the two respective secondaries
is connected here and to A minus. The
remaining binding posts represent the two
stators. One of these posts is joined direct
to the grid of the RF tube and to the end
of L2, the other to the coil side of the
nrid condenser and to the end of L4. The
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How a Filament Jack Works
coil side of the grid condenser is that side
opposite to the socket post side.

The Audio Transformer
It is well to have as good an audio

transformer as you can afford. Federal
No. 65, General Radio No. 285, Kellogg,
Acme, Stromberg-Carlson and the Rau -
land Lyric are examples, although of
course other good transformers may be
used.

Constructional Advice
Lay out the panel first. Decide whether

you prefer 7x18" or 7x21". Those not
very familiar with radio set construction
should use the larger size. The solitary
dial may be placed either in the exact cen-
ter or 6" from the left. The center hole
for the shaft would be on a midline, 3%"
from top and bottom of the panel. The
centrally located dial gives the panel a
more symmetrical appearance. The rheo-
stats may be placed on the same align-
ment as the condenser shaft, 6" distant
therefrom. All that appear on the panel
are the dial, the two rheostats and the
jack, about the simplest arrangement con-
sistent with high efficiency.

The condenser and rheostat shaft holes
should be made oversized. It is well to
use ,/4" drill for the rheostat shaft hole
and even as much as Yz" for the con-
denser shaft hole. Then, if the holes for
the mounting screws are not just exactly
right, the condenser or rheostat may be
mounted correctly, without any further
drilling, because the shaft is not restricted
to an aperture only wide enough to pass
it through, but has convenient "play."

Wire the filament leads first, including
both positive A battery, negative A, rheo-
stats and jack (which may be placed at
any convenient point in the lower right-
hand corner of the panel). Be sure you
know just where the coils are to be placed
before you drill for rheostats, a precaution
addressed to those who may care to mount
one of the coils on the panel, the other
on the socket strip or baseboard.. In the
7x21" laboratory set no baseboard was
used, but the socket strip was made to
contain all the apparatus not otherwise
provided for. If 7x18" is used, then a
subpanel would be advisable to accom-
modate the audio hookup, or at least the
two resistance -coupled stages.

Trouble Shooting
Two possible sources of trouble are (1)

a given reading of the dial representing
two different wavelengths, pr, to say it
differently, one station being heard at
two slightly different settings), and (2),
failure of the set to oscillate.

The first trouble would be due to the
secondaries not being matched, which is
possible even if the number of turns on
both is the same. Where a station is
heard loudest will represent the secondary
of the interstage coupler, and if the dial
reading is higher for the louder signal,
then remove a turn from the secondary
L2 (in the RF grid circuit), and, if the
fault is not remedied, still another turn,
etc., until the error factor is eliminated.
As the louder signal required a higher
setting, then the inductance on the inter -
stage coupler secondary was less than
that on the other secondary. As it is
easier to remove turns than to add them
to a coil already completed, it is better to
take some off L2 rather than to add any
to L4. The danger of not covering the
entire range is not great, so long as not
more than three turns must be removed,
and it will scarcely happen that removal
of more than three will be required. In
nine cases out of ten the same number
of turns on each secondary will give you
thoroughly satisfactory matching.

As for oscillation, it must be understood
that if the RF tube can not be brought
to that point just below the saturation or

INSIDE the tube, in a radio set, cur-
rent flows from plate to grid. Top
photo shows pencil pointing to the
grillwork that is the grid. The plate
is on the table (where it should be).
Center photo shows external position
of the plate, in respect to the grid.
In bottom photo are shown the leads
from the elements. Here is where the
plate -to -grid condenser effect takes
place, at the seal. The Powertone con-
trols this condenser effect by regu-
lating the electronic flow with a rheo-

stat.

spilling -over level, the set will not be as
sensitive or as loud as otherwise. Hence
there should be a "plop" when the rheo- .
stat is turned too high. The rheostat is
turned back until the "plop" is gone, then
slowly brought back again just a little.
until the point of maximum response is
reached. In some cases it will be advis-
able, due to too great volume produced,
to burn the RF tube lower than the point
of maximum efficiency. But assuming that
the rheostat fails to function as an oscil-
lation control, due to the absence of ap-
preciable oscillation, reverse the leads of
the secondary L2, lest you have made
some mistake in coil connections. If this
does not bring about the remedy, tilt one
of the coils slightly out of right-angle
position in relation to the other.

The plain object of doing this is to ac-
complish purposeful interstage magnetic
coupling, which the right-angle position
or the Neutrodyne angle position seeks to
avoid. If this does not cause oscillar
very probably the tube in the RF socket
is not a good oscillator, or won't oscillate
at all.

Change tubes around under any circum-
stances until you get each one in the
socket where it serves best.
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A Set a Baby Can Make

C1

C2

.001

A*
A- B-

FIG. 2, the diagram of the circuit wiring. S is a short-circuiting switch. This
method of switching avoids dead-end losses, as the current that escapes into the
unused part of L2 is still retained in the circuit. The switch makes tuning in

shorter -wave stations much easier.

By Herbert E. Hayden
Photographs by the Author

THE regenerative set may be safely
regarded as the best 1 -tuber that a

person can build to meet the requirements
of selectivity, sensitivity and volume.

Thus reception of
distant stations is as-
sured, even if receiv-
ing conditions are
only fair. The
volume in the ear-
phones will be ample.

This set, as con-
structed, is portable
and self-contained.
The cabinet has
over-all dimensions
as follows: Height,

HERBERT E. depth 7". The panel
HAYDEN 9", width 8" and

itself therefore may be 7x8", an odd size,
but can be cut down from a 7x10" panel.

The cabinet has two doors, one in front,
to afford access to the panel, the other in
the. back, so you can reach the wiring
or replenish batteries. The "stator" part
of the cabinet is 5" deep and the remain-
ing 4" are divided as follows: 1/2" depth
for the front door and 2/2" depth for the
rear door. If one of the batteries is wider
than the depth of the battery compart-
ment, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, then the.
extra rom inside the main part of the
cabinet is automatically utilized.

Frequency Dial Effect
The hinges differ for the two doors.

The front door has two separate hinges,
externally placed, while the rear door has

a single long hinge, also external. There
is no reason, however, why the two doors
can not have the same kind of hinges, if
the constructor so desires.

The circuit used is the standard regen-
erator with tickler coil for feedback, but
an extra device, the switch S, is included
to facilitate tuning in The lower wave
stations. As it is assumed that many will
desire to build such a set front parts they
have around the house, these instruments
most likely will include a straight-line
capacity condensers. The tuning on the
lower waves is rather difficult with this
type of instrument, since the stations are
crowded together. The switch arrange-
ment does not enhance the selectivity, for
that is an inherent asset of the set any -
Was', but saves you the backbreaking
ordeal otherwise suffered in tuning in
distant stations that are under 400 meters.

Thus the switch has somewhat the sant?
effect as a straight-line frequency con-
denser. the only practical object for gen-
eral fan usebeing to suread out those low
wave stations on the dial.

The manner of including the switch
takes into account the dead-end losses
often sustained when the conventional
connections for such a switch are followed.
1.-(3, at Fig 2 Notice the end of T.2.

bottom. A wire, called a juniper, is con-
nected front the end of the coil to the
movable arm of the switch. Normally this
jumper is omitted and so much of the
coil as is not in use for tuning captures
and holds some of the radio -frequency
current. The jumper, however, keeps in
the circuit even that part of the coil not
used for tuning purposes. In other words,
the switch operates on the short-circuiting
principle without leaving unused or dead
ends at any place.

Variety of Switch Choice
This switch, therefore, may even be the

kind usually employed for the A battery
lead. In that case one tap would be taken
off the coil, as will be explained later,
and the switch used simply for short-cir-
cuiting the part of the coil below the
tap when tuning in low -wave broadcasters.
If multi -tap points are desired, then a tap
switch with about a dozen switch points
may be used. Such a switch is com-
mercially obtainable, or may be made up
of the twelve switch points, which are
flat -head screws (without the slot) and
have lock nuts, and usually lugs, supplied
with them. The leads front the coil are
connected to the lugs and the movable
arm is connected to the stator plates of
Cl and to A battery positive. As the
setting of the switch changes the dial
reading of the tuning condenser, most
fans probably will prefer only one tap,
hence may use the A battery switch
method. (Fig. 3). If so an anti -capacity
switch is to be preferred. Many may care
to use a small single -pole single -throw
(SPST1 switch.

Panel Directions
The panel is shown in Fig. 1. The

tickler dial is the lower one at left, the
tuning condenser dial the upper one. At
right is a smaller dial. This is for the
rheostat, but the usual knob will suffice.
Above the rheostat dial is an optional
bezel. The tapswitch is at right, bottom.
Two plain binding posts or two phone
tip jacks or a single -circuit jack may be
used for the earphone connections. If
the SCJ is used a plug will be necessary,
but not so if binding posts of phone tip
jacks are employed.

How to Make the Coils
The coil and condenser combination for

tuning will rest largely with the personal
choice of the constructor or depend on
what he has on hand. The set illustrated
herewith used a .0005 mfd. variable con-
denser, which usually has 23 plates. If
such a condenser is to be embodied in the
set, and the stator tubing on which the
primary LI and secondary I-2 are to be
wound is 4" diameter and 4" high. then

FIG. 3, detail of push-pull switch
used for tapping.

THE set in conventional form would look like this. (But what's he doing up so
late?) International Newsreel
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Hayden's Easy -Tuning Set
LIST OF PARTS

One 3 -circuit tuning coil (L1L2L3).
One .0005 mfd. variable condenser (CI).
Two 3" dials.
One switch (S).
One 7x10" panel.
One .00025 mfd. fixed grid condense,

(C2).
One 2-megohm grid leak (R2).
One rheostat (RI), 30 ohms for 99 type

tube.
Two binding posts (for phones).
One .001 mfd. fixed by-pass condenser.
Accessories: One dry cell battery for

tube filament, one 22? B battery, one
cabinet, with hardware; subpanel for
socket; right angles; screws, nuts, aerial
wire, lead-in wire, wire for connections
inside set.

use No. 22 double cotton covered wire.
Wind 8 turns for Ll. Cut the primary
winding. Begin the secondary, 4" away
from where the primary ends. Wind 18
turns of the same kind of wire in the
same direction, make a small loop and
twist it around twice, then continue, ap-
plying 17 turns more. The terminals may
be secured to the form through tiny drill
holes made parallel in pairs and the re-
spective terminals threaded through each.
It is not absolutely necessary to have the
4" separation, but well to include it if
there is room. The primary, instead, may
be placed right over the secondary. In
that case the secondary would be wound
first and the primary right over it, near
the upper end. Another method would
be to employ only one winding, consist-
ing of 43 turns. Tap at the eighth turn
and again at the 26th turn. Connect A
battery positive and ground both to the
8th -turn tap, the switch as shown in Fig.
3. to the 26th turn and end. This method
grounds the positive A and reads the
dotted line into Fig. 2.

The tickler form would be 3" diameter
and comprise 20 turns of the same kind
of wire. If one is converting an old
coupler he will be guided by the forms
he has, hence the tickler coil even may
be near the top of the stator form. Some
who simply use two plain forms may pre-
fer to put the tickler coil in the center.
(Figs. 3 and 4). Thus they would have to
divide the stator winding (but not cut it)
preferably at the switch tap, to provide
room for the rotor shaft to pass through
at one side of the stator and accommodate
the diametrically opposite rotor rod. It
makes small difference, if any, in which
relative position the tickler is placed.
although some experts prefer it nearer
the low potential end (ground or A bat-
tery lead) of the secondary.

The tube used was the 199 but the 11
or 12 (which two have the same charac-
teristics) or may be employed with equal
success. A small subpanel, about 3x4"
is fastened to the panel by two brass right
angles, machine screws and nuts, and on
this subpanel the socket is mounted. The
mounting screws show on the panel. See
them under the rheostat in Fig. 1.

The grid -leak condenser combination
are mounted above the coil (Figs. 4 and
5). Be careful to connect the stator plates
of the variable condenser to the grid
condenser.

Figs. 4 and 5 show a 4% -volt C battery
used as the A battery, to heat the tube
filament no. Beside it is an upright type
of 22% -volt B battery. There is room.
as you will see, for a substitute 1% -volt
(No. 61 dry cell to light the 11 or 12 type
of tubes.

Use flexible wire for the battery leads

FIG. 4 (top), a view of the completed receiver, as seen from the back,with the battery compartment, really a door, wide open. Fig. 5 (lower
photo) shows detail of how the leak -condenser combination is mounted
and gives a clearer view of the introduction of the flexible battery leadsto the special socket subpanel.

and be sure they are made longer than
the extreme distance that the rear door
sweeps from closed to wide open position,
otherwise the batteries will fall out if youjerk the back door open.

Such refinements as a hook catch tokeep the doors closed, brass corners to
insure the cabinet against edge damage
due to rough handling, bezel, etc., may
be included as the constructor desires.

The set is very easy to make. Even a
baby can make it, I should say, figur-

atively speaking, but certainly even a baby
can tune it (as did my chee-ild). The
conventional panel and cabinet idea may
be substituted for the self-contained
model, if desired. The set will work just
as well either way.

The wavelength is controlled by the
variable condenser, Cl. The tickler
governs volume and should never be
placed in such a position as to cause
whistles. exceot when trying to get a dis-

(Concluded on Page 28)
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How I Built My Diamond

FIG. I, the circuit diagram of The Diamond of the Air as constructed by J. A. Anderson, noted radio engineer, for his personal use,
except for one thing. The A+ lead, as shown above continues to the wrong side of the switch S. It should go from the point
under C4 direct to A (not through the switch). The left hand side of S should connect only as far es F+ on third socket from

PAL

Author Picked Bernard's
Circuit as Standby Re-
ceiver, but Made Some
Changes - Rheostat in
Detector Lead Separated
From AF Tubes and
Grid Leak Placed in
Shunt With .0001 Mfd.
Condenser, Sup-
planted .00025 "This
Set is Far Superior to the
Standard Non -Regener-
ative 5 -Tube Set"-A
Low -loss Tuning Coil
Used as Loop Gives Fine
Volume.

By J. E. Anderson
Consulting Engineer.

T IS generally conceded that the
Super -Heterodyne receiver is capable

"1 greater selectivity and sensitivity than
any other type of receiver now known.
But the superiority of this circuit over
some of the simpler types resides mainly
in the principle of it. not invariably in the
application of the principle, for the major-
ity of Super -Heterodynes built fail to
measure up to expectations and turn out
to be exasperating disappointments. The
fault lies in the design of any particular
set and in the execution of that design.
Any one who starts to build a Super -
Heterodyne takes a chance of getting "the
best there is" in the line of receivers, but
the odds against success are very great.
Then the cost of acquistion and mainten-
ance of a powerful Super -Heterodyne is
beyond the radio allowance of the major-
ity of fans. Most of this great fraternity
demand something simpler and less ex-
pensive which will give satisfactory serv-
ice.

"Their Best Bet"
Their best bet at the present time is a

4 -tube receiver comprising one stage of

tuned radio -frequency, a regenerative de-
tector, and two stages of transformer
coupled audio -frequency amplification,
that is, RADIO WORLD'S Diamond of the Air.
This set is far superior to the standard
non -regenerative 5 -tube set from the
points of view of selectivity, sensitivity,
economy and volume. If it were not for
the patent situation this set would quickly
displace the 5 -tube sets on the market.

I built The Diamond of the Air as a
standby receiver and it is giving complete
satisfaction. It is selective enough to
separate all the local stations in New York
City without the slightest interference, it
is simple to operate, economical to main-
tain and gives great volume.

It is so arranged that it may be used
with either an antenna or a loop. For
local and moderately distant stations the
loop suffices. For DX reception the an-
tenna is used most of the time. It is sel-
dom necessary to use it, however, because
for the antenna available the difference
between the signals from the antenna and
the loop is very slight. The antenna coil
LO consists of 10 turns of No. 22 double
cotton covered wire on bakelite tubing 3"
in diameter. The secondary LI is wound
on the same form, in the same direction,
and with the same size wire. Forty-three
turns are used. The primary and second-
ary are separated 1/4". A greater separa-
tion and fewer turns on the primary may
be used if it is desired to increase selec-
tivity. Although this coupler is home-
made according to the above specifica-
tions, purchased coils may well be used.

The loop I employed is merely a low -
loss tuning coil having a diameter of about
5". It is wound in the Lorenz fashion
with 43 turns of No. 16 double cotton wire.
And this small loop is sufficient to receive
all the metropolitan stations with speaker
volume. As the loop occupies very little
room it is very convenient to use; and
since the coil is really low loss, the set is

very selective as well as sensitive. Of
course better results may be expected
with a larger loop, but I did not find it
necessary to use one for the reception of
local stations. It may be remarked that
the signals as received by this tuning coil
loop are louder than those received by
an indoor open circuit antenna comprising
a cold water pine ground and 75 feet of
wire with an effective height of about 15

feet. When an outdoor antenna about 30

feet high, with a good ground, is used the
signals are somwhat better than with the
small loop. A jack J1 and a plug P are
provided so that the loop may be ex-

changed quickly for the open antenna
circuit.

The inter,tage coupling transformer
L21....3L4 is wound on a hard rubber form
about 3" in diameter. The primary con-
tains 10 turns and the secondary 43 turns
of No. 24 double silk covered wire. The
tickler consists of 30 turns on a 2" dia-
meter.

The Changed Leak Position
The detector operates on the usual grid

condenser and grid leak principle. In this
circuit the grid leak is placed in shunt
with the grid condenser. This differs
from Herman Bernard's hookup of The
Diamond of the Air in which the grid leak
is connected directly between the grid and
the filament. The latter method is re-
quired when the coupling between the
two tubes is direct or when the rotors of
the two tuning condensers are mounted
on the same metallic shaft, as is usual in
double condensers. The method used in
the present circuit is a shade more efficient
and is used for that reason. When the
leak is connected in series with the grid
lead it does not dissipate as much as it
does when connected from grid to fila-
ment. In the one case the A. C. voltage
across the leak is only that across the
grid condenser, which is negligible, while
in the other the voltage across it is the
entire A.C. voltage across the tuning unit.
which is comparatively high.

The amplification obtainable with this
combination of RF and regenerative de-
tector is enormous, but owing to the many
variable factors it is not a definite quan-
tity. It depends on the amplification con-
stant of the tube, on the grid, plate and
filament D.C. voltages, on the degree of
coupling between the tubes, on the values
of grid leak and grid condenser, and fin-
ally on the degree of coupling between
the tickler coil L4 and the secondary L3.
The amplification introduced by the first
tube is effectively about as much as a
stage of audio and the amplification intro-
duced by the tickler is many times this
amount.

In assembling this receiver it is imoort-
ant that the tuning coil L3 be with its
axis vertical, because in this position its
loon effect is minimum ; that is, it then
picks up the least energy directly, and
this makes the selectivity of the set as a
whole greater.

Separate Rheostats for RF
It frequently happens that the detector

and the audio amplifier become overloaded
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Tips on the Audio Circuit
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FIG. 2, showing how Bernard connected the leak and hooked up the AF on the detector rheostat. Thin model omits the detector
jack and uses a filament -control jack in the last stage, being a variation from the original to this extent. AP and AS are aerial

transformer primary and secondary.

for local and powerful stations. This of
course introduces distortion. To prevent
this it is desirable to have means for con-
trolling the volume independently of the
tuning controls. Rheostats are the most
convenient means for this in the radio -
frequency portion of the circuit. There-
fore, two of them have been introduced,
one for the RF tube alone and one for
the detector. RI is placed in the negative
filament lead of the RF tube so that it
will give a negative bias to the grid of
that tube as well as serve as a volume
control. In order that it should be ef-
fective for controlling volume it should
have a resistance value much greater than
is customary. For quarter ampere tubes
on a 6 -volt battery it should have at least
20 ohms and for .06 ampere tubes on 4.5
volts it should be at least 50 ohms. If it
is desired to use a .06 ampere tube such
as a C299 as radio -frequency amplifier on
a 6 -volt filament battery, an Amperite
6V-199 should be connected in series with
the rheostat, which should then be from
20 to 30 ohms. The use of a small tube
in this place is reconrinended because it
is economical in operation and is fully as
effective as a larger tube, particularly
for the higher frequencies. A separate
rheostat R2 is used for the detector, and
it of course serves both to limit the cur-
rent and the volume.

The Audio Circuit
The audio -frequency amplifier is a very

important part of the circuit. It either
retains the good quality of the signals or
it spoils it. The choice of transformers
will determine which it will do. The
writer uses a Federal 65 for Ti and a Fed-
eral 65A for T2. These make a very good
combination when quality is the main
consideration. There are other transform-
ers which also may be used with excellent
results. For instance a General Radio
Type 285 ratio 6:1 for T1 and the same
type ratio 2:1 for T2 is one combination,
and another is two Rauland Lyrics. At-
tempts at economizing on the price of
audio -frequency transformers almost in-
variably lead to intolerably bad quality
of signals.

As will be observed from the circuit
diagram there are no rheostats in the
audio -frequency tubes. They are not
needed, nor even desirable. Amperites
are used instead. These are automatic in
action and maintain the filament current
nearly constant as the A battery voltage
changes with discharge. Tubes are not

critical when operated as audio amplifiers,
but it is important that the filament cur-
rent be maintained near normal, because
if the current is increased in an attempt
to increase volume, the tubes are en-
dangered, and if the current is decreased
in an attempt to decrease volume, quality
suffers. It is much better to control vol-
ume in the radio -frequency end of the
receiver by means of the two rheostats
and by the tickler, for here it may be
done without playing havoc with the
quality.

Also in the interest of quality, high
plate voltages with suitable grid voltages
should be used in the audio stages. The
higher the plate voltage the greater will
be the volume and the better will be the
quality.

A voltage of 150 may well be used with
ordinary receiving tubes of the 201A type.
This would require a grid bias of from
12 to 15 volts. Voltages less than 90
should never be used if the set is to
operate a loud speaker. The plate volt-
age on the detector should be 45, as it
should be on the RF tube when no other
grid bias than that obtained from the
voltage drop in the rheostat RI is used.

The two variable condensers Cl and C3

should each have a maximum capacity
of .0005 mfd. The by-pass C4 should be
.001 mfd. mica condenser. The grid con-
denser CO should be smaller than the usual
.00025 mfd. The writer uses a .0001 mfd.
mica condenser. Even a smaller one may
be used. The circuit is more sensitive
for the smaller values. The grid leak
across the condenser should have as high
a value as possible. A good type of vari-
able leak may be used and it should be
adjusted to such a value that the detector
is most sensitive. The increase in this
resistance is limited by the blocking of
the signals when the volume is great.
The adjustment should be made when
the loud speaker volume is moderately
high.

Two jacks have been provided. J2 in
:he output of the detector is for use with
head set and J3 in the output of the last
stage of audio is for use with loud speaker.

The battery terminal strip contains
seven binding posts; two for the C bat-
tery, two for A, and three for B. Two
additional posts are provided for antenna
and ground. The filament switch S is
placed in the common lead for plus A
and Minus B.

This set is well worth building.

Novice and Expert Both
Get Great Results From

The Diamond of the Air
"IT IS A GREAT SET," IS ALL

THAT NEW YORKER CAN SAY
DIAMOND EDITOR:

I have just completed The Diamond of
the Air and all I can say is: "It is a
great set." I have built more than fifty
sets for the past two years, from a single
tube to an 8 -tube Super -Heterodyne.
Give me The Diamond. It is now my
pet set. The Neutrodyne had to take a
place on the shelf with the others. The
Diamond certainly is a wonder, for vol-
ume and clarity. It is the best set I ever
had. It is impossible to work the set on
all 4 -tubes, as everything shakes when
it is in full blast. I have the set working
on three tubes and that is plenty.

I tried the Diamond for a little DX

last night and I received the following
stations: WHAR, WPG, WIP, WIBO,
WLIT, WJJD, WSAI, WCBD, WGN,
WTAM, WHG, WCCO, WLW, WAJ,
KYW.

Thank you for all the valuable informa-
tion I get from your magazine. Thank
Herman Bernard for his wonder hook-up.
-Philip Muller, 2145 Amsterdam Ave.,
New York City.

* * *

BUILDS DIAMOND, HIS FIRST
SET; IT WORKS LIKE CHARM

DIAMOND EDITOR:
I built The Diamond of the Air, the first

set I ever tried to build. I had a little
(Concluded on page 29)
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FIG. 1, the circuit diagram of The Diamond of the Air as constructed by J. A. Anderson, noted radio engineer, for his personal use,
except for one thing. The A+ lead, as shown above continues to the wrong side of the switch S. It should go from the point
under C4 direct to A . (not through the switch). The left hand side of S should connect only as far as F -f- on third socket from

left.

Author Picked Bernard's
Circuit as Standby Re-
ceiver, but Made Some
Changes - Rheostat in
Detector Lead Separated
From AF Tubes and
Grid Leak Placed in
Shunt With .0001 Mfd.
Condenser, Sup-
planted .00025 "This
Set is Far Superior to the
Standard Non -Regener-
ative 5 -Tube Set"-A
Low -loss Tuning Coil
Used as Loop Gives Fine
Volume.

By J. E. Anderson
Consulting Engineer.

I
T IS generally conceded that the

Super -Heterodyne receiver is capable
of greater selectivity and sensitivity than
any other type of receiver now known.
But the superiority of this circuit over
some of the simpler types resides mainly
in the principle of it. not invariably in the
application of the principle, for the major-
ity of Super -Heterodynes built fail to
measure up to expectations and turn out
to be exasperating disappointments. The
fault lies in the design of any particular
set and in the execution of that design.
Any one who starts to build a Super -
Heterodyne takes a chance of getting "the
best there is" in the line of receivers, but
the odds against success are very great.
Then the cost of acquistion and mainten-
ance of a powerful Super -Heterodyne is
beyond the radio allowance of the major-
ity of fans. Most of this great fraternity
demand something simpler and less ex-
pensive which will give satisfactory serv-
ice.

"Their Best Bet"
Their best bet at the present time is a

4 -tube receiver comprising one stage of

tuned radio -frequency, a regenerative de-
tector, and two stages of transformer
coupled audio -frequency amplification,
that is, RADIO WORLD'S Diamond of the Air.
This set is far superior to the standard
non -regenerative 5 -tube set front the
points of view of selectivity, sensitivity,
economy and volume. If it were not for
the patent situation this set would quickly
displace the 5 -tube sets on the market.

I built The Diamond of the Air as a
standby receiver and it is giving complete
satisfaction. It is selective enough to
separate all the local stations in New York
City without the slightest interference, it
is simple to operate, economical to main-
tain and gives great volume.

It is so arranged that it may be used
with either an antenna or a loop. For
local and moderately distant stations the
loop suffices. For DX reception the an-
tenna is used most of the time. It is sel-
dom necessary to use it, however, because
for the antenna available the difference
between the signals from the antenna and
the loop is very slight. The antenna coil
LO consists of 10 turns of No. 22 double
cotton covered wire on bakelite tubing 3"
in diameter. The secondary LI is wound
on the same form, in the same direction,
and with the same size wire. Forty-three
turns are used. The primary and second-
ary are separated 3/4". A greater separa-
tion and fewer turns on the primary may
be used if it is desired to increase selec-
tivity. Although this coupler is home-
made according to the above specifica-
tions, purchased coils may well be used.

The loop I employed is merely a low -
loss tuning coil having a diameter of about
5". It is wound in the Lorenz fashion
with 43 turns of No. 16 double cotton wire.
And this small loop is sufficient to receive
all the metropolitan stations with speaker
volume. As the loop occupies very little
room it is very convenient to use ; and
since the coil is really low loss, the set is

very selective as well as sensitive. Of
course better results may be expected
with a larger loop, but I did not find it
necessary to use one for the reception of
local stations. It may be remarked that
the signals as received by this tuning coil
loop are louder than those received by
an indoor open circuit antenna comprising,
a cold water pine ground and 75 feet of
wire with an effective height of about 15

feet. When an outdoor antenna about 30

feet high, with a good ground, is used the
signals are somwhat better than with the
small loop. A jack JI and a plug P are
provided so that the loop may be ex-

changed quickly for the open antenna
circuit.

The interNtage coupling transformer
L21.31.4 is wound on a hard rubber form
about 3" in diameter. The primary con-
tains 10 turns and the secondary 43 turns
of No. 24 double silk covered wire. The
tickler consists of 30 turns on a 2" dia-
meter.

The Changed Leak Position
The detector operates on the usual grid

condenser and grid leak principle. In this
circuit the grid leak is placed in shunt
with the grid condenser. This differs
from Herman Bernard's hookup of The
Diamond of the Air in which the grid leak
is connected directly between the grid and
the filament. The latter method is re-
quired when the coupling between the
two tubes is direct or when the rotors of
the two tuning condensers are mounted
on the same metallic shaft, as is usual in
double condensers. The method used in
the present circuit is a shade more efficient
and is used for that reason. When the
leak is connected in series with the grid
lead it does not dissipate as much as it
does when connected front grid to fila-
ment. In the one case the A. C. voltage
across the leak is only that across the
grid condenser, which is negligible, while
in the other the voltage across it is the
entire A.C. voltage across the tuning unit.
which is comparatively high.

The amplification obtainable with this
combination of RF and regenerative de-
tector is enormous, but owing to the many
variable factors it is not a definite quan-
tity. It depends on the amplification con-
stant of the tube, on the grid, plate and
filament D.C. voltages, on the degree of
coupling between the tubes, on the values
of grid leak and grid condenser, and fin-
ally on the degree of coupling between
the tickler coil L4 and the secondary L3.
The amplification introduced by the first
tube is effectively about as much as a
stage of audio and the amplification intro-
duced by the tickler is many times this
amount.

In assembling this receiver it is imnort-
ant that the tuning coil U be with its
axis vertical, because in this position its
loon effect is minimum; that is, it then
picks tin the least energy directly, and
this makes the selectivity of the set as a
whole greater.

Separate Rheostats for RF
It frequently hannens that the detector

and the audio amplifier become overloaded
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FIG. 2, showing how Bernard connected the leak and hooked up the AF on the detector rheostat. This model omits the detector
jack and uses a filament -control jack in the last stage, being a variation from the original to this extent. AP and AS are aerial

transformer primary and secondary.

for local and powerful stations. This of
course introduces distortion. To prevent
this it is desirable to have means for con-
trolling the volume independently of the
tuning controls. Rheostats are the most
convenient means for this in the radio -
frequency portion of the circuit. There-
fore, two of them have been introduced,
one for the RF tube alone and one for
the detector. R1 is placed in the negative
filament lead of the RF tube so that it
will give a negative bias to the grid of
that tube as well as serve as a volume
control. In order that it should be ef-
fective for controlling volume it should
have a resistance value much greater than
is customary. For quarter ampere tubes
on a 6 -volt battery it should have at least
20 ohms and for .06 ampere tubes on 4.5
volts it should be at least 50 ohms. If it
is desired to use a .06 ampere tube such
as a C299 as radio -frequency amplifier on
a 6 -volt filament battery, an Amperite
6V-199 should be connected in series with
the rheostat, which should then be from
20 to 30 ohms. The use of a small tube
in this place is reconlinended because it
is economical in operation and is fully as
effective as a larger tube, particularly
for the higher frequencies. A separate
rheostat R2 is used for the detector, and
it of course serves both to limit the cur-
rent and the volume.

The Audio Circuit
The audio -frequency amplifier is a very

important part of the circuit. It either
retains the good quality of the signals or
it spoils it. The choice of transformers
will determine which it will do. The
writer uses a Federal 65 for T1 and a Fed-
eral 65A for T2. These make a very good
combination when quality is the main
consideration. There are other transform-
ers which also may be used with excellent
results. For instance a General Radio
Type 285 ratio 6:1 for T1 and the same
type ratio 2:1 for T2 is one combination,
and another is two Rauland Lyrics. At-
tempts at economizing on the price of
audio -frequency transformers almost in-
variably lead to intolerably bad quality
of signals.

As will be observed from the circuit
diagram there are no rheostats in the
audio -frequency tubes. They are not
needed, nor even desirable. Amperites
are used instead. These are automatic in
action and maintain the filament current
nearly constant as the A battery voltage
changes with discharge. Tubes are not

critical when operated as audio amplifiers,
but it is important that the filament cur-
rent be maintained near normal, because
if the current is increased in an attempt
to increase volume, the tubes are en-
dangered, and if the current is decreased
in an attempt to decrease volume, quality
suffers. It is much better to control vol-
ume in the radio -frequency end of the
receiver by means of the two rheostats
and by the tickler, for here it may be
done without playing havoc with the
quality.

Also in the interest of quality, high
plate voltages with suitable grid voltages
should be used in the audio stages. The
higher the plate voltage the greater will
be the volume and the better will be the
quality.

A voltage of 150 may well be used with
ordinary receiving tubes of the 201A type.
This would require a grid bias of from
12 to 15 volts. Voltages less than 90
should never be used if the set is to
operate a loud speaker. The plate volt-
age on the detector should be 45, as it
should be on the RF tube when no other
grid bias than that obtained from the
voltage drop in the rheostat R1 is used.

The two variable condensers Cl and C3

should each have a maximum capacity
of .0005 mfd. The by-pass C4 should be
.001 mfd. mica condenser. The grid con-
denser CO should be smaller than the usual
.00025 mfd. The writer uses a .0001 mfd.
mica condenser. Even a smaller one may
be used. The circuit is more sensitive
for the smaller values. The grid leak
across the condenser should have as high
a value as possible. A good type of vari-
able leak may be used and it should be
adjusted to such a value that the detector
is most sensitive. The increase in this
resistance is limited by the blocking of
the signals when the volume is great.
The adjustment should be made when
the loud speaker volume is moderately
high.

Two jacks have been provided. J2 in
:Ile output of the detector is for use with
head set and J3 in the output of the last
stage of audio is for use with loud speaker.

The battery terminal strip contains
seven binding posts; two for the C bat-
tery, two for A, and three for B. Two
additional posts are provided for antenna
and ground. The filament switch S is
placed in the common lead for plus A
and Minus B.

This set is well worth building.

Novice and Expert Both
Get Great Results From

The Diamond of the Air
"IT IS A GREAT SET," IS ALL

THAT NEW YORKER CAN SAY
DIAMOND EDITOR:

I have just completed The Diamond of
the Air and all I can say is: "It is a
great set." I have built more than fifty
sets for the past two years, from a single
tube to an 8 -tube Super -Heterodyne.
Give me The Diamond. It is now my
pet set. The Neutrodyne had to take a
place on the shelf with the others. The
Diamond certainly is a wonder, for vol-
ume and clarity. It is the best set I ever
had. It is impossible to work the set on
all 4 -tubes, as everything shakes when
it is in full blast. I have the set working
on three tubes and that is plenty.

I tried the Diamond for a little DX

last night and I received the following
stations: WHAR, WPG, WIP, WIBO.
WLIT, WJJD, WSAI, WCBD, WGN,
WTAM, WHG, WCCO, WLW, WAJ,
KY W.

Thank you for all the valuable informa-
tion I get from your magazine. Thank
Herman Bernard for his wonder hook-up.
-Philip Muller, 2145 Amsterdam Ave.,
New York City.

* * *

BUILDS DIAMOND, HIS FIRST
SET; IT WORKS LIKE CHARM

DIAMOND EDITOR:
I built The Diamond of the Air, the first

set I ever tried to build. I had a little
(Concluded on page 29)
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A Fine Meter Switchboard
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FIG. 1, showing the panel view of the 5 -meter switchboard. The first meter on the
extreme upper left is the high and low reading voltmeter. There are three positive
connections on this voltmeter, while only two are used, that is, the middle tap is
not used. This is done away with by the use of the switches on the B battery panel.
The negative portion of the meter is on the back of the meters. Thz. next meter
is the filament voltmeter. All the terminals are used here. The next meter is the
milliameter. As you see, this reads from zero to fifty milliamperes. When using
the UV201A tubes in the amplifying circuit, the reading without the C battery in
the AF stages should be 16 to 20 milliamps, using 90 volts. With the C battery the
reading should be about 8 or 9 milliamps. In other words the life of the B battery
is doubled. The next meter (optional) is another milliameter, which reads from 0 to

10. This is placed in the detector circuit.

By Lewis Winner
Associate, Institute of Radio Engineers
A FEW weeks ago one of my friends

ti asked the following question: "Is there
any testing instrument on the market which

contains enough
meters to test the
number of milliam-
peres flowing in the
plate circuit of each
individual tube as
well as all the tubes at
one time, the voltage
consumed by the fila-
ments ; the number of
amperes expended by
the filaments of each
tube, as well as all
the tubes at one time ;
the number of volts

in the storage battery after a charge, as well
as before charge; and finally test the num-
ber of volts in each individual bank of B
battery cells?"

I designed such an instrument for him.
A few companies that do this work, make
instruments. The price is high. There is
much more knowledge gained when building
your own outfit. If some wire breaks in-
ternally there is no necessity for asking a
company to fix it, which again saves you
some money. One might say that it is ex-
pensive to build this set. It is. This instrn-
ment should cost about $50 when completed.

LEWIS WINNER

This includes everything that is to be had,
including the baseboard.

This instrument is very useful to the
well advanced experimenter as well as to
the plain broadcast listener. The BCL can
learn what actually happens inside the tube,
and also at a glance tell if his A and B
batteries are in condition. The operation
and the building of this machine is so sim-
ple that one who has not the least bit of
electrical knowledge can build it right. Un-
like the radio receiver, there is little trou-
ble -shooting to be looked out for here.
This instrument is made for trouble -shoot-
ing elsewhere than inside itself. There is
a lot of worry saved also. If you think
that your B batteries are run down, there is
no necessity for you getting out a volt-
meter and putting it across the terminals,
all of which causes a lot Xif discomfort.
The result is also poor, as the electrical
contact made with the meter is not as good
as should be. However, with the tester, pull
the switch which goes to the section that
you want to test, and the reading that you
desire is at hand, without any fussing
around. The result is accurate, as the con-
nections are electrically correct.

Very Handy Indeed
There are some things here that are not

on the commercial testers. One of the
novelties is the charging switch. As you
will note in Fig. 1, a double throw, double
pole switch is used. The tow pair of con-
tacts goes to the set battery terminals. The

twu middle terminals gu to the A battery
proper. The last pair of contacts goes to
the charger. When the charger is on, the
battery has to be disconnected from the set.
This is an automatic device which prevents
the battery from being charged at the same
time that the set is being used.

This testing panel can be put to several
other uses, besides measuring the current and
voltage flow in different parts of the tube
and battery circuit. The B battery is tapped
by a set of switches. If you want to use
45 volts on the plate of the tube, pull the
second switch up and 45 volts are on the
plate. The bottom of this switch goes to
the voltmeter. Remember one thing. This
panel is designed to be used with a set using
four tubes only. When the receiver is in use
there are many things on the panel which
should not be used. The plate milliameter
should be disconnected from the set, as
there is resistance present here which de-
creases the' actual efficiency of the set. The
same applies to the ammeter. The high
and low reading voltmeter is disconnected
from the set automatically by the switches.
The only meter that is used when the set is

in actual operation is the filament voltmeter.
Even this meter takes some current, but
there was no provision made for a discon-
nection for this meter, as the loss is very
small and there is more need for this meter.
There was one thing left out and that was
the ammeter for the charger. This was
done on purpose, as most of the chargers
have ammeters already installed inside. The
ones that haven't a meter, have a standard
rate at which the battery is charged, viz.,
the Tungar chargers are made to charge
the battery at a 2.1 -ampere and 5 -ampere
clip. The Rectigon charges the battery at
a VA -ampere and a 6 -ampere clip. What
actually happens when these batteries are
put on charge, say at 6 amperes is at the
start of the charge the number of charging
amperes is about 8, but it immediately drops
to 6, and keeps up that way, until the battery
is three-quarters filled. It then drops to 3
amperes and stays at this rate until the
finish, when the charge is automatically cut
off. The cut off comes when the battery
is usually overcharged, about five hours
after complete charge.

What to Buy
Since the meters' are the most expensive

and also the most important articles in the
set they are the first to be purchased. The
first meter on the panel is the combination
panel voltmeter, which as you see on the
diagram has three readings 0 to 7.5 volt -
0 to 30; and 0 to 120. The first reading 1,
used for measuring the number of volts in
the A battery. The second reading is for
measuring the number of volts in the detec-
tor B battery circuit, and the third reading
is for measuring the B battery voltage in
the amplifier circuit.

The next voltmeter is the filament volt-
meter, with a reading from 0 to 8 volts.
By the special internal as well as the ex-
ternal switches, we can measure the ter-
minal filament voltage of each individual
tube, that is, the voltage across either of the
tubes may be measured so that the correct
adjustments may be made at all times. Thz
next meter to purchase is the plate millia-
meter. This one reads from 0 to 50 milli-
amperes. This is used for the amplifier
tubes.

The next milliameter reads from 0 to
10. This is used for the detector tube.
Very seldom do we take readings of the
number of milliamperes flowing in the plate
circuit of the detector tube. The last meter
to purchase is the ammeter which sho'ild
read from 0 to 10. With this instrument
the number of amperes consumed by th;
filament of the radio -frequency tube, the
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Making a Scientific Tester
detector tube, and two audio -frequency
amplifier tubes may be known. The switches
may be shorted and the number of amperes
consumed by all the tubes together may be
read on the one meter. Due to small
amount of current taken by the present-day
tubes it will be difficult to note the wiggle
of the needle when only one tube is hooked
up to the meter, as the graduations on a
great many of the meters are very small,
that is, there are four graduations from 0
to 1 ampere. This means that the first
line will be % of an ampere. These meter,
cost about $7.50 apiece. This means that
for the five meters the cost will be $37.50.
However, there are some meters that can
be left out, if the builder thinks that he
cannot afford to spend so much money. The
efficiency of the instrument will be impaired
very little. The detector milliameter and
filament voltmeter may be left out. This
means that $15 will be saved.

Before going any further it is well to note
that in the diagram Fig. 2, there are only
four tubes shown and referred to. This
does not mean that these meters may not
be used for any amount of tubes. The
fundamental principles are all that have to
be followed.

Making the Panel Layout
The next thing to get is the panel. Here

you will hit some trouble. This panel is
not of a stock size. It will have to be
cut specially. As you will note, it is 17 x
18 in., or nearly square. Hard rubber is
the best material. Next get the switches.
There are six double -throw single -pole
switches, which have a hard rubber base. If
you are a good enough mechanic, you can
mount the contacts right on the panel. In
this case, it does not matter what the base
is. The next type of switch required is
double -throw, double -pole type. The last
one needed is a single -throw, double -pole
switch. There are three rheostats on the
panel. They all should have a resistance
of 10 ohms. Three switch arms and seven
taps conclude the list of parts.

There will be quite some difficulty when
drilling this panel. I am referring to the
large holes far the voltmeters. These are
all 2 in. in diameter. There are no con-
venient drills that can drill a hole 2 in. in
diameter, with the result that small holes
will have to be drilled all around the out-
side diameter of the 2 in. diameter and then
the center will have to be pushed out. Take
care not to snap the panel, when doing this.
After this is done, file off the rough edges.

The rest of the drilling is systematically
shown in Fig. I.

The switches are placed right on the
panel. The six switches (single -pole,
double -throw) are lined up right next to
each other. Be sure that they are all in
line. Otherwise the panel will look very
bad. The diameter of the rheostat holes
are 3/16 in. The diameter of the switch
arms is 14/32 in. The diameter of the holes
for the taps is in.

How to Wire the Instrument
Fig. 3 shows the complete A and B

battery wiring, which is very simple. The
first thing that will be wired is the B
battery set of switches. All the upper ter-
minals of the double -throw, single -pole
switch go to the set proper. The middle
terminals all go to the B battery while the
end terminals go to the voltmeter. The first
terminal from the left-hand side of thepanel goes to the 22% -volt post on the
set. The second post goes to the 45 -volt
post of the set. The third terminal goes to
the 67% -volt post on the set. The fourth
terminal goes to the 90 -volt posts of set.
The fifth terminal goes to the 112%-post
on the set and the last terminal goes to
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F G. 2, showing the wiring diagram of the A and B battery portion of the test -board. Note that the middle tap of the voltmeter is the minus post and is onlyshown that way so that the person wiring this instrument will not be stuck and
look for this post on the real miter.
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FIG. 3, showing the electrical wiring diagram of the ammeter, milliameter and thefilament voltmeter. No provision is made for the C battery in the AFT or the RFT
stages. This is easily installed.

the 135 -volt post on the set. There is no
need for all that voltage, but at present
there are many sets that use up to 135 volts.
Connect all the bottom terminals to the high
voltage side of the voltmeter.

The double -throw, double -pole switch is
next to be wired. The left-hand terminal
on the top goes to the plus A post on the
set. The other terminal goes to the minus
A of the set. This post also goes to the A
minus and to the B minus. The second
terminal from the top and on the left goes
to the plus A of the battery. The other
terminal going to the A minus of the bat-
tery. The third terminal from the top and
on the left, goes to the positive side of the
charger. The cords usually come from the
charger and are colored red. The remain-
ing terminal goes to the negative terminal
of the charger, cord colored black. There
remains only one switch to be wired up
and that one is the voltmeter switch. The
second terminal from the top and on the
left goes to the A plus, while the other
one which is directly opposite goes to the
A minus. The upper terminal on the left
goes to the plus low voltage side of the
voltmeter. The only terminal left goes to
the middle or the minus of the voltmeter.

Fig. 2, shows the wiring of the tube
circuits. The first meter that is to
wired un 'is the ammeter. The manner in
which this circuit is wired up is not for
working purposes. You will note that the
grid returns of the audio -amplifier tubes
go to the positive side instead of the usual
negative. In other words, the rheostats are
placed in the positive side instead of the
negative side of the line. The set will work
this way, but not as efficiently as vice versa.
The first meter that will be wired up is the
ammeter. Bring the negative terminal to

the minus post of the socket. Bring the
positive post to the switch arm. Now take
a tap off the positive lead of the RF tube,
off the detector tube, and off the two am-
plifier tubes simultaneously. When you
bring the arm to the RF tube tap, the num-
ber of amperes consumed by the filament of
that tube will be read. This no doubt will
be % of an ampere, or just one space.
Bring the arm to the second tap (detector
tube), the reading here will be 1 ampere
if you are using the UV200 tube. The same
method is carried out for the amplifier tubes.

The voltmeter is the next to connect up.
Connect the minus to the minus of the fila-
ment post on the sockets (all the tube
sockets or the bus bar line). Connect the
end terminal of the voltmeter to the armof the rheostat. The next terminal goes
to the arm of the next rheostat, and the
last terminal to the arm of the rheostat
which controls the filament of the last two
tubes. This means that the individual
amount of voltage across the terminals of
the tubes can be read, except in the las'
tubes where the reading of the two tubes
will be had at the same time.

The detector milliameter is the next ipline to be attended to. Bring the switch
arm to the B plus lead. Bring the B plus
terminal of the milliameter to one tap, and
bring the other terminal of the meter markedplate to the other tap (this goes to the
bottom of the jack).

The last meter is the milliameter which
is in seri,,s with the plate of the amplifier
tubes. The switch arm goes to the B plus
amplifier lead. One tap goes to the B plus
lead of the meter and the other goes to the
plate terminal of the meter. This same ter-
minal goes to the bottom terminal of the

(Continued on page 30)
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Winding a Coil "On Air"

FIG. 1, the supply needed for making the coil.

FIG. 4, the completed low -loss coil.
(Kate) & Herbert photos)

By the Masked Man
ONE of the most difficult of things in

radio is to wind your own coils on
an air form. It is easy enough to wind

it on a tubing, but
when it comes to
using air as a form
you are up against a
problem. But, this
is the era of wonders.

The first thing to
do is to obtain the
necessary materials.
Get a half pound of
No. 22 double cotton
covered w i r e, a
wooden cylinder 6"
in length and 3" in
diameter, two small

THE MASKED MAN wedges 3" long, 1"

in width and 1q" in depth, two heavy
rubber bands, and some adhesive tape.
These are shown in Fig. 1.

Take the cylinder and at one end insert

FiG. 3, the winding put on, the tape is
flapped back.

both wedges. (Fig. 2). Place five strips
of adhesive tape the whole length of the
cylinder, each one spaced 2" apart. Now
place the rubber bands over both ends
of the cylinder so as to hold the wedges.
The cylinder of course is hollow and may
be hard rubber, bakelite, or cardboard.

Procure the roll of wire and cut off
a 6 -foot length and a 21 -foot length.
About two inches down the way from the
top of the form or from the opposite
end that has the wedges inserted, start
winding. Wind 10 turns. Leave the end
of the wire out for connecting purposes.
This is also true of the beginning of the
wire. Right close next to this winding

the .b 1,,pared for
winding.

taki. tiu 21 -loot length, wind 45 turns.
Leave about 5" at the beginning and the
end of the winding for connecting pur-
poses.

A good way to prevent the wire from
unraveling is to tie the beginning and the
end of both windings together. Now take
the rubber bands off. Put the adhesive
tape over the windings, making sure that
the tape covers the entire length of the
coil.

Take out the wedges. The cylinder will
now decrease in size at least enough to
make the winding slide off without any
difficulty Fig. 3 shows the wedges being
taken out of the top of the form. Fig. 4
shows the completed form. Note that
there is a tap made. This tap can be
made while winding the coil, at the end
of the 10th turn or the winding can be
broken while the coil is still on the form.
If you have made the tap, cut the tap
in half and you now have a 10 -turn pri-
mary and a 45 -turn secondary. This can
be used as a radio -frequency transformer,
and as the wavetrap coil.

A .0005 mfd. variable air condenser
shunted across the secondary will tune to
the broadcast waveband, that is. from 200
to 550 meters. If you find that the set
will not receive the high wavelengths,
insert a .0005 mid. fixed condenser across
the antenna and the ground. If you do
not receive the low wavelengths, insert a
.0301 mfd. fixed condenser in series with
the antenna.

RESULTS
FORESTER IN MAINE WOODS

FINDS JOY IN HOOK-UPS
RESULTS EDITOR:

To keep us alive on radio subjects we
carried a dozen RADIO WORLDS 35 miles to
camp. We have no writing paper, but
that is not half as important as having
RADIO WORLD so that we may try out all
the hook-ups of such men as Bernard,
Hayden, Winner, Lee, etc. We have made
up five of the different hook-ups and
have met with due success. We have
built on the working bench, which by the

way is made out of a cedar tree, and
covered with oil cloth, a set which was
described by Brewster Lee. This was
the 2 -Tube Tone Beauty (May 9 issue of
RADIO WORLD). It is the best set that I
have built, for clear tone and selectivity.
It has plenty of volume on the phones.-
Fred L. Hutchins, Camp of the Maine
Forestry Service, Tumbeldown Mt., via
Skinner, Maine.

A DYNAMIC SET, Enormous Power on 3
Tubes. by P. E. Edelman. An Anti -Radiation
Toroid Set, by Capt. P. V. O'Rourke. Four
Crystal Hook-ups, by Lewis Winner. Other feat
urea in 'RADIO WORLD dated July 25, 1925. Ste
a copy, or start your subscription with that
number. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New
York.
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Power and DX on One Tube
By Percy Warren

SIMPLICITY and cheapness appeal to
nearly everybody. It is true, too, in

regard to the building of a radio set.
There is no doubt
that a 4 or 5 tube set
is better than a 1 -

tube set, but at a dis-
proportionate differ-
ence in price and also
difficulty in building.
There is as much fun
to be derived from a
1 -tube set as from an
elaborate affair. Be-
side the set (Fig. 1)
being cheap to build
it is cheap to operate,
that is, there are no
big batteries to buy.

The only type of 1 -tube set that gives
entire satisfaction is one that employs
regeneration. More volume will be ob-
tained when the plate is capacatively
coupled to the antenna and electromag-
netically coupled back to the grid than by
any other method. As you will notice in
the diagram, the secondary of the 3 -

circuit tuner is reversed. In other words,
the polarity is reversed. The high po-
tential side (the antenna) is opposite the
low potential side (the ground). The high
potential side (the grid side) is opposite
the low side (the ground). With this
method the selectivity of the set was in-
creased while the volume was decreased
a little. However, the person building this
set may follow his own preference. If he
is very close to a broadcasting station and
desires to have extreme selectivity, the
method employed here is preferable, but
if he is about 15 miles away from. any
station, the reversing of the secondary
will be better in this set. The selectivity
is good either way.

What Is Needed
The coils can be very successfully made

at home. Are 3%" diameter, tubing is
4" high, another 3" diameter, is 2" high.
Get IA lb. of No. 22 cotton covered wire
for winding the coils. The only so-called
expensive thing in the set is the variable
condenser. If you are buying any kind
of a condenser, purchase the best, be-
cause it will be cheaper in the long run.
This condenser has a capacity of .0005
mfd. (el), usually 23 plates.' However,
some condensers have 20 and 21 plates
and have a capacity of .0005 mfd. Do
not buy a condenser by, the number 'of
plates, but by the capacity. If there is
no statement on the front of the box, do
not purchase the condenser unless the
capacity is stamped on it. Next is the
tube, which can be either a 200 (soft
detector tube) or a 201A (hard amplifier
tube). I would advise the 201A. How-
ever, dry cell tubes work well. The grid
condenser (C3) has a capacity of .00025
mfd. This should be mica and strongly
constructed. RI, the grid leak, is vari-
able and is one of the determining fac-
tors in the success or failure of the set.
C2 is a .0005 mfd. fixed mica condenser.
R2 the rheostat can be either a 6 -ohm
for the V200, 11 or 12 tube, or a 20 -ohm
for the 201A. A panel and cabinet, both
of which should be 7x12", connecting
wire, a terminal strip, two 4" dials, a
baseboard, screws, nuts, and some solder
complete the buying list.

Winding the Coil
Take the 3%" tubing and TA" from

any edge start winding the primary. This
consists of 12 turns (L). The wire
used exclusively is No. 22 DCC. Leave
the beginning and the end of this wind-
ing out for connecting purposes. They
should be at least 3" in length. Leave

PERCY WARREN
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FIG.FIG. 1, showing the electrical diagram of the set described by

no space and wind 47 turns of wire for
the secondary 12. Again leave out two
ends (the beginning and the end of the
coil for connecting purposes). Near the
23d turn of the secondary drill a hole
which is 3/16" in diameter. This hole
should be drilled right through the
cylindrical form. Procure the tubing 3"
in diameter and 2" high. Wind 46 turns.
Leave two terminals out for connecting
purposes (the beginning and the end of
winding). Drill a 3/16" hole through
this form near the 23d turn. This also
goes through the form. Procure a piece
of brass tubing 6" in length and 3/16"
in diameter. Put this through the hole
on the larger tubing. Now get some coil
spring about 1" long and slip it over
the tubing. Put the brass tubing through
the smaller tubing. Now drop a piece of
solder before the brass tubing enters the
smaller tubing and after it goes through
the tubing, close to the side of the tub-
ing. The same is done on the opposite
side, that is the coil spring is inserted
and the soldering is done on each side
of the tubing. This may be a little difh-
cult to do, but if a little pains is taken
a very nice -looking job can be accom-
plished. As a matter of fact the toil
when completed ought to look like a

Executives Meet
in Move for Strike

of Chicago Fans

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of
the Broadcast Listeners' Association of
America, left to right:. Frank W. In-
gram, vice-president; Frank H. Mc-
Donald, president; and J. R. Coakley,
assistant treasurer. They are circulat-
ing petitions among radio fans to strike
against broadcast stations in and about
Chicago that continue to broadcast on
Monday evening, which is decreed
silent night. (Underwood & Under-

wood.)

Percy Warren.

commercially wound coil. The com-
mercial coils can be used, of course.

Drilling the Panel
The next mechanical thing to do is to

drill the panel. There are only two
major controls on the panel. Three and
one-third inches from the right-hand side
of the panel and 3%" from the top and
the bottom drill a hole 3/16" in diameter
for the tickler shaft. Five and one-third
inches from this hole and 3%" from the
top and the bottom of the panel drill the
hole for the variable condenser shaft.
This should be also 3/16" in diameter.
Six inches from the right and left hand
side of the panel and 1" from the Dot -
torn drill a hole for the rheostat shaft.
The dimensions for this hole will be de-
pendent upon the type of rheostat used.
Two -third inch from the left hand side
of the panel and 1" from the bottom,
drill a Yi" hole for the variable grid leak.
The jack is placed anywhere according
to the discretion of the builder. Do not
jam any of the parts too close together.
The socket should be placed between
the condenser and the coil, or directly
in back of the rheostat. The grid leak
leads may be a trifle longer than is usu-
ally wanted, but that does no harm in
this receiver. A phone jack may be
used, but if the builder wants to have
phone tips, the efficiency of the set will
not be impaired in any way. As a mat-
ter of fact the phone tips are advisable,
because there is a much cleaner contact
made, than with the ordinary jack and
plug. The terminal strip is placed on
the extreme end of the baseboard op-
posite the tuner. The condenser C2 is
placed as near to the tickler coil lead
as is possible.

Wiring the Set
The most difficult part of the me-

chanical construction of the set is now at
hand. That is the wiring. The be-
ginning of the coil LI goes to the antenna
post on the terminal strip and also to
one terminal post of the fixed condenser
C2. The other terminal of the con-
denser goes to one lead of the tickler
coil. This same lead goes to the plate
post on the socket. The other end of
the tickler coil goes to the top terminal
of the phone jack or to one terminal of
the phone tips. The other tip goes tothe B plus. The end of the primary
coil LI goes to the ground terminal of
the terminal strip. Connect this same
post to the rotor plates and not as per
diagram, which shows them going to thestator plates. This same terminal goes
to the beginning of the coil L2. The end
of the coil L2 goes to the stator plates
of the condenser. This same connectiott

(Concluded on page 23)
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FIG. 193, the diagram of the Handsome Portable. The complete story regarding this receiver was published in the July 4 issueof RADIO WORLD. These coils are wound on larger forms than was stated in the original text, so as to make the winding ofthe coils simpler. LI has 10 turns, wound on a 3%" tubing, 4" high, using No. 22 DCC wire. L2 has 45 turns, wound right nextto LI, using same wire. L3, the tickler has 35 turns wound on 2,/2" tubing, 25i" high. Use same number of wire. L4L5 is acommercial fixed radio -frequency transformer. Cl is a .0005 mfd. variable condenser. CN is the neutralizing variable condenser.
C2 is a .0005 mfd. variable condenser. C3 is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. C4 is a .00025 grid condenser. CS and C6 are both .001
mfd. fixed condensers. Use hard tubes (UV201A type). The grid leak (The zigzag wire coming from the grid terminal post of the3rd tube to the A plus post) has a resistance of 2 megohms. The AFT are both of the low ratio type.

PLEASE GIVE me a diagram of the
Handsome Portable.-T. L. Coakley, Des
Moines, Ia.

See Fig. 193.
* * *

REGARDING THE Diamond of the
Air, may I use the Ambassador coil of
which has on the 42 -turn tickler, 41 turns
on the secondary and 15 turns on the
primary?-J. B. Monell, 10742 -122nd St.,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Yes. * * *
DOES IT make any difference if the

primary of the 3 -circuit tuner is on top
or bottom of the stator coil? (2) In refer-
ence to The Diamond is the set regener-
ative or reverse feedback?-W. N. Payne,
Howell, Mich.

(1) No. (2) Straight regeneration.
* * *

IN REFERENCE to "Wright's Power-
ful 3 -Tube Reflex," published in the May
23 issue of RADIO WORLD, how could all
the coils be wound on tubing 3" in dia-
meter, instead of spiderweb coil?-E. I.
Considine, Philadelphia, Pa.

LI has 14 turns, wound on a 3" tubing,
3" high. Use No. 22 DCC wire. L2 has
60 turns, wound right next to Ll. L3 has
10 turns, no spacing, L4 has 60 turns (an-

other 3" tubing). Use No. 22 DCC wire.
L5 has 10 turns, no spacing, L6 has 60
turns, (third 3" tubing). Use No. 22 DCC
wire. * * *

CONCERNING the "1 -Tube DX Cir-
cuit' using a tuned plate, published in the
July 18 issue of RADIO WORLD; (1) Can this
tubing be round and cardboard? (b)
Why is not the 10 turns for primary coil
(A and B) connected to set instead of to
aerial and ground? Does this coil have
a rotor? (2) How many plates must the
variable condensers contain (C1 and C2)
and can a vernier be used on them also?
(3) How many volts has the B battery?
(4) How many mfd. has the grid con-
denser C3? (5) How many mfd. must the
phone condenser "C4" contain? (6) Can
UV199 tubes be used in this hookup also?
(7) How many miles can a radio fan re-
ceive with this style of hookup on good
weather conditions?-Carl Boehm, 60
Roth St., Rochester, N. Y.

(1) You may use cardboard. There
would then be no necessity for a variable
primary coil. (2) Normally 23. (3) 90.
(4) .00025. (5) Yes. (6) 1,500.

* * *

IN REGARD to The Diamond. (1) Is
there any spacing between the primary

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
and we will enter your name on our subscription and University lists by special number.
Put this number on the outside of the forwarding envelope (not the enclosed return
envelope) and also put it in your queries and the questions will be answered the same

days as received.

And Get Free Question and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weeks.

RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City:

Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 Nos.) and also consider
this an application to join RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me free
information in your Radio University Department for the coming year, and a number

indicating my membership.

Name

Street

City and State

and the secondary of the coils? (2)
Where should the tickler be placed, in
inductive relation to the secondary or to
the primary?-Martin Flagherty, 2630
Webster St., Philadelphia, Pa.

There is no necessity for the spacing
although selectivity results may be better
with 1/4" spacing. rela-
tion to the secondary.

* * *

WILL YOU please tell me if the rotor
shaft on the coupler coils of the Marconi
3 -Tube Receiver. described in the July 18
issue of RADIO WORLD passes through the
center of the stator coils or at the end?
If it goes through the center of the stator,
do you wind half above or half below the
rotor shaft ?-J. L. Schneider, 348 Pleasant
Ave.. N. Y. City.

The rotor shaft goes through the form.
* * *

HOW MANY feet of wire will be re-
quired on a loop to be used with The
Diamond.-..R. Pierson, Balston, N. Y.

About 100 feet.
* * *

I AM very much interested in
O'Rourke's favorite amplifier, which I
saw in the Aug. 15 issue of RADIO WORLD.
(1) Can I use a Federal transformer?-
Chas. H. Miller, 100 Vernon Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

(1) Yes. No. 65
* * *

I BUILT the 5 -tube receiver described
by Capt. P. V. O'Rourke, and find that
in tuning in on nearly all the low -wave
stations there is too much distortion, that
is, the beat notes of the stations cause a
peculiar whistle which causes the signals
to distort. (2) How can I make my set
more selective? (3) What is the best
tubes to use in the set?-A. H. Jacob, 79
East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(1) This has nothing to do with the set.
The stations cause it. (2) Use a shorter
aerial. (3) The storage battery tube.

* * *
IN THE July 25 issue of RADIO WORLD

The Diamond of the Air was published.
I have a breadboard hookup of this re-
ceiver and I am very much pleased with
it. I have purchased a large cabinet for
this hookup and I wish to know is it
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F IG. 195. showing the electrical diagram of the Meissner Transm tier, using the Noising System of Modulation. Note that X is a
choke coil. The number of turns as stated here is for a radio frequency choke, to be placed in series with plate lead, so as to pro-
duce more oscillations. For complete data on how to build this set, see the June 27, July 4, 11 and 18 issues of RADIO WORLD.

Two 5 -watt tubes may be used, instead of the two 50 -watt tubes.

to add another stage RI" thus
making this a 5 -tube set. My thought is
that fur local reception, use the regular
-tube set, at other times when fishing

for DX use five tubes.-Wm, A. Sitzler,
444 Main St., Paterson, N. J.

Die 4 -tube set will give you as much
unit DX as the 5 -tube set. Tin

.ohled tithe of radio frequency helps ver.
hille. if any at all.

A DIAGRAM of a 4 -tube set cond..,
mg the push-pull reflex method is r,
itursletl.-S. I.. Totnpkin,, Beticherie, la

See Flit. 194.

AVE me the diagram of the
miter using the DcHinz

of Nlialulation --0. C.
,ev City N. ).

See rig. 195.

IN REGARD to the 1 -Tube DX ..t.
Radio University, Fig.

,;., of RADIO W0111.0 I would
Ilk, to know if there are any chang,
invv:sary, if I use a UV200 instead of

--I). F. Eranhardt, 2104 Gnu'
I.onl A v , Richmond. Va.

less plate voltage (about 19)4)
_lat. make grid turn negative.

IN REGARD to an article in RAN,
Vosi n of ltom .7 by Prof. P. M. Ginning
on "Reverse Feedback Improved by Con-

Compcti,ition " In Fig. 2 it does
nt,t gar the ,otidemier capacities. Philip
11 r cow r. 849,1 I.Nt h St , Richmond 11111.

N
I and L.! are both I00) v.tri.thl,

owl, liar is 1)002,; ?Mil grid can
1+ I (Nil mf,l. trtrit 1,1111114er

I WISH to make a spiderweli HEE
llou many turns should I wind on prim -
it I, and eciiiiitary? I). Van FFyning, 2$2.;
Detroit Ave Cleveland. I).

tel .1 form with a 5' outside diameter
and a I" inside diameter. Starting from
the inside, eittil 10 turns. Use No. 2.2'
111 I. wire This is the primary. The
method of winding is under two sticks
tot, over two sticks Neat to the primary
svinil 50 turns for the secondary. Use No

I)CC wire. The secondary of this coil
, stn be timed to the broadcasting wave

.1E11

1 J2

.Lz

ta
.411.

41111.

4Ib

.1111.

4111,

IOW

T

FIG. 194, showing the electrical diagram of J. E. Anderson's Twinplex. The radio -
frequency stage is in parallel and reflexed in the push-pull stages. LI consists of
10 turns round a form 3 in diameter, 4" high, with No. 22 DCC wire. Leave

and wind 1.2, the secondary. There are 43 turns here. L3L4L5 is a commercia
3 -circuit tuner. 1.3 has 10 turns, I.4 has 45 turns, both wound on a 3' i" tubing, 4'
high using No. 22 DCC wire. 1.5, the tickler is wound on a tubing 2,;" in diameter,
2' high. contains 35 torn., using No. 22 DCC wire for winding. C4 is a .0005 mfd
variable rend . RI, RI, RZ are all Amperites resistance subject to type of tube
used. Rh2 is a 30.ohni rheostat. Rhl is n 6 -ohm rheostat. CICI and C3C3 are all001 mfd. fixed condensers. CS is a .008 mfd. grid condenser. C6 is a 005 mfd. fixed
condenser. AFT2 and AFT3 are hoth push-pull AFT. AFTI is an ordinary low

ratio AFT. Co is a .001 mid. fixed condenser. Use 111/201A type tubes.
Irnglb 11,111i1 I's a MO; 1111,1 .1f1.11,1C cam
114'11*er.

*

WILL YOU plea, explain the 1.111able
leak across the transformer seciiiiilary in
the l'ultra- kitilion Reflex published in
July III issue of R %PIO WoNI.D. (2) F would
like to know how to make the variable
leak (3l Will the hookup run a loud
speaker on into. tithe? (41 Vill The Dia-

of the Air rim a loud speaker if the
last stage of amplification is taken off? -

I. B. Smith, 4732 Rising Sun Ave., Phila-
delphia. Pa.

(1) This is another method of connect-
ing the grid leak. (2) It is not advisable
to make a variable grid leak, as there are
too many electrical difficulties encount-
ered. (3) No. (4) Yes, on local sta-
tions only.
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Half a Heart
-is the secret.

Half a Heart
-is the shape of

the rotor plates.

Half a Heart
-is the new sym-

bol for efficient
S. L. F. variable
condensers.

Solved! The space problem of the '
straight-line frequency condenser. The new
AMSCO Allocating Condenser is ingeniously
designed to save room in the cabinet-yet
spreads the stations evenly around the dial,
according to frequency. Greatly improves
the selectivity of the set-and simplifies
tuning. Three sizes-Single or Siamese.

Ask your dealer-or write Dept. J.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Broome and Lafayette Streets, New York City
MAKERS OF MELCO SUPREME RADIO RECEIVERS
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PR_ODUCT S
ARE SPECIFIED BY-
STROMBERG-CARLSON FREED-
EISEMANN PRIESS RADIO ,97"

Set builders who strive for electrical
and mechanical perfection inevitably come to
AMSCO. Look behind the panel of the finest
sets, and you will find the AMSCO trademark,
the sign of engineered radio parts. Stand-
ardize on AMSCO Condensers,Vernier Dials,
Rheostats, Potentiometers, Sockets and Bind-
ing Posts-each the best that can be made,
and made to match each other.

Ask your dealer-or write Dept. J

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Broome and Lafayette Streets, New York City
MAKERS OF MELCO SUPREME RADIO RECEIVERS

NEW - The Amu*
Vernier Dial-at a
popular price. The
ight ratio for pre,

cision tuning.
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THE RADIO UNIVERSITY
AQUESTION and Answer Department conducted

by RADIO WORLD for its Readers by its staff
of Experts. Address Letters to The Radio University,
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.
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FIG. 193, the diagram of the Handsome Portable. The complete story regarding this receiver was published in the July 4 issue
of RADIO WORLD. These coils are wound on larger forms than was stated in the original text, so as to make the winding of
the coils simpler. LI has 10 turns, wound on a 3Vz" tubing, 4" high, using No. 22 DCC wire. L2 has 45 turns, wound right next
to LI, using same wire. L3, the tickler has 35 turns wound on 2j," tubing, 22" high. Use same number of wire. L4L5 is a
commercial fixed radio -frequency transformer. Cl is a .0005 mfd. variable condenser. CN is the neutralizing variable condenser.
C2 is a .0005 mfd. variable condenser. C3 is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. C4 is a .00025 grid condenser. CS and C6 are both .001
mfd. fixed condensers. Use hard tubes (UV201A type). The grid leak (The zig-zag wire coming from the grid terminal post of the

3rd tube to the A plus post) has a resistance of 2 megohms. The AFT are both of the low ratio type.
PLEASE GIVE me a diagram of the

Handsome Portable.-T. L. Coakley, Des
Moines, Ia.

See Fig. 193.
* * *

REGARDING THE Diamond of the
Air, may I use the Ambassador coil of
which has on the 42 -turn tickler, 41 turns
on the secondary and 15 turns on the
primary?-J. B. Monell, 10742 -122nd St.,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Yes. * * *
DOES IT make any difference if the

primary of the 3 -circuit tuner is on top
or bottom of the stator coil? (2) In refer-
ence to The Diamond is the set regener-
ative or reverse feedback?-W. N. Payne,
Howell, Mich.

(1) No. (2) Straight regeneration.
* * *

IN REFERENCE to "Wright's Power-
ful 3 -Tube Reflex," published in the May
23 issue of RADIO WORLD, how could all
the coils be wound on tubing 3" in dia-
meter, instead of spiderweb coil?-E. I.
Considine, Philadelphia, Pa.

LI has 14 turns, wound on a 3" tubing,
.3" high. Use No. 22 DCC wire. L2 has
60 turns, wound right next to Ll. L3 has
10 turns, no spacing, L4 has 60 turns (an-

other 3" tubing). Use No. 22 DCC wire.
L5 has 10 turns, no spacing, L6 has 60
turns, (third 3" tubing). Use No. 22 DCC

wire. * * *

CONCERNING the "1 -Tube DX Cir-
cuit' using a tuned plate, published in the
July 18 issue of RADIO WORLD; (1) Can this
tubing be round and cardboard? (b)
Why is not the 10 turns for primary coil
(A and B) connected to set instead of to
aerial and ground? Does this coil have
a rotor? (2) How many plates must the
variable condensers contain (Cl and C2)
and can a vernier be used on them also?
(3) How many volts has the B battery?
(4) How many mfd. has the grid con-
denser C3? (5) How many mfd. must the
phone condenser "C4" contain? (6) Can
UV199 tubes be used in this hookup also?
(7) How many miles can a radio fan re-
ceive with this style of hookup on good
weather conditions?-Carl Boehm, 60
Roth St., Rochester, N. Y.

(1) You may use cardboard. There
would then be no necessity for a variable
primary coil. (2) Normally 23. (3) 90.
(4) .00025. (5) Yes. (6) 1,500.

* * *

IN REGARD to The Diamond. (1) Is
then any spacing between the primary

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
and we will enter your name on our subscription and University lists by special number.
Put this number on the outside of the forwarding envelope (not the enclosed return
envelope) and also put it in your queries and the questions will be answered the same

days as received.

And Get Free Question and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weeks.

RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City:

Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 Nos.) and also consider
tkis an application to join RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me free
information in your Radio University Department for the coming year, and a number

indicating my membership.

Name ..

Street

City and State

and the secondary of the coils? (2)
Where should the tickler be placed, in
inductive relation to the secondary or to
the primary ?-Martin Flagherty, 2630
Webster St., Philadelphia, Pa.

There is no necessity for the spacing
although selectivity results may be better
with 1/4" spacing. (2) In inductive rela-
tion to the secondary.

* * *

WILL YOU please tell me if the rotor
shaft on the coupler coils of the Marconi
3 -Tube Receiver, described in the July 18
issue of RADIO WORLD passes through the
center of the stator coils or at the end?
If it goes through the center of the stator,
do you wind half above or half below the
rotor shaft ?-J. L. Schneider, 348 Pleasant
Ave., N. Y. City.

The rotor shaft goes through the form.
* *

HOW MANY feet of wire will be re-
quired un a loop to be used with The
Diamond. -..R. Pierson, Balston, N. Y.

About 100 feet.
* * *

I AM very much interested in
O'Rourke's favorite amplifier, which I
saw in the Aug. 15 issue of RADIO 'WORLD.
(1) Can I use a Federal transformer?-
Chas. H. Miller, 100 Vernon Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

(1) Yes. No. 65
* * *

I BUILT the 5 -tube receiver described
by Capt. P. V. O'Rourke, and find that
in tuning in on nearly all the low -wave
stations there is too much distortion, that
is, the beat notes of the stations cause a
peculiar whistle which causes the signals
to distort. (2) How can I make my set
more selective? (3) What is the best
tubes to use in the set?-A. H. Jacob, 79
East 32nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(1) This has nothing to do with the set.
The stations cause it. (2) Use a shorter
aerial. (3) The storage battery tube.

* * *.
IN THE July 25 issue of RADIO WORLD

The Diamond of the Air was published.
I have a breadboard hookup of this re-
ceiver and I am very much pleased with
it. I have purchased a large cabinet for
this hookup and I wish to know is it

1
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FIG. 195, showing the electrical diagram of the Meissner Transm tter, using the Heising System of Modulation. Note that X is a
choke coil. The number of turns as stated here is for a radio frequency choke, to be placed in series with plate lead, so as to pro-
duce more oscillations. For complete data on how to build this set, see the June 27, July 4, 11 and 18 issues of RADIO WORLD.

Two 5 -watt tubes may be used, instead of the two 50 -watt tubes.
possible to add another stage RF thus
making this a 5 -tube set. My thought is
that for local reception, use the regular
4 -tube set, at other times when fishing
for DX use five tubes.-Wm. A. Sitzler,
384 Main St., Paterson, N. J.

The 4 -tube set will give you as much
volume and DX as the 5 -tube set. The
added tube of radio frequency helps very
little, if any at all.

* * *

A DIAGRAM of a 4 -tube set employ-
ing the push-pull reflex method is re-
quested.-S. L. Tompkins, Beucherie, Ia.

See Fig. 194.
* * *

PLEASE GIVE me the diagram of the
Meissner Transmitter using the Heising
System of Modulation.-O. C. Klein, Jer-
sey City, N. J.

See Fig. 195.
* *

IN REGARD to the 1 -Tube DX set,
described in the Radio University, Fig.
168, July 18 issue of RADIO WORLD I would
like to know if there are any changes
necessary, if I use a UV200 instead of a
UV201A?-D. F. Eranhardt, 2104 Gray -
land Ave., Richmond, Va.

Use less plate voltage (about 19%) on
200; make grid turn negative.

* * *

IN REGARD to an article in RADIO
WORLD of June 27 by Prof. P. M. Ginning
on "Reverse Feedback Improved by Con-
denser Compensation." In Fig. 2 it does
not give the condenser capacities.-Philip
Kramer, 8493 129th St., Richmond Hill,
N. Y.

Cl and C2 are both .0005 mfd. variable
condensers. C3 is a .00025 mfd. grid con-
denser. C4 is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser.

* * *

I WISH to make a spiderweb RFT.
How many turns should I wind on prim-
ary and secondary?-D. Van Hyning, 2525
Detroit Ave., Cleveland. 0.

Get a form with a 5" outside diameter
and a 1" inside diameter. Starting from
the inside, wind 10 turns. Use No. 22
DCC wire. This is the primary. The
method of winding is under two sticks
and over two sticks. Next to the primary
wind 50 turns for the secondary. Use No.
22 DCC wire. The secondary of this coil
can be tuned to the broadcasting wave -

2 -0 H,

AFT2

gS

J2

FIG. 194, showing the electrical diagram of J. E. Anderson's Twinplex. The radio -
frequency stage is in parallel and reflexed in the push-pull stages. LI consists o10 turns round a form 3" in diameter, 4" high, with No. 22 DCC wire. Leave
;4" and wind L2, the secondary. There are 43 turns here. L3L4L5 is a commercia3 -circuit tuner. L3 has 10 turns, L4 has 45 turns, both wound on a 31/2" tubing, 4"high using No. 22 DCC wire. L5, the tickler is wound on a tubing 2/2" in diameter,
21/2" high, contains 35 turns, using No. 22 DCC wire for winding. C4 is a .0005 mfdvariable condenser. RI, RI, RZ are all Amperites resistance subject to type of tubeused. Rh2 is a 30 -ohm rheostat. Rhl is a 6 -ohm rheostat. CICI and C3C3 are al
.001 mfd. fixed condensers. CS is a .006 mfd. grid condenser. C6 is a 005 mfd. fixed
condenser. AFT2 and AFT3 are both push-pull AFT. AFTI is an ordinary lowratio AFT. Co is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. Use UV201A type tubes.

length band by a .0005 mfd. variable con-
denser.

* * *

WILL YOU please explain the variable
leak across the transformer secondary in
the Uultra-Audion Reflex published in
July 18 issue of RADIO WORLD. (2) I would
like to know how to make the variable
leak. (3) Will the hookup run a loud
speaker on one tube? (4) Will The Dia-

mond of the Air run a loud speaker if the -
last stage of amplification is taken off?-
J. B. Smith, 4732 Rising Sun Ave., Phila-
delphia. Pa.

(1) This is another method of connect-
ing the grid leak. (2) It is not advisable
to make a variable grid leak, as there are
too many electrical difficulties encount-
ered. (3) No. (4) Yes, on local sta-
tions only.
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Half a Heart
-is the secret.

Half a Heart
-is the shape of

the rotor plates.

Half a Heart
-is the new sym-

bol for efficient
S. L. F. variable
condensers.

Solved! The space problem of the
straight-line frequency condenser. The new
AMSCO Allocating Condenser is ingeniously
designed to save room in the cabinet-yet
spreads the stations evenly around the dial,
according to frequency. Greatly improves
the selectivity of the set-and simplifies
tuning. Three sizes-Single or Siamese.

Ask your dealer-or write Dept. J.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Broome and Lafayette Streets, New York City
MAKERS OF MELCO SUPREME RADIO RECEIVERS
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PRODUCT S
ARE SPECIFIED BY
sTROMBERG-CARLSON FREED-
EISEMANN PRIESS RADIO sEr

Set builders who strive for electrical
and mechanical perfection inevitably come to
AMSCO. Look behini the panel of the finest
sets, and you will find the AMSCO trademark,
the sign of engineered radio parts. Stand-
ardize on AMSCO Condensers,Vernier Dials,
Rheostats, Potentiometers, Sockets and Bind-
ing Posts-each the best that can be made,
and made to match each other.

Ask your dealer-or write Dept..I

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Broome and Lafayette Streets, New York City
MAKERS OF MELCO SUPREME RADIO RECEIVERS

NEW - The Arturo
Vernier Dial-at a
poPsdar price. The
right ratio IF,, pre-
cuion swans.

tt
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KEITH ML LEOD, MUSICAL DIRECTOR. IS
AN ACCOMPLISHED PIANIST

-
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE , POSSESSOR OF Tile
PERFECT RADIO VOICE.
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Ca.--..
GODFREY LUDLOW,CONCERT VIOLJNIST
WHO HAS AO-IIEV40 BRILLIANT SUCCESS.
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CHARLES J. GUGLIERI, WHO PLAYED THE
MUSICAL SAW.-VERY ENTERTAINING.

'kr:.
MAUQ(E L SALET ,TE NOR SANG
WELL SELEC TED SONGS

A 1 -CONTROL PORTABLE, by Capt. P. V.
O'Rourke; A Baby Super -Heterodyne, only 4
Tubes, by J. E. Anderson; A More Powerful
Diamond, Still only 4 Tubes, by Herman Bernard.
Other features in RADIO WORLD, dated July
11, 1925, 15c a copy, or start your subscription
with that number. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broad.
way, New York.

Use Kilocycle Designation
Not Wavelength, Renewed

Plea by Standards Bureau
WASHINuTON.

In radio, "kilocycle" is gradually taking
the place of "wavelength," says the
Bureau of Standards. All listeners and
users of sets will want to know and
understand the new rating which increas-
ingly governs their tuning in. The making
or logging of dials is found to have certain
advantages when in the newer terms. Al-
ready one of the oldest stations is an-
nouncing its broadcasts on the "kilocycle"
or frequency rating. It is really quite
simple, for frequency (waves per second)
replaces wavelengths (in meters).

Just as a musician can vary the number
of oscillations of his vocal chords but can-
not control the length of the sound waves,
which vary with the medium, so a radio
station can vary the number of oscillations
per second, and let the wavelengths be
what they will. A high tenor "C" gives
sound waves 2 ft. in length but the stand-
ard rating is frequency, or pitch, in this
case 512 vibrations per second. Frequency
is the number of waves produced per sec-
ond, the number of waves on the air after
one second of transmission. "Kilocycle"
means a thousand cycles, hence a broad-
cast on a 500 -kilocycle frequency emits
500,000 radio waves per second.

To aid radio novices and experts the

Eight New Stations
Eight new class A and one new class 13 broad-

casting stations were licensed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce while one station was trans-
ferred from class A to B.

NEW STATIONS
Call Owner Meters Watts

KMA-May Seed Sr Nursery Co.,
Shenandoah, Ia. 252 500

WIBZ-Powell Elec. Co., Montgomery,
Ala, 231 10

WRHM-Rosedale Hospital, Inc., Min-
neapolis, Minn. 252 50

KTAB--Tenth Ave. Baptist Church,
Oakland, Cal. 215.7 500

WOCG-Triple Alliance Radio Station,
Sycamore, III. 205.4 10

KUPR-Union Pacific R.R. Co., Omaha,
Neb, 270 50

WKAF-WKAF Broadcasting Co.. Me-
waukee, Wis 261 250

KFWC-L. F. Hall, Upland, Cal. 211.1 50
WLWL-Missionary Society -1 St. Paul

the Apostle, New York, N. Y.- 288.3 1000

TRANSFER, CLASS A TO CLASS C
WOK-Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co.,

Homewood, Ill. 217.3 1500

As It Recently Was

EARPHONES used to be all the range
even for multiple listening, but now the

more popular for "crowd
reception."

speaker is

Bureau of Standards is about to issue a
table so that at a glance all can translate
from the old rating by "wavelength" (in
meters) into the new rating by frequency
(in kilocycles), and vice versa. Radio
waves travel with the speed of light, about
300,000 kilometers per second. This is the
suns of all the waves emitted in one
secona. Dividing 300,000 by the wave-
length gives the frequency; dividing
300,000 by the frequency gives the wave-
length.

The bureau gives a simple rule to ob-
tain the frequency when the wavelength
(in meters) is known: Divide 300,000 by
the wavelength in meters. The answer is
in kilocycles. Likewise the other way
around: Divide 300,000 by the number of
kilocycles to get meters. The ratio is the
same both ways; 100 meters equals 3,000
kilocycles; 100 kilocycles is 3,000 meters.

As the new system proposed sometime
ago by the international and national
radio conferences is taken up by the
broadcasting stations and placed into
effect by the Government in assignin
station frequencies, it will become in-
creasingly important to translate front
wavelength to frequency in order to tune
in at all. It is easy to get familiar with
the frequency method.

Lock and Key For Set
When Kids Should Study

Is Headmaster's Advice
Radio broadcasting keeps children trout

studying, according to Walter F. Downey,
headmaster of the English High School,
Boston. Many failures in studies have
been traced directly by Mr. Downey to
radio. First, says he, the boy spends the
two or three hours necessary for his
home -work in listening to a concert, and
second, he goes without sleep in order to
get a distant station.

"With the exception of honor students,"
says Mr. Downey, "nearly every pupil
in the school has been affected by the
radio distraction. I would not ask parents
to deny themselves the pleasure of own-
ing a radio, but I would advise them to
keep their radio under lock and key while
their children are supposed to be study-
i ng."

POLAND PERKING UP
It is necessary to be of age to procure

a license to operate a receiving set in
Poland. In spite of this rather peculiar
requirement, which is unexplained by the
Consular report to the Department of
Commerce containing the information,
radio is becoming very popular in Poland.

The Weekly Rebus
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WGY Uses 50,000 Watts
In First Great Test While

Listeners Note the Effects
The entire nation became a radio labor-

atory and every radio fan had an oppor-
tunity to be a laboratory worker on Sat-
urday, Monday and Tuesday evenings,
August 22, 24 and 25 when WGY, broad-
casting through 2XAG, transmitted pro-
grams on 50 kilowatts, at 379% meters
wavelength, at the request of the United
States Department of Commerce.

For the purpose of making a thorough
investigation of super -power, that its
policy with regard to high power may be
intelligently shaped, Secretary Hoover of
the Department of Commerce requested
that the General Electric Company con-
duct a series of tests during the hours
when the maximum number of stations
were on the air. The radio listener,
wherever located, was asked to comment
on the quality and strength of the super-
power signal as compared with the signal
strength and quality when normal power
is used.

Information is sought on the fading
characteristics of super and normal signals
and data will be sought on the question
"Does super -power prevent reception of
other stations?" The success of the tests
will depend upon the response of the
radio listeners for the conclusions reached
will be based upon the reports received.

Every half hour WGY switched over
from its normal power, 2,500 watts, to
50,000 watts. This enabled the listener
to make comparisons on reception on
intermediate and high power. Radio
listeners were asked
lowing:

Did you receive WGY on both high

and low power? What was the compara-
tive strength of signal with high and
low power? What was the comparative
quality with high and low power? Com-
parative interference from other stations
on high and low power; give names of
stations; what effect did high power have
on static? What effect did high power
have on fading? Comparative ability to
tune out WGY on high and low power and
receive other stations; was weather clear
or stormy?

No final statements of the benefits of
super -power have as yet been made. The
engineers of the General Electric Com-
pany are feeling their way in uncharted
fields and they propose by tests on vari-
ous wavelengths, with high and low power
and with a variety of antenna systems to
contribute something to the radio art
which will redound to the benefit of the
radio public.

On July 25, WGY, using 2XAGoibroad-
cast programs on 50 kilowatts, the first
time this was done in this or any other
country. The program was put on the
air at midnight because the effects of
super -power were uncertain. There is
every indication, from reports received
after the original tests, that little difficulty
need be experienced in tuning out the
high power signals, even within thirty
miles of the transmitter, greater distance
may be reached and static is proportion-
ately less. Fading is reduced somewhat
under special circumstances.

The reception of the high and low power
signals, through the dead spot areas of
the country, will be awaited with great
anxiety by all radio engineers.

What Will Super -Power Do?
By Adam Stein, Jr.

Managing Engineer

The ultimate object we hope to obtain by
superpower broadcasting is, of course, an
appreciable improvement in the service to
listeners. o what extent super -power alone
can accomplish this result has not been defi-
nitely determined. While some phenomena
in radio transmission are unquestionably a
function of the power of the transmitter,
other characteristics are a function of the
frequency and the relative location of the
transmitting and receiving stations.

Realizing the limitations of the present
broadcast service, and appreciating the vast
amount of work that remains to be accom-
plished, the General Electric Company has
established what is undoubtedly the largest
and most powerful broadcasting transmit-
ting laboratory in the world devoted to de-
velopmental work.

This laboratory is designed to permit a
thorough study of radio transmission in gen-
eral, and broadcast transmission in partic-
ular. It provides equipment for obtaining
the transmission characteristics of wave-
lengths between 5 meters and 3,000 meters,
at powers up to 100 KW. In addition there
have been provided sufficient antenna struc-
tures so that the best type of antennas or
radiators can be determined for the various
wave lengths.

The laboratory occupies 54 acres of land
,od on.ists of 13 buildings, three towers

tt. high, one tower 150 feet high and
-tome smaller towers ranging from 60 to
100 feet in height, From and between the

towers is arranged a network of antennas
with which We hope to obtain fundamental
data on the most efficient antenna for a
given wave length and power.

To return to the subject of what super-
power can do for broadcast reception: First,
it is obvious that increased power at the
transmitter will provide increased energy
at the receiving station, thus raising the
level of the signal above that of the noise.
This should, to some extent, tend to de-
crease the effect of static and other disturb-
ances; second, it may appreciably decrease
the extent to which fading interferes with
reception; third, it may increase the range
of the transmitter so that programs can be
satisfactorily received over a greater area,
and hence provide better service both day
and night.

At present when "super -power" is applied
to so many projects, it is perhaps difficult
for the broadcast listener fully to appreciate
the technical difficulties that must be over-
come in building a transmitter of this size.
Some idea of the problem may be gained
ft am the fact that such a transmitter must
he capable of receiving an extremely small
amount of sound energy, converting it to
electrical energy, and amplifying it fifty
thousand million times without distortion.

Some apprehension has been felt, andsuitably so, by the Department of Com-
merce, as to the use of appreciably higher
power for broadcasting, believing that it
might result in the program of a super -sta-
tion crowding out the programs of thelower power stations, particularly in the
vicinity of the station itself.

With
IRVING F. HOFFMAN

at

WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.

M.P RICE, BROADCASTING MANAGER
FOR. THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

KOLIN HAGER CH EF ANNOUNCER
AND STUDIO MANAGER. AT WGY.

FRANK OLIVER,.. CHARACTER MAN
OF THE WGY PLAYERS

ROSALINE GREENE,LEADING WOMAN
OF THE WGY PLAYERS

OLLIE G. YETRU. PIANIST AT
STATION WGY

STEPHEN E. BORSCLAIR. WHOSE
ORGAN RECITALS ARE POPULAR

EDWARD 121 VIOLIN SOLOIST
T TI -115 STATION.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
Those who declare that certain radio

problems now before the public cannot
possibly be worked out are probably
survivors of the obstinate, wilful ones who
a few years ago insisted that it was and
always would be impossible to navigate
and control airships.
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Something to Worry About

Nobody who ever had a radio set was
ever known to enjoy life better when de-
prived of a set.

* * *

Persons who build their sets get out of
them only so much* as

* *
they put into them.

The worst set is better than none at all.
for it merely means a man's waiting until
he can afford a better one.

A Neat Super -Heterodyne

THREE views of the Portable Silver Super -Heterodyne employing 7 tubes, which was
described by Wainright Astor in the June 13 issue of RADIO WORLD, and built by
Fred Pridham, 294 West 92nd Street, N. Y. City. Notice Mr. Pridham's very neat work.
The top photo shows bow cleverly the set was wired. Note the fine arrangements of
the parts. The middle photo shows the panel layout. The two dials on the left are the
oscillator and modulator controls. The small knob in between the two dials at the
bottom controls the rotary plates of a midget variable condenser. The next knob that
you see is the potentiometer. The other one is the rheostat. One controls all the tubes.
The bottom photo shows the back of the interior of the set. Note the large inter-

mediate frequency transformer (has a white pester on it) in the center of set.

Justice to Super -Power
THE tests of super -power at WGY, where 50,000 watts are used, halt received official

sanction of Secretary of Commerce Hoover. Every possible angle of super -power
effect should be tested, for here may lie a boon to radio. Just what the effect of super-
power will be no one can tell right now. Small stations expressed the fear, almost a
year ago, when the subject was first considered in a really serious way, that they would be
blanketed. Nothing has happened yet to substantiate that fear.

Perhaps we are led to expect too much from super -power, or to fear it where it should
be welcomed. The "cut and try" method is the only solution.

At several reception points in New York City, when WGY was using 50,000 watts, about
the same fading was experienced as under normal however, which is not to be considered
conclusive. But unexpected effects of super -power may be produced, either favorable
or otherwise, and after we have all the facts we will be better fortified in defense of our
opinion, whatever it may be.

Secretary Hoover deserves congratulations for taking such a deep and active interest
in super -power, although this is merely consistent with the beneficent zeal he has bestowed
on radio problems ever since he tackled them in an executive capacity.

Thick Skulls
I T falls to the lot of the radio publication to keep hammering away at the thick-headed

announcers who seem to think that they are the whole program and that the real artists
are incidental. Over -talkative announcers are frightful bores. And these are usually the
fellows who have the least to say in the way of disclosing the call letters of their station.
The anxious listener, while forced to hear the announcer's gabfest, is kept in the dark as to
the identity of the station.

Now that DX weather is at hand thousands of fans will be suffering the nuisance of
listening to stations whose call letters are kept secret by the announcer with guilty regularity.
It would be a good idea for fans to write to the station manager, complaining about such
ignorant tactics. The time of the offense should be stated correctly, to facilitate identifica-
tion of the offender. Maybe some form of punishment can be invented by the station owner
for this type of pest.
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Incomplete Radio Message
New Reason Given for Delay

by Jellico in Jutland Battle
British Scout Cruiser

Sighted Enemy, Flashed
His Position in Regard
to the Observing Ship,
But Failed to Define it
In Terms of the Com-
mander's Location, Is
Claim-New Light on
Much -Debated Delay in
Biggest Naval Engage-
ment in History.

Part I of Thomas Stevenson's article
exposing radio secrets of the World War
was published last week, issue of August
22. It told how the Allies intercepted Ger-
man radio messages on land and sea and
thus were prepared for attacks, the Ger-
mans not knowing of this interception until
too late in the war. How the code secrets
were obtained by the British was described.
The following instalment is the final one.

By Thomas Stevenson
PART II.

THROUGH the superior organization
1 of its wireless service, the British
were enabled to take the Germans by
complete surprise at the Jutland battle
on May 31 and June 1, 1916. The German
grand fleet had left its base, planning to
take the British by surprise, but thanks
to their directional stations the English
learned of the departure of the German
fleet from Wilhelmshaven and were able
to turn the tables on the enemy.

N. Von Koch, of Sweden, who has
made a long study of the subject, gives
this description of the battle:

"On the morning of May 30, thanks to
their directional stations, the British
noticed that the German high seas fleet
had run out of Wilhelmshaven. From
this fact and also from the great number
of submarines reported off the English
naval ports it was concluded that the
Germans had some important scheme in
view. The Admiralty therefore prepared
for the sailing of the English grand fleet
by notifying the various commanders by
coded cablegram.

Radio Message Intercepted
"Shortly after 5 p. m. however, a wire-

less message was intercepted, to all in-
tents and purposes an important one, ad-
dressed to all chiefs of divisions of the
German fleet. As the signal was in a
newly adopted code, it could not be de-
ciphered. But as everything pointed to
its referring to an order respecting a plan
of operation, the British adhered to the
good old rule : Better a little too soon
than to let others steal a march on you.

"Half an hour later the entire British
fleet was ordered to assemble eastward
of Long Forties ready for all eventualities.
Within five hours all divisions of the
British grand fleet were out at sea on the

road to the above -mentioned rendezvous
which almost coincided with the spot to-
wards which the German high seas fleet
was steering at dawn the next morning.

"Wireless silence was observed by both
fleets. Whenever anything suspicious was
picked up it was at once reported by
optical means to the British commander -
in -chief. Orders were given to the air
scouts that if they saw the enemy they
were to report the fact with all the power
available in order to deceive the Germans
as to the distance of the British main
forces.

Both Fleets Silent
"The sailing of the German high sea

fleet from Jade meant the carrying into
effect of a long -cherished plan. A large
number of submarines had been stationed
outside the British bases partly for the
purpose of being able to attack the grand
fleet should it put out to sea and partly
to be able to report the sailing time of
the British forces to the German fleet.

"These submarines reported the sailing
of the British fleet but supplied no infor-
mation about the intentions of the enemy.
The peculiar combination of the British
and the course of their forces spreading in
all directions neither indicated cooperation
on their part nor intentions toward the
German bay. Scheer, the German Ad-
miral, therefore was
the British naval forces reported could
not in any way be connected with the
German advance. He did not change his
plans but hoped under certain conditions
to be able to force some part of the
British fleet into a battle at long odds
against them.

"As a result of practically absolute wire-
less silence observed by both fleets neither
side knew much about the position of the
enemy before the advance scouting ships
got in touch with each other. The sur-
prise in all probability was greatest on the
German side as of the course the British
had set out with the express purpose of
dealing with a possible German advance.

"Have Sighted Enemy"
"For a long time after the battle cruiser

fight had started in real earnest the

British believed that the German advance
which they had stopped was an ordinary
battle cruiser advance without any real
support from the German battle fleet.

"At 4:38 p. m. however, a wireless
message was sent by the British light
cruiser Southampton which, worded as
follows, came as a complete surprise for
Jellicoe : °Urgent. Precedence. Have
sighted enemy battle fleet bearing ap-
proximating SE; enemy course N. My
position 56 degrees 20' E. Longitude.'
About five minutes later this signal, (not
absolutely verbatim) was repeated by
Beatty via Princess Royal (Lion's wire-
less apparatus h: .d broken down and was
useless), but then got through to the
Commander -in -Chief practically unrecog-
nizable, which at first made Jellicoe hesi-
tate a little. Not more than five minutes
later, however, Jellicoe, relying on the
first message, sent his first communication
to the Admiralty.

Battle Impending
"It was overpowering in its simplicity

and read: 'Urgent. Battle of the fleet
impending.' This was sent about two
hours before the commencement of the
main action ; it was followed barely ten
minutes later -5 p. m.-by a communica-
tion from the Admiralty giving the posi-
tion of the German battle fleet which it
had obtained from the directional stations.
Even course and speed was stated.
One fault in using the bearings taken by
the directional stations was that the bear-
ings of the British were not also taken,
consequently the German position give -
was inexact in relation to the British
ships' reckoning, which had been affected
by tide and current after practically
twenty-four hours constant zig-zag sail-
ing. That was probably the real reason
why, when the battle fleet came into
action, Jellicoe did not find the enemy
exactly where he had expected him, and
consequently was unable to employ his
entire striking force at once, a point
which has so often been debated since
then, both in and outside professional
journals."

(Copyright, 1925, Stevenson Radio Syndicate)
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THIS is one of the most desirable of reflex circuits. It is quiet in operation, volumin-
ous and a DX getter. Ll is wound on a tubing 3" in diameter and 3" high. It contains
10 turns. L2 is wound on the same tubing, with no spacing between, and bas 45 turns.
se No. 22 DCC wire to wind the coils. L3 is the same as LI and L4 is the same as L2.
CI and C2 are both .0005 mfd.variable condensers. C3 is a .00025 grid condenser. C4
is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. R2 is a 2 megohm grid leak C6 is a .001 mfd. fixed con-
denser. CS is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. The first AFT is of the high ratio type, while

the other AFT is of the low ratio type
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Something to Worry About

1:80 YOU TURN OFF
THE RADIO AT 110/4E.

Nobody who ever had a radio set was
ever known to enjoy life better when de-
prived of a set.

* * *

Persons who build their sets get out of
them only so much as they put into them.

* * *

The worst set is better than none at all,
for it merely means a man's waiting until
he can afford a better one.

A Neat Super -Heterodyne

THREE views of the Portable Silver Super -Heterodyne employing 7 tubes, which was
described by Wainright Astor in the June 13 issue of RADIO WORLD, and built by
Fred Pridham, 294 West 92nd Street, N. Y. City. Notice Mr. Pridham's very neat work.
The top photo shows how cleverly the set was wired. Note the fine arrangements of
the parts. The middle photo shows the panel layout. The two dials on the left are the
oscillator and modulator controls. The small knob in between the two dials at the
bottom controls the rotary plates of a midget variable condenser. The next knob that
you see is the potentiometer. The other one is the rheostat. One controls all the tubes.
The bottom photo shows the back of the interior of the set. Note the large inter-

mediate frequency transformer (has a white pester on it) in the center of set.

Justice to Super -Power
THE tests of super -power at WGY, where 50,000 watts are used, have received official

sanction of Secretary of Commerce Hoover. Every possible angle of super -power
effect should be tested, for here may lie a boon to radio. Just what the effect of super-
power will be no one can tell right now. Small stations expressed the fear, almost a
year ago, when the subject was first considered in a really serious way, that they would be
blanketed. Nothing has happened yet to substantiate that fear.

Perhaps we are led to expect too much from super -power, or to fear it where it should
be welcomed. The "cut and try" method is the only solution.

At several reception points in New York City, when WGY was using 50,000 watts, about
the same fading was experienced as under normal however, which is not to be considered
conclusive. But unexpected effects of super -power may be produced, either favorable
or otherwise, and after we have all the facts we will be better fortified in defense of our
opinion, whatever it may be.

Secretary Hoover deserves congratulations for taking such a deep and active interest
in super -power, although this is merely consistent with the beneficent zeal he has bestowed
on radio problems ever since he tackled them in an executive capacity.

Thick Skulls
T T falls to the lot of the radio publication to keep hammering away at the thick-headed
1 announcers who seem to think that they are the whole program and that the real artists
are incidental. Over -talkative announcers are frightful bores. And these are usually the
fellows who have the least to say in the way of disclosing the call letters of their station.
The anxious listener, while forced to hear the announcer's gabfest, is kept in the dark as to
the identity of the station.

Now that DX weather is at hand thousands of fans will be suffering the nuisance of
listening to stations whose call letters are kept secret by the announcer with guilty regularity.
It would be a good idea for fans to write to the station manager, complaining about such
ignorant tactics. The time of the offense should be stated correctly, to facilitate identifica-
tion of the offender. Maybe some form of punishment can be invented by the station owner
for this type of pest,
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Incomplete Radio Message
New Reason Given for Delay

by Jellico in Jutland Battle
British Scout Cruiser

Sighted Enemy, Flashed
His Position in Regard
to the Observing Ship,
But Failed to Define it
In Terms of the Com-
mander's Location, Is
Claim-New Light on
Much -Debated Delay in
Biggest Naval Engage-
ment in History.

Part I of Thomas .5 feven.son's article
exposing radio secrets of the World War
was published last week, issue of August
22. It told how the Allies intercepted Ger-
man radio messages on land and sea and
thus were prepared for attacks, the Ger-
mans not knowing of this interception until
too late in the war. How the code secrets
were obtained by the British was described.
The following instalment is the final one.

By Thomas Stevenson
PART II.

THROUGH the superior organization
of its wireless service, the British

were enabled to take the Germans by
complete surprise at the Jutland battle
on May 31 and June 1, 1916. The German
grand fleet had left its base, planning to
take the British by surprise, but thanks
to their directional stations the English
learned of the departure of the German
fleet from Wilhelmshaven and were able
to turn the tables on the enemy.

N. Von Koch, of Sweden, who has
made a long study of the subject, gives
this description of the battle :

"On the morning of May 30, thanks to
their directional stations, the British
noticed that the German high seas fleet
had run out of Wilhelmshaven. From
this fact and also from the great number
of submarines reported off the English
naval ports it was concluded that the
Germans had some important scheme in
view. The Admiralty therefore prepared
for the sailing of the English grand fleet
by notifying the various commanders by
coded cablegram.

Radio Message Intercepted
"Shortly after 5 p. m. however, a wire-

less message was intercepted, to all in-
tents and purposes an important one, ad-
dressed to all chiefs of divisions of the
German fleet. As the signal was in a
newly adopted code, it could not be de-
ciphered. But as everything pointed to
its referring to an order respecting a plan
of operation, the British adhered to the
good old rule : Better a little too soon
than to let others steal a march on you.

"Half an hour later the entire British
fleet was ordered to assemble eastward
of Long Forties ready for all eventualities.
Within five hours all divisions of the
British grand fleet were out at sea on the

road to the above -mentioned rendezvous
which almost coincided with the spot to-
wards which the German high seas fleet
was steering at dawn the next morning.

"Wireless silence was observed by both
fleets. Whenever anything suspicious was
picked up it was at once reported by
optical means to the British commander -
in -chief. Orders were given to the air
scouts that if they saw the enemy they
were to report the fact with all the power
available in order to deceive the Germans
as to- the distance of the British main
forces.

Both Fleets Silent
"The sailing of the German high sea

fleet from Jade meant the carrying into
effect of a long -cherished plan. A large
number of submarines had been stationed
outside the British bases partly for the
purpose of being able to attack the grand
fleet should it put out to sea and partly
to be able to report the sailing time of
the British forces to the German fleet.

"These submarines reported the sailing
of the British fleet but supplied no infor-
mation about the intentions of the enemy.
The peculiar combination of the British
and the course of their forces spreading in
all directions neither indicated cooperation
on their part nor intentions toward the
German bay. Scheer, the German Ad-
miral, therefore was of the opinion that
the British naval forces reported could
not in any way be connected with the
German advance. He did not change his
plans but hoped under certain conditions
to be able to force some part of the
British fleet into a battle at long odds
against them.

"As a result of practically absolute wire-
less silence observed by both fleets neither
side knew much about the position of the
enemy before the advance scouting ships
got in touch with each other. The sur-
prise in all probability was greatest on the
German side as of the course the British
had set out with the express purpose of
dealing with a possible German advance.

"Have Sighted Enemy"
"For a long time after the battle cruiser

fight had started in real earnest the

British believed that the German advance
which they had stopped was an ordinary
battle cruiser advance without any real
support from the German battle fleet.

"At 4:38 p. m. however, a wireless
message was sent by the British light
cruiser Southampton which, worded as
follows, came as a complete surprise for
Jellicoe: 'Urgent. Precedence. Have
sighted enemy battle fleet bearing ap-
proximating SE; enemy course N. My
position 56 degrees 20' E. Longitude.'
About five minutes later this signal, (not
absolutely verbatim) was repeated by
Beatty via Princess Royal (Lion's wire-
less apparatus had broken down and was
useless), but tl en got through to the
Commander -in -Chief practically unrecog-
nizable, which at first made Jellicoe hesi-
tate a little. Not more than five minutes
later, however, Jellicoe, relying on the
first message, sent his first communication
to the Admiralty.

Battle Impending
"It was overpowering in its simplicity

and read: 'Urgent. Battle of the fleet
impending.' This was sent about two
hours before the commencement of the
main action ; it was followed barely ten
minutes later -5 p. m.-by a communica-
tion from the Admiralty giving the posi-
tion of the German battle fleet which it
had obtained from the directional stations.
Even course and speed was stated.
One fault in using the bearings taken by
the directional stations was that the bear-
ings of the British were not also taken,
consequently the German position give
was inexact in relation to the British
ships' reckoning, which had been affected
by tide and current after practically
twenty-four hours constant zig-zag sail-
ing. That was probably the real reason
why, when the battle fleet came into
action, Jellicoe did not find the enemy
exactly where he had expected him, and
consequently was unable to employ his
entire striking force at once, a point
which has so often been debated since
then, both in and outside professional
journals."

(Copyright, 1925, Stevenson Radio Syndicate)
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THIS is one of the most desirable of reflex circuits. It is quiet in operation, volumin-
ous and a DX getter. LI is wound on a tubing 3" in diameter and 3" high. It contains
10 turns. L2 is wound on the same tubing, with no spacing between, and has 45 turns.
se No. 22 DCC wire to wind the coils. L3 is the same as LI and L4 is the same as L2.
Cl and C2 are both .0005 mfd.variable condensers. C3 is a .00025 grid condenser. C4
is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. R2 is a 2 megohm grid leak C6 is a .001 mfd. fixed con-
denser. CS is a .001 mfd. fixed condenser. The first AFT is of the high ratio type, while

the other AFT is of the low ratio type
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Those who declare that certain radio
problems now before the public cannot
possibly be worked out are probable
survivors of the obstinate, wilful ones wit,:
a few years ago insisted that it was and
always would be impossible to navigat:
and control airships.
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Something to Worry About

Do YOUJori TURN OFF
THE RADIO AT HOME!

Nobody who ever had a radio set was
ever known to enjoy life better when de-
prived of a set.

* * *

Persons who build their sets get out of
them only so much as they put into them.

* * *

The worst set is better than none at all,
for it merely means a man's waiting until
he can afford a better one.

A Neat Super -Heterodyne

THREE views of the Portable Silver Super -Heterodyne employing 7 tubes, which was
described by Wainright Astor in the June 13 issue of RADIO WORLD, and built by
Fred Priclham, 294 West 92nd Street, N. Y. City. Notice Mr. Pridham's very neat work.
The top photo shows how cleverly the set was wired. Note the fine arrangements of
the parts. The middle photo shows the panel layout. The two dials on the left are the
oscillator and modulator controls. The small knob in between the two dials at the
bottom controls the rotary plates of a midget variable condenser. The next knob that
you see is the potentiometer. The other one is the rheostat. One controls all the tubes.
The bottom photo shows the back of the interior of the set. Note the large inter-

mediate frequency transformer (has a white pester on it) in the center of set.

Justice to Super -Power
THE tests of super -power at WGY, where 50,000 watts are used, have received official

sanction of Secretary of Commerce Hoover. Every possible angle of super -power
effect should be tested, for here may lie a boon to radio. Just what the effect of super-
power will be no one can tell right now. Small stations expressed the fear, almost a
year ago, when the subject was first considered in a really serious way, that they would be
blanketed. Nothing has happened yet to substantiate that fear.

Perhaps we are led to expect too much from super -power, or to fear it where it should
be welcomed. The "cut and try" method is the only solution.

At several reception points in New York City, when WGY was using 50,000 watts, about
the same fading was experienced as under normal however, which is not to be considered
conclusive. But unexpected effects of super -power may be produced, either favorable
or otherwise, and after we have all the facts we will be better fortified in defense of our
opinion, whatever it may be.

Secretary Hoover deserves congratulations for taking such a deep and active interest
in super -power, although this is merely consistent with the beneficent zeal he has bestowed
on radio problems ever since he tackled them in an executive capacity.

Thick Skulls
I T falls to the lot of the radio publication to keep hammering away at the thick-headed

announcers who seem to think that they are the whole program and that the real artists
are incidental. Over -talkative announcers are frightful bores. And these are usually the
fellows who have the least to say in the way of disclosing the call letters of their station.
The anxious listener, while forced to hear the announcer's gabfest, is kept in the dark as to
the identity of the station.

Now that DX weather is at hand thousands of fans will be suffering the nuisance of
listening to stations whose call letters are kept secret by the announcer with guilty regularity.
It would be a good idea for fans to write to the station manager, complaining about such
ignorant tactics. The time of the offense should be stated correctly, to facilitate identifica-
tion of the offender. Maybe some form of punishment can be invented by the station owner
for this type of pest.
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Incomplete Radio Message
New Reason Given for Delay

by Jellico in Jutland Battle
British Scout Cruiser

Sighted Enemy, Flashed
His Position in Regard
to the Observing Ship,
But Failed to Define it
In Terms of the Com-
mander's Location, Is
Claim New Light on
Much -Debated Delay in
Biggest Naval Engage-
ment in History.

/'art I of 1 !somas Sievenson's article
exposing radio secrets of the World War
was published last week, issue of August
22. It told how the Allies intercepted Ger-
man radio messages on land and sea and
thus were prepared for attacks, the Ger-
mans not knowing of this interception until
too late in the war. How the code secrets
were obtained by the British was described.
The following instalment is the final one.

By Thomas Stevenson
PART 11.

1
IIROUG11 the superior organization
of its wireless service, the British

were enabled to take the Germans by
complete surprise at the Jutland battle
on May 31 and June 1, 1916. The German
grand fleet had left its base, planning to
take the British by surprise, but thanks
to their directional stations the English
learned of the departure of the German
fleet from Wilhelmshaven and were able
to turn the tables on the enemy.

N. Von Koch, of Sweden, who has
made a long study of the subject, gives
this description of the battle:

"On the morning of May 30, thanks to
their directional stations, the British
noticed that the German high seas fleet
had run out of Wilhelmshaven. Front
this fact and also from the great number
of submarines reported off the English
naval ports it was concluded that the
Germans had some important scheme in
view. The Admiralty therefore prepared
for the sailing of the English grand fleet
by notifying the various commanders by
coded cablegram,

Radio Maoism/a. Intercepted
"Shortly after 5 p. m. however, a wire

less message was intercepted, to all in
tents and purposes all important one, ail
dressed to all chiefs of divisions of th,
German fleet. As the signal was in a
newly adopted code, it could not he de
ciphered. But as everything pointed to
its referring to an order respecting a plan
of operation, the British adhered to the
wood old ride: Better a little too soon
than to let others steal a march on you.

"Half an hour later the entire rtritkh
fleet was ordered to assemble eastward
of Long Forties ready for all eventualities
Within five hours all divisions of the
British grand fleet were out at sea on the

road to the above -mentioned rendezvous
which almost coincided with the spot to-
wards which the German high seas fleet
was steering at dawn the next morning.

"Wireless silence was observed by both
fleets. Whenever anything suspicious was
picked up it was at once reported by
optical means to the British commander -
in -chief. Orders were given to the air
scouts that if they saw the enemy they
were to report the fact with all the power
available in order to deceive the Germans
as to the distance of the British main
forces.

Both Fleets Silent
"The sailing of the German high sea

fleet from Jade meant the carrying into
effect of a long -cherished plan. A large
number of submarines had been stationed
outside the British bases partly for the
purpose of being able to attack the grand
fleet should it put out to sea and partly
to be able to report the sailing time of
the British forces to the German fleet.

"These submarines reported the sailing
of the British fleet but supplied no infor-
mation about the intentions of the enemy.
The peculiar combination of the British
and the course of their forces spreading in
all directions neither indicated cooperation
on their part nor intentions toward the
German bay. Scheer, the German Ad-
miral. therefore was of the opinion that
the British naval forces reported could
not in any way be connected with the
German advance. He did not change his
plans but hoped under certain conditions
to he able to force some part of the
British fleet into a battle at long odds
against them.

"As a result of practically absolute wire-
less silence observed by both fleets neither
side knew much about the position of the
enemy before the advance scouting ships
got in touch with each other. The sur-
prise in all probability was greatest on the
German side as of the course the British
had set out with the express purpose of
dealing with a possible German advance.

"Have Sighted Enemy"
"For a long time after the battle cruiser

fight had started in real earnest the

British believed that the German advance
which they had stopped was an ordinary
battle cruiser advance without any real
support from the German battle fleet.

"At 4:38 p. m. however, a wireless
message was sent by the British light
cruiser Southampton which, worded as
follows, came as a complete surprise for
Jellicoe: Urgent. Precedence. Have
sighted enemy battle fleet bearing ap-
proximating SE; enemy course N. My
position 56 degrees 20' E. Longitude.'
About five minutes later this signal, (not
absolutely verbatim) was repeated by
Beatty' via Princess Royal (Lion's wire-
less apparatus had broken down and was
useless), but 0 - en got through to the
Commander -in -Chief practically unrecog-
nizable, which at first made Jellicoe hesi-
tate a little. Not more than five minutes
later, however, Jellicoe, relying on the
first message, sent his first communication
to the Admiralty.

Battle Impending

"It was overpowering in its simplicity
and read: 'Urgent. Battle of the fleet
impending.' This was sent about two
hours before the commencement of the
main action; it was followed barely ten
minutes later -5 p. m.-by a communica-
tion from the Admiralty giving the posi-
tion of the German battle fleet which it
had obtained from the directional stations.
Even course and speed was stated.
One fault in using the bearings taken by
the directional stations was that the bear-
ings of the British were not also taken,
consequently the German position give
was inexact in relation to the British
ships' reckoning, which had been affected
by tide and current after practically
twenty-four hours constant zig-zag sail-
ing. That was probably the real reason
why, when the battle fleet came into
action, Jellicoe did not find the enemy
exactly where he had expected him, and
consequently was unable to employ his
entire striking force at once, a point
which has so often been debated since
then, both in and outside professional
journals."

(Copyright, 1925, Stevenson Radio Syndicate)
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THIS is one of the most desirable of reflex circuits. It is quiet in operation, volumin-
ous and a DX getter. LI is wound on a tubing 3" in diameter and 3" high. It contains
10 turns. L2 is wound on the same tubing, with no spacing between, and has 45 turns.
so No. 22 DCC wire to wind the coils. L3 is the same as LI and L4 is the same as L2.
CI and C2 are both .0005 mfd.variable condensers. C3 is a .00025 grid condenser. C4
is a .001 mid. fixed condenser. R2 is a 2 megohm grid leak C6 is a .001 mid. fixed con-
denser. CS is a .001 mid. fixed condenser. The first AFT is of the high ratio type, while

the other AFT is of the low ratio typo
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Literature Wanted
1-.11h names of readers of RADIO WORLD

who desire literature from radio job
bets and dealers are published in RADIO
Vt ORLD un request ui the reader. The
blank below may be used. or a post card
or letter will do instead.
Trade Service Editor.
RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York City.

I desire to receive radio literature.

Name

City or town

State

Are you a dealer?

If not who is your dealer?

His Name

His Address

Chas. W. Dixon, 440 N. Pennsylvania Ave.,
IVilkes-Barre, Pa.

Henry Censer, 749 Park Ave., Dunkirk, N. Y.
Bola Scaland, 1278 \V. 115th St., Cleveland, 0.
R. M. Craig, Box 1785, Houston, Tex
Myron Gury, 1442 East 14th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Pares, Jr., Greenville, N. H. (Dealer).
D. M Collins, Mullins, S C.
Don Florence, Cisco, Tex.

City.
H.

Maher, 536 East 79th St., N. Y. City.
H. J. Jackson, Bradinton, Fla.
Charles Bernstein, Sea View Hospital, Staten

Island, N. Y.
Frank E. Wood, Rossville, Kan. (Dealer).
Kirk L. Taylor, Loraine, Tex.
Walter Enoch, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. A. Simmonds, 4831 Laurel, New Orleans, 1.a.

Business Opportunities
Radio and Electrical

Rates: 50c a line; Minimum, $1.00.

MANUFACTURING CONCERN, radio depart-
ment, requires $25,000 additional capital to fill
orders; offers good opportunity either as an in-
vestment or active participation. Box 10, Radio
World.

NEW RADIO SET READY FOR PRODUCTION;
radio engineer and production manager seeks
reputable manufacturer; royalty and salary basis;
immediate connection desired; give details first
letter. Box 20, Radio World.

OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS FINANCED;
libeal terms, lowest rates; confidential; quick
service assured. Mercantile Factors Corporation,
212 5th Ave., New York. Phone Ashland 9506.

NATIONALLY KNOWN RADIO COMPANY
of well repute is ready to market complete line of
radio sets backed by a national advertising cam-
paign; substantial interest in the company offered
for capital investment of $25,000 to $50,000; com-
pany well established with wonderful record of
earnings; a splendid opportunity for investment.
Box 30, Radio World.

PROMINENT Corner Store, 25.100, LOCATED
on the main business street and car line inter-
sections at Union Hill, N. J., few minutes from
New York; suitable for any business; long lease;
moderate rent. Kramer & Co., 213 Newark Ave.,
Jersey City, N. J.

THE RADIO TRADE
Why French Market is Poor

Radio broadcasting and reception by
telephone in France, compared with tne
United States and other countries, is thus
far undeveloped upon a commercial scale,
Consul C. D. Westcott, Paris, advises the
Department of Commerce. That fact re-
stricts present opportunities for the sale
of American radio sets and accessories al-
though the possible market therefore in
the near future should not be disregarded.

At present there are in France only four
long-range broadcasting stations. They
are located in Paris. Two are operated
by the Government, one by a private
company dealing in radio equipment and
one by an enterprising newspaper. The
variety, selection and technical rendition
of programmes broadcasted by them are
of a high order. Operating expenses of
the private company are defrayed in part
by competing French radio manufacturers
and dealers. Recently regional stations,
of limited range, have begun operating at
Lyon, Toulouse and Agen. But it is gen-
erally conceded by the trade that the

commercial development of radio in
France will require the regular operation
of from 15 to 20 stations tor long-range
broadcasting. They should be so located
that every section of the country will be
assured of good reception at all hours,
but apparently there is no immediate
prospect that such a project will be
realized.

French radio receiving sets are com-
plicated by the great range in wave-
length to which they must tune in. That
obstacle has retarded commercial develop-
ment front the beginning. The Eiffel
Tower station operation on a 2,600 meter
wave, and the others above noted on 1,750.
450 and 345 meters. Due to the extra
long operating waves, which are 110W
obsolete, the receiving set requires a
multiplicity of coils, switches, plugs and
other accessories. If broadcasting were
limited to waves of 300-500 meters the
cost of a set would be much less, its oper-
ation simplified and the demand therefore
increased.

Safe to Buy Sets
THE 1926 radio season is upon us. Some who may not have receivers or who, having
them, are thinking of buying a new one, may hesitate because they expect something

revolutionary in radio. If there is to be any revolution-and none is in sight-it is
bound to be at the transmission end. Radio receivers have reached a state that approaches
perfection, and wonderful ones are on the market now, or ready to appear. Many manu-
facturers are not pushing their new sets at this moment, thinking there will be a
psychological advantage in introducing the 1926 models at the radio shows that will be run-
ning in New York City in September.

The 1926 models may be purchased with full assurance that they will be serviceable for
years to come. Talk of changes in wavelength assignment contemplates the continued
existence of the present scale until the Fall of 1927, at least, and even then it would take
only a few minutes' work to accommodate any 1926 receiver to the requirements of possibly
shorter waves.

Buy a 1926 receiver and you will make ho mistake.

Five Tubes and Up
. OW many tubes should a set have? On the radio -frequency side there should be

1 enough so that the receiver will be sensitive and selective. On the audio side there
should be enough to assure fine quality of magnification. For most horn type speakers two
transformer -coupled stages will work nicely, giving great volume. For cone type speakers
it is usually better to have some resistance stages on the audio side, for these match the
requirements of the speaker.

Commercially produced sets for speaker operation will have five or six tubes, unless of
Super -Heterodyne construction, when they will have from six to eight. The regenerative
RF set is an exception, as three or four would be sufficient.

BACK FROM YOUR VACATION?
If you have missed any issue of RADIO WORLD during the summer, and want to

cot aplete your files, send us 15c per copy, or $1.00 for any seven numbers.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York.

RADIO NOVELTY EXTRAORDINARY -
Working partner wanted; Canadian territory
available: exceptionally meritorious article; small
-apital. Box 102, 'Radio World.
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Coming Events
AUG. 22 to 29-3d Annual Pacific Radio Ex-

position, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco. Write
P. R. E., 905 Mission St., San Francisco.

AUG. 23 to SEPT. 6-Canadian National Expos.,
Exposition Coliseum, Toronto, Can.

SEPT. 5 to 12-Third annual National Radio
Exposition, Ambassador Auditorium, Los Angeles,
Cal. Address Waldo K. Tupper.

SEPT. 0 to 20-International Wireless Exposi-
tion, Geneva, Switzerland.

SEPT. 12 to 19-Fourth Annual National Radio
Exposition, Grand Central Palace. N. Y. C. Write
American Radio Exp. Co., 522 Fifth Ave., N.

SEPT. 14 to 19-Second Radio World's Fair,
258th Field Artillery Armory, Kingsbridge Road
and Jerome Ave., N. Y. C. Write Radio World's
Fair, Times Bldg., N. Y. C.

SEPT. 14 to 19-Pittsburgh Radio Show, Motor
Square Garden. Write J. A. Simpson, 420 Bes-
semer Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SEPT. 14 to 19-Radio Show, Winnipeg, Can.,
Canadian Expos. Co.

SEPT. 21 to 26-First Annual Radio Expos.,
Broadcast Listeners' Association, Cadle Taber-
nacle, Indianapolis, Ind. Write Claude S. Wallin,
Hotel Severin.

SEPT. 21 to 29-International Radio Exposition,
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, N. J.

SEPT. 28 to OCT. 3-National Radio Exposition,
American Exp. Palace, Chicago. Write N. R. E.,
440 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

SEPT. 28 to OCT. 3-Midwest Radio Week.
OCT. 3 to 10-Radio Exposition, Arena, 46th and

Market Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., G. B. Boden-
hof, manager, auspices Philadelphia Public Ledger.

OCT. 5 10-Second Annual Northwest Radio
Exposition, Auditorium, St. Paul, Minn. Write
515 Tribune Annex.

OCT. 5 to 11-Second Annual Radio Show, Con-
vention Hall, Washington, D. C. Write Radio
Merchants' Association, 233 Woodward Bldg.

OCT. 10 to 16-National Radio Show, City Audito-
rium, Denver, Col.

OCT. 12 to 17-Boston Radio Show, Mechanics'
Hall. Write to B. R. S., 209 Massachusetts Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

OCT. 12 to 17-St. Louis Radio Show, Coliseum.
Write Thos. P. Convey, manager, 737 Frisco Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

OCT. 12 to 17-Radio Show, Montreal, Can.,
Canadian Expos. Co.

OCT. 17 to 24-Brooklyn Radio Show, 23d Rsgt.
Armory. Write Jos. 0111111y, 1157 Atlantic Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

OCT. 19 to 25-Second Annual Cincinnati Radio
Exposition, Music Hall. Write to G. B. Boden-
hof, care Cincinnati Enquirer.

NOV. 2 to 7-Radio Show, Toronto, Can., Cana-
dian Expos. Co.

NOV. 3 to 8-Radio Trade Association Ex5msi-
tion, Arena Gardens, Detroit. Write Robt. J.
Kirschner, chairman.

NOV. 19 to 25-Milwaukee Radio Exp., Civic
Auditorium. Write Sidney Neu, of J. Andra. &
Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.

NOV. 17 to 22 -4th Annual Chicago Radio Exp.,
Coliseum. Write Herrmann & Kerr, Cort Theatre
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

New B Battery Type

The New Battery
The new flat cell B battery recently

announced by the National Carbon Com-
pany, makers of Eveready batteries, util-
izes the new principle of patented battery
construction by substitution of flat cells for
cylindrical cells. There is about 30% more
active electricity -producing material than
in the Heavy Duty battery No. 770 of
identical external dimensions. It is guar-
anteed to give considerably longer life
than other B batteries of the same dimen-
sions. More than 30,000 of these batteries
have been tested by users in actual serv-
ice and from 30 to 52% longer life has
been obtained under the same conditions
of service as compared with any cylindri-
cal cell batteries of the same external
dimensions.

NEW CORPORATIONS
Guaz.pitc.I Rad, lli he Alig. ( New York

City $5,000; G. Mantas,. S. Wein, A. Weinberger.
Atty., M. A. Glassberg, 291 Broadway, New York
City.

Electric Light Radio Corp., N. Y., $1,060,000; John
J. Furia, J. C. McCormick. New York; Clarence S.
Steno. Mt. Vernon, N. Y. (Corp. Trust Co. of
America)

Trouble -Shooting Advice
for Warren's 1 -Tube Set

(Concluded front page 13)
goes to one terminal of the grid con-
denser C3, the end of this condenser
going to the grid post of the socket and
to one terminal of the variable grid leak.
The end of the variable grid leak goes
to the A plus on the socket, which in
turn goes to the A plus on the terminal
strip. Connect the resistance of the
rheostat to the A minus on the terminal
strip. This also goes to B minus. The
rheostat arm goes to the negative fila-
ment on the socket.

All of the internal wiring should be
done with No. 18 bell wire. Try not to
use bus bar, as this decreases the
efficiency of the set.

Trouble Shooting

Since the tube sets attract the novices
more than any other sets, there is more
possibility that the first time the set is
wired up there will be some difficulty in
making it work properly.

The first thing that should be done
upon completion of the set is to connect
the antenna and ground. Then the A
battery. See if the tube lights. If it
lights connect the B plus to its proper
terminal. Now insert the phone tips or
the plug. You should hear a loud click,
provided the tube is lit. If you hear the
click when the tube is not lit, there is

LIST OF PARTS
One variable grid leak. (R).
One .00025 mfd. grid condenser (C3).
One .000S mfd. fixed condenser. (C2).
One .0005 mfd. variable condenser. (CI).
One .001 mfd. fixed condenser. (Dotted

lines indicate condenser).
Two 4" dials.
One 3 -circuit tuner. (L1L2L3).
One rheostat (R2).
One pocket.

some error in the B battery (plate cir-
cuit) wiring. Test all the coils for an
open or short circuit in that case. This
very seldom happens but when it does
happen it is very puzzling to find. A
1,/, volt battery connected in series with
the phones is all that is necessary to
test the coils. Put one terminal of the
phones to the A battery. You no -t
two open leads, one from the batters
and one from the phones. Put one of
these terminals to a part of the coil and
the other terminal on the other terminal
of the coil. If you hear a click, the
circuit is O. K., if not, form your own
conclusions.

Provided you get a click when the
tube is lit, turn the dials slowly, both at
the same time, until a station is heard.

New Amsco Condenser
Is of the SLF Type

The Amsco Allocating Condenser allo-
cates apportions or "spreads" the stations
evenly over the tuning dial, correcting the
customary congestion among the lower num-
bers and greatly simplifying tuning.

But what will especially commend the
Amsco Allocating Condenser to the set -
builder is that unlike other straight-line
frequency condensers, it is economical of
space, requiring less room in the cabinet.

This is due to the scientific design of the
plates. The rotor plates are half a heart
in shape, electrically and mechanically the
correct solution of the straight-line fre-
quency problem.

A special feature of this design is that
effective use is made of the first 15 divisions

-on the tuning dial; eliminating a hitherto
wasted area.

Over sharp or over -broad tuning is cor-
rected by the use of the Amsco Allocating
Condenser and all stations tune in with
equal ease.

The variation from the SLF curve is less
than 10%.

The use of the Amsco AlloCating Con-
denser results Jn greater set efficiency on
high frequencies (low wavelengths). Tun-
ing will be found to be free from body
capacity effects or electrical noises. Amoco
engineering insures true low -loss con-
struction.

The Amsco Allocating Condenser is made
in three sizes, single or Siamese (twin). It
will be found electrically accurate and uni-
form in capacity ratings.

The manufacturers, Amsco Products, Inc.,
Lafayette St., New York, back this fine
produce with their usual strong guarantee.

The Aurora Jack
The Aurora Electric Co., 100 South 6th

St., Brooklyn, N. Y., submitted to RADIO
WORLD'S laboratories for test of their
single open circuit jack. This jack has a
very handy feature, as it has several ad-
vantages over regular style jack: takes
less space, no screw to get loose, very
small amount of metal in that it takes one
tingle hole to mount it securely. It is
durably constructed. The contacts are
strong and are efficient for all sizes of
plugs. Special clips are used for connect-
ing purposes. The contacts are made out
iif phosphor bronze, with nickel plating to
prevent corrosion. The total depth of the
jack is only 1/".
(Tested and approved by RADIO WORLD

laboratorie.)

JOIN THE A. B. C.
A. B. C. stands for American Broadcast

Club, an organization of fans banded to-
teether to promote the welfare of radio.
There are no dues, no obligations. Ad-
dress A. B. C. Editor, RADIO WORLD, 1493
Broadway, New York City.

Wilson Andrews, 7198 Clarington Ave., Culver
City, Cal.

Ivan Emelio Dominguez, Hostos 71, Mayaguez,
P. R.

John R. Stevens, 193 W. Brookline St., Boston,
Mass.

Charles Bernstein, Sea View Hospital, Staten
Island, N. Y.

Richard Zehrt, 903 Chicago St., Racine, Wis.
William Kettler, East Main St., St, Clairsville,

Ohio.
Wm. S. Koneeczny, 2225 Belmont St., Ham-

tranilk, Mich.

A. B. C. Editor, RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York City

Pleast enroll me as a member of
the American Broadcast Club.
Name
Address
City or Town
State
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THE KEY TO THE AIR
KEY

Abbreviations: EST, Eastern Standard Time:
CST, Central Standard Time; MST, Mountain
Standard Time; PST, Pacific Standard Time;
DS, Daylight Saving Time.

How to tune in a desired distant station at Just
the right time -Choose your station from the
list published herewith- See what time division
the station Is under (EST, CST, etc.); then con-
sult the table below. Add to or subtract, as di-
rected from the time as given on the PROGRAM.
The result will be the 61,030 BY YOUR CLOCK
that you should tune in, unless daylight saving
time Intervenes, as explained below.- he table:
If you And want a
are in itaturn in Subtract Add

EST CST 1 hr.
EST MST 2 hrs.
EST PST 3 hrs.
CST EST 1 hr.
CST MST 1 hr.
CST PST 2 hrs.
MST EST
MST CST
MST
PST

2 hrs.
1 hr.

PST 1 hi.
EST 3 hrs.

PST CST 2 hrs.
PST DST 1 hr.

If you are under DST and the station you want
is under that time, too, or if both are under ST,
the above table will bold.

if you are under DST, and the station operates
under ST, add one hour to the tablet result.

U the station uses DST, and you are under ST.
subtract one hour from the table result.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 12.
WANG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-12

to 1:05 PM; 8 to 12 PM.
WAMD, Minneapolis. Minn., 243.8 (SCT)-12 to I

PM; 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, DI., 226 (CST) -8 to 10 PM.
WBBR, New York (Sty, V2.6 (ESTDS)-8 PM

to 10.
WBOQ, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-

7:30 PM to 11:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 to 4; 5:30 to 10.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.. 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30 to

P1:30 M; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.
WDAF, Kansas City, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30
to 7 M; 8 to 10; 11:45 to 1 AM.

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 11 to 12; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to
12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 8 to 11.

WEAO, Ohio State University, 293.9 (EST) -8
PM to 10.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2 PM to 3:15; 5:30 to 10.

WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 236 (CST) -9 PM
to 11.

WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM
to 11; 1:30 PM to 4; 6 to 11.

WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM
to 5:15; 8 to 11.

WGES, Chicago, Ill., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 7;
10:30 to 1 AM.

WGN, Chicago, III., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WGR. Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:45
PM; 7:30 to 11.

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -1 PM to
2; 5:30 to 10:30.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 ((ST) -11 AM to
12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30; 8:30 to 10.

WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM
to 1; 2:15 to 5; 7 to 11; 12 to 12:30 AM.

WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -7 PM to 9;
11 to 12, 12:30 to 1:30 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 9:30.

WHT, Chicago, III., 460 ((STDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30; 8:45 to 10:05; 10:30 to 1 AM.

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to
8. 1 PM to 2; 3 to 4:50; 6 to 7.

WIY, New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM
to 11:30.

WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 10:30.

WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM
to 12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 1 AM.

WLW Cincinnati, O., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to
12:1; 1:30 PM to 2:30.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-11 AM to
12M; 6:30 PM to 12.

WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:45 PM
to 4:45; 6:20 to 11.

WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to 1;
5:45 to 7:10; P to 11.

WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to
2; 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 12.

WOR, Newark N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7.

WPAK, Fargo, N. D., 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM

to 8:30; 10 to 12.
WQJ. Chicago, DI, 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 11;3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -4:30 PM to

6; 6:45 to 12.

WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -10 PM
to 11.

WRNY New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 to
2 PM'; 7:59 to 9:45.

WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 423.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
2:30 to 3:30; 5 to 6; 8 to 9; 10:45 to 12.

WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (ST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 7:30 to 10; 12 PM to 1 AM.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich. 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7;
8 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 7;
9:45 to 12:20 PM; 1:30 to 3:20; 3:30 to 11.

KFAE, State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30
PM to 9.

KFDY, Brookings, S. D., 273 (MST) -8 PM to 9.
KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 10.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 9:30 to 12.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM

to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 11.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:10 AM to 1

PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 7.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM to

1:30 PM; 5 to 11.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 111 to 3:30 PM; 5:30 to 11:30.
KJR, Seattle, Wash., 484.4 (PST) -10:30 AM to

11:30 AM; 1 PM to 6:30; 8:30 to 11.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -11:30 AM to

12:30 PM; 1 to 2; 4 to 5; 6:30 to 12.
ROB, State College of New Mexico, 348.6 (MST)-

11:55 AM to 12:30 PM; 7:30 to 8:30; 9:55 to 10:10.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 778 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 8:45; 11 to 12 M.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7:30 AM to

8; 10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 4:30 to 11.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CST) -4 PM to S.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1; 8:20 to 10.
KYW, Chicago, III., 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to

7:30; 10:55 to 1 PM; 2:25 to 3:30; 6:02 to 7:20;
9 to 1:30 AM.

CNRA, Moncton, Canada, 313 (EST) -8:30 PM to
10:30.

CLARE, Edmonton, Canada, 516.9 (MST) -8:30 PM
to 10:30.

CNRS, Saskatoon, Canada, 403 (MST) -2:30 PM
to 3.

CNRT, Toronto, Canada, 357 (EST) -6:30 PM to
11.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (EST) -7 PM to 11.
WANG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-l2

to 2 AM.
WAMD, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12

to 1 PM, 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, III., 226 (CST) -8 PM to 1 AM.
WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-$ PM

to 9.
WHOQ, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-3:30

PM to 6:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 12:30 PM; 7 to 9.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-10:45 AM

to 12M; 3 PM to 4; 6:30 to 7:30.
WCBD, Zion, Ill., 344.6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12:30 PM; 2:30 to 5; 6 to 10.
WEAF, New York City 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM

to 7:45; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.
WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)--6:45 AM to

7 AM.
WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 7 to 8.
WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 286 (CST)-Il AM

to 12:30 PM; 8:15 to 11.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1; 6 to 7; 8:30 to 9:30; 11 to 12:30 AM.
WFBH, New York City, V2.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM

to 7:30; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.
WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to

11; 1:30 PM to 3, 6 to 12.
WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM

to 5:15.
WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 2:30

PM; 3 to 5:57; 6 to 11:30.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. 319 (ESTDS)-8:45 to 10:15PM, U. S. Army Band.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -7:30 PM

to 10.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 225 (CST) -11 AM to

12:30 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (C51')-4 PM to 5;

7:30 to 9.
WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM

to 5; 7:30 to 10.
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -11 AM to

12:30 PM; 4 to 5:30; 7:30 to 8:30.
WHT, Chicago, Ill., 400 (USI7JS)-11 AM to 2

PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

8; 10:20 to 11; 1 PM to 2; 3 to 4; 6 to 11:30.
WJY. New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM to

5: 8 to 10:30.
WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-9 AM to

12:30 PM; 2:30 to 4; 7 to 10.
WRAC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -10 to 12 M.
WLWC, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -9:30 AM to

12:30 PM; 7:30 to 10.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -10:25 AM

to 12:30 PM.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 to 5 PM;

6:30 to 2.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-1 to 3 PM;

7 to 11.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -10 AM to 1;2:15 to 4; 9 to 11.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2; 5:45 to 7:10; 9 to 12.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 503.2 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 1 PM; 4:40 to S; 10:55 to 11:02.

WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7:30; 8 to 11.

WQJ, Chicago,
Ill., 8; 1 t

448
0
(CSoT)-11 AM to 12 IL;3 PM to 4; 7 3 AM.

WPG. Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (CST) -7 PM
to 12.

WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -4:30 to 5:31
PM; 6:45 to 12.

WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -10 PM
to 12.

WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 to
2 PM; 7:59 to 9:30; 12 M to 1 AM.

WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 428.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 5 to 6; 10:45 to 12.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -10 AM to
12:30 PM; 1:30 to 6:30; 8:45 to 10.

KFI Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 9:30 to 12:30.
KF..NF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 261 (CST) -12:15 PM

to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10:30.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -Silent.
EGO. Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11 AM to 12:30

PM; 3:30 to 5:45; 7:30 to 9.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 6 to 7; 10 to 11.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

7:30; 10 to 1:30 PM; 2:30 to 3:30; 5:30 to 2 AM.
KJR, Seattle, Wash., 484.4 (PST) -1 PM to 2:45;

6 to 6:30; 8:30 to 10.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -1 PM to 2;6:30 to 2 AM.
KOA, Denver, Colo., 322.4 (MST) -11:30 AM to1 PM; 7 to 10.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST)-$ AM to12M; 2 PM to 3; 6 to 10.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CST) -7 PM to 8:30.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1; 8:30 to 10:30.
KYW, Chicago, III., 536 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 12:30PM; 4 to 5; 7 to 8.
CKAC, Montreal, Canada, 411 (EST) -4:30 PMto 5:30.
CNRO, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 435 (EST)-7:30PM to 10.
PWX, Havana, Cuba, 400 (EST) -8;30 PM to 11:30.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 30
WBBM, Chicago, III., 225 (CST) -4 PM to 6;to 10.
WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-10 AMto 12 M; 9 PM to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416(CST) -11 AM to 12:30 PM; 4:10 to 5:10; 7:20to 10.

WDAF, Kansas City, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -4 PM
WEAF, New YOrk City, 492 (ESTDS)-3 PM to5; 7:20 to 10:15.
WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -3:30 PM to 5;7 to 8; 9 to 10.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-5 PMto 7.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-3:30 PMto 4:30. 9:30 to 10:30.
WGCP, /slew York City; 252 (ESTDS)-8 PM to 11.WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -11 AM to 12:45PM; 2:30 to 5; 9 to 10.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -9;30 AM;7:15 to 8 PM.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -9:30 AMto 12:30 PM; 2:35 to 3:45; 6:30 to 10:30.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST)-3:15 PM to4:15.
WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-1 PM to1:30; 3 to 6; 10 to 12.
WHT, Chicago, Ill., 238 (CSTDS)-9:30 AM to1:15 PM; 5 to 9.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-10:45 AMto 12:30 PM; 4:15 to 5:30.
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST)--6:45 PM to II.WMCA, New York City, 341 (TDS)-11 AM to12:15 PM; 7 to 7:30.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-9 PMto 11.
WOCL, Jamestown, N. Y., 275.1 (EST) -9 PMto 11.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-10:45 AMto 12:30 PM; 2:30 to 4.
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 209.8 (ESTDS)-3:15PM to 5; 9 to 11.
WQJ, Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -10:30 AM to 12:30PM; 3 PM to 4; 8 to 10.
WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -10 AMtoR 11.

New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-3 PM5; 7:59 to 10.
WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST)-9 to 11 PM.WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -11 AM to12:30 PM; 2 to 4; 6:20 to 9.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 AM to10:30; 11:55 to 12 M; 2:30 PM to 5:30; 7 to 11.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -10:45 AMto 12:30 PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 6:30 to 10.
KOA, Denver, Col., 322.4 (MST) -10:55 AM to 1PM; 4 PM to 5:30; 7:45 to 10.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -11 AM to12:30 PM; 7:30 to 9.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -10:30 AM

to 12:30 PM; 6 to 9.
KHJ. Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (ESTDS)-10 AM

to 12:30 PM; 6 to 9.
RJR. Seattle, Wash., 384.4 (PST) -11 AM to 12:30

PM; 3 to 4:30; 7:15 to 9.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -11 AM to

12:30 PM; 2:30 to 3:40; 8:40 to 11.

MONDAY, AUGUST 31
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
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WAHG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-1-
11 to 1:05 PM; 8 to 2 AM.

WAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -10 PM
to 12.

WBBM, Chicago, Ill., 226 (CST) -6 PM to 7.
WBBR, New York City, 172.6 (ESTDS)-8 PM

to 9.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

11:30.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 12.
WCBD, Zion, I11, 344.6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 PM to 6:15.
WDAF, Kansas City, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30

PM to 7; 8 to 10; 11:45 to 1 AM.
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM

to 7:45; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 11:30.
WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 300 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 7 to 8.
WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

8; 3 PM to 4; 5:30 to 10.
WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 286 (CST) -8:15

PM to 11.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (EST) -10:30 AM to

11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6:30.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
ll; 1:30 to 3:10; 6 to 7:30.

WGES, Chicago, DL, 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to &
WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM

to 5:18; 8 to 10:45.
WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30

PM; 3:30 to 5:57.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 Id to 12:30

PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 7:30 to 11.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -1 PM to

2; 5:30 to 8:30.
WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to

12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30; 8 to 10.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;

7:30 to 9.
WEIN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM

to 5; 6:30 to 12.
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -12:15 PM to

1:30; 7:30 to 9; 11:15 to 12.
WHT, Chicago, DL, 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2

PM; 7 to 8:30, 10:30 to L AM.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa.. 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

8; 1 PM to 2, 3 to 8.
WJZ, New York City. 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to 11;

1 PM to 2; 4 to 5:30; 6 to 6:30; 7 to 11.
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -8 PM to 10.
WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM

to 1; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 11:30.
WLW, Cmciimati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to

12:15 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to 10.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -8 PM to 12.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 6:30 PM to 12.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:15 PM

to 4:15; 6:20 to 11.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:45 to 10:30.
WOO Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2; 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 6.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 1 PM; 4:40 to 6; 7:30 to 11.
WOR, Newark. N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2:30 to 4; 6:15 to 11:30.
WPAK, Fargo, N. D., 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM

to 11.
WOJ Chicago, 488 (CST) -11 AM to' 12 M;

3 PM to 4.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to 2;

4 to 6.
WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -10 PM

to 11.
WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM

to 2 PM; 7:30 to 11.
WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 428.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;

2:30 to 3:30; 5 to 6; 8 to 9; 10:45 to 12.
WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1

PM; 3 to 4; 7:30 to 10:30; 12 to 1 AM.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;

9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 10.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 7;

9:45 to 12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:20; 5:30 to 10.
KFAE, State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30

PM to 9.
KFT. Los Angeles. Cal., 467 (PS11-5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb.. 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM

to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash.. 455 (PST) -12:45 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:19: 6 to 10.
KGO. Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -9 AM to 10:30;

11:30 AM to 1 PM; 1:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8 to 1

AM.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:38: S to 8.
RHO. Los Angeles. rat, 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 13 M to 1:30 PM; 5:30 to 10.
KIR. Seattle. Wash., 384.4 (PST) -1 PM to 2:45;

6 to 630; 7 to 11.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -12 M to 1 PM;

4 to 5; 6:30 to 12,
ROB. State College of New Mexico, 348.6 (MST)

-11:55 AM to 12:30 PM; 7:30 to 8:30; 9:55 to
10:10.

KOIL. Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM
to 10.

KPO. San Francisco. Cal.. 429 (PST) -10:30 AM
to 12 M; 1 PM to 2: 7:30 In 3:30: 4:30 to 10.

XSD. St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CST) -730 PM to 10.
XTHS. Hnt Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1; 8:30 to 10.

Features of the Week
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 PM to 9 PM,
Goldman's Band concert from N. Y.

WEAF, New York City, 472 (ESTDS)-9:15 to
10:15. Goldman Band Concert.

WHT, Chicago, DI., 238 (CSTDS)-8:45 to 10:15
PM, Elmer Kaiser's Review Park Ballroom
orch.

WGBS. New York City, 315.6 (ESTDS)-7 PM to
7:10. Heiman Bernard, "Your Radio Problem."

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.
"Sang of the Surf," -surf sounds of Atlantic
Ocean, picked up by special microphone, under.
neath the breakers of Steel Pier at Atlantic
City, N. J.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa.. 508.2 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM
to 8:30, dinner music by the Hotel Adelphia
Roof Garden orch.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-11 PM to

12 PM. Vincent Lopez orch.
K(;W, Portland, Ore., 491.5 (PST) -10 PM to 12

I'M. dance music from Portland Hotel by Jackie
Souders' orch.

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.
"Song of the Surf," -surf sounds of Atlantic
Ocean, picked up by special microphone, under.
meath the breakers of Steel Pier at Atlas"
City, N. J.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 30
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-9:15 PM to

10:15, Goldman Band Concert.
WBBM, Chicago, III.. 226 (CST) -12 PM to

2 AM -Sunday, Midnight Nut Club Feature,
Samovar Orch.

MONDAY, AUGUST 31
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352. (EST) -8 PM to 9,

Goldman Band Concert from N. Y.
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-9:15 PM

to 10:15. Goldman Band concert; 11 to 12, Jack
Alben and his Hotel Bossert orchestra.

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.
"Song of the Surf," -surf sonnets of Atlantic
Oceac, picked up by special microphone, under-

neath the hreakers of Steel Pier at Atlantic
City, N. J.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7:30
to 8:30, dinner music by the Hotel Adelphia
Ron( Garden °rob.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
WIP, Philauelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.

"Sang of the Surf," -surf sounds of Atlantic
Ocean. picked up by special microphone, under-
neath the breakers of Steel Pier at AtlanticCity. N. J.

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-9 PM to.
10. "Everday Hour,'; 11 to 12 PM Vincent Lopes
Hotel Pennsylvania orchestra.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM
to 8:30, dinner music by the Hotel Adelphia
Reef Garden orch.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-10 PM to.
II -From New York, WEAF Grand Opera Com-
pany.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
WHO, Des Moines, la.. 526 (CST) -10 to 11:30PM -The Barret-Philbreck Orch.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.

"Song of the Surf," -surf sounds of Atlantic
Ocean. picked up by special microphone, under.
neath the breakers of Steel Pier at Atlanticrite. N

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTOS)-8:30 PM to ft
-"Earl Nelson and His Uke." courtesy Radio.
Equipment Company.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-II PM to

12 PM. Vincent Lopez Hotel Pennsylvania torch.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-8 to 11 PM -Joint broadcasting with WEAF, N. Y. Gty,Atwater Kent Radio Artists, and Goodrich

Silvertown Chord Orch.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-3 PM to 4.

"Song of the Surf," -surf sounds of Atlantic
Ocean. picked up by special microphone, under.
neath the breakers of Steel Pier at AtlanticCity, N. J.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM
to 8:30. dinner music by the Hotel Adelphia
Roof Garden arch.

KYW, Chicago, Ill., 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to
7:30; 10:55 to 1 PM; 2:15 to 3:30; 6:02 to 7.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
WANG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-12

PM to 1:05 AM.
WAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M

to 1 PM: 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, III., 226 (CST) -8 PM to 12.
WB00, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-3:30

PM to 6:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30

PM to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 PM to 4; 5:30
to 10.

WDAF, Kansas Oty, Kansas, 36.5.6 (CST) -3:30
PM to 7; 11:45 to 1 AM.

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 11 to 12 M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to
12:10 PM; 7 to 10; 10 to 11.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
8; 1 PM to 2; 6:30 to 10.

WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 457.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30; 11 to 12.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6:30; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1:30 PM to 3; 6 to 11:30.

WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM
to 5:15.

WGES, Chicago, DI., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 8;
10:30 to 1 AM.

WGN, Chicago, Dl., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-I1 AM to
12:45 PM; 7:30 to 11.

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -11 PM
to 2:30; 5:30 to 7:30; 9:15 to 11:30.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis.. 275 (CST) -11 AM to
12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30.

WHAS. Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WFIN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM
to 1: 2:15 to 3:15; 4 to 5:30; 7:30 to 10:45; 11:30
to 12:35 AM.

WHO, Des Moines. lows, 526 (CST) -12:15 PM to
1:30; 7:30 to 9; 11 to 12.

WHT. Chicago. PL. 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.

WTP, Philadelphia, Pa.. 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to
9; 1 PM to 2: 3 to 4:30: 6 to 11.

WTY. New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM to
1:30.

WTZ, New York City. 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to11: 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to II.
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -6 PM to 12.

WI,IT, Philadelphia, Pa.., 395 (EST) -11 AM to.
12:30 PM; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 7.

WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to
1 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to 11.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-11 AM to
12 M; 6:30 PM to 12.

WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:45 PM
to 5; 6:50 to 11.

WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM tis.
1:30; 5:45 to 11.

WOO Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to
2; 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 10.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-11 AM
to 1 PM; 4.40 to 5; 10:55 to 11:02.

WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM tit -
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7:30.

WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM
to 11.

WW, Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;
3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.

WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -4:30 PM to
5:30; 6:45 to IL

WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -8:15 PM
to 11.

WRNY, New York City, 2.58.5 (ESTDS)-11:59.
AM to 2 PM; 4:30 to 5: 8 to II.

WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 428.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
2:30 to 3:30; 5 to 6; 8 to 9; 10:45 to 12.

WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 8 to 10: 11:30 to 1 AM.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 PM to
13 M; 1:30 PM to 3:20; 5:30 to 10:45.

KFT, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFICX, Hastings, Neb., 228.3 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.
KFMQ, Fayettville, Ark., 299.8 (CST) -9 PM to

10.

KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 11.
KGO, Oakland. Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to 1PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 8 to 1 AM.
XGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.
KFIJ. Los Angeles. Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 3:20 PM; 5:30 to 11.
RJR. Seattle, Wash., 384.4 (PST) -9 AM to 6:30'

PM; 8:30 to I AM.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -9 AM to 10;

1 PM to 2; 4 to 5; 6:30 to 12.
ROIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9; 11 to 12 M.
KPO. San Francisco. Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to

7:45; 10 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to 11.
KSD. St. Louis, Mo., 541.1 (CST) -6 PM to 7.
XTHS, Hot Springs. Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1; 8:30 to 10:30.
KYW, Chicago, TM. 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to

7:30; 10:30 to 1 PM; 2:15 to 4; 6:02 to 11:30.
CN'RA. Moncton. New Brunswick, Canada, 31.9

(EST) -9:30 PM to 11.
CNRR. Regina, Saskatchewan, Caaada--11 PM

to 11.
(Continued on next page)
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
WANG, Richmond Hill, N. Y.. 316 (ESTDS)-12

M to 1:05 PM; 8 to 12.
WAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M to

1 PM; 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, DL; 226 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30

PM to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.

RADIO DE LUXE
THE CLEARFIELD 6 TUBE

Encased In plate plass cabinet. Tuned Radio Fre-
fluency with Resistance Coupled AmplIflea it, 15
flop. True Tone Quality. List Pelee.. .

Write for Illustrated Booklet
Sherman Radio Mfg. Corporation

112.114 Trinity Place New York. N. Y.
Dealers write for our proposition.

RADIO
Storage "B" Battery

LI gal. Lasts Indefinitely -Pays for Itself
Economy and performance unheard of before. Recharged

at annegligitde cont. Approved and listed as Standard by

'jcia o trqrr'efifo "AI rabPepteTaltio Ins.lab*r.tr'oi/i 'erPrgpoi., ...L....!ao .noor-
ase:eirp

1 ealleirLd.Eit heavy aloes jare.

SEND NO MONEY' t.".tettlf./Tbe,'4111',r riZ
order Is received. Extra Otter:46am riceto introit...412.16.

UeUtrbe=..Vaill*gatigeilitort;1". "r " t
WORLD BATTERY COMPANY

1219 So. Wabash Ave., Dept.sx Latices°. ID.
Molar. of the Amos. World Radio''A. Storage Battery

Prices: 6 -volt, 100 Amy. M..: 1 m_p.11S.26; 102.4my. 414,4,
40 «Nipped with Solid M.ibb, Ca. .

Worlds
STORAGE BATTERIES
110)69-(if,NI6N,WJS.r1OUWJY710/

Set your Radio DIMS et
meters tor .tka new loot,

Elt7ioto:les'Ar.'1.tlittat:V.watch for inounemenis.

DX, VOLUME,
SELECTIVITY

All Three Marvelously
Combined in

RAD)00 W/OcarliTh

DIMOND °F "AIR

j31
"A Gent, a Jewel and a Joy"

Described by Herman Bernard
in the May 23, July 25 and
Aug. 15 issues. The coil data
was published May 23.

Get your full measure of en-
joyment from radio reception
by building this set. Just the
thing for best reception.

Send 45c for the May 23, July 25 and Aug.
is issues, or start your subscription with
the May 23 issue. Send 55.00 for yearly
subscription and the May 23, July 25 and
Aug. 15 issues Will be sent free. Address
Circulation Manager, RADIO WORLD, 1493
Broadway New York City.

There are no more nameplates left.

WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4
(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 to 4; 5:30 to 11.

WDAF, Kansas City, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30
PM to 7; 8 to 9:15; 11:45 to 1 AM.

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 11 to 12 M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.

WEAO, Ohio State University, 293.9 (EST) -8
PM to 10.

WEAR. Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to
12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 6:45 to 7:45.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
8; 3 PM to 4; 5:30 to 10.

WEMC, Berrien Spring, Mich., 266 (CST) -$:15
PM to 11.

WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1.

WFBH, New York City, 2796 (ESTDS)-2 PM to
7:30; 12 M to 1 AM.

WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM
to 5:18; 8 to 10.

WGES, Chicago, /II., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 7;
10:30 to 1 AM.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11 PM; 1:30 to 4; 6 to 7.

WON, Chicago, III., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WOE. Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:45
PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 6:30 to 11.

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (CST) -5:30 PM
to 7:30.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to
12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30; 8 to 10; 11:30 to
12:30 AM.

WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 368 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM
to 5:30; 7:30 to 11; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.

WHO, Des Moines. Iowa, 526 (CST) -12:15 PM
is 1:30; 6:30 to 12 M.

WHT, Chicago, Ill.. 400 CSTDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.

WIP, Philadelphia. Pa.. 568 (ESTDS)-7 AM to
8; 10:20 to 11; I PM to 2; 3 to 4: 6 to 8.

WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 6 to 11:30.

WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio, 326 (EST) -8 PM to 10.
WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM to

12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 9.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to

12:15 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to II.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (EST) -10:45 AM to

12 M; 6:30 PM to 12.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-6:30 PM

to 11.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2; 3 to 3:30; 4 to 7:05; 9 to 11.
WOR, Newark. N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 12 M.
WPAK, Fargo, N. D., 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WOJ. Chicago, Ill, 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;

3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to 2;

4 to 6.30.
WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -10 PM

to 11.
WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM

to 2 PM; 7:59 to 9:55.
WSB, Atlanta. Ga., 428.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;

2:30 to 3:30; 5 to 6; 10:45 to 12.
WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM

3 to 4; 7:30 to 9.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -6 AM to 8:30;

9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 7;
8 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 7:
9:45 to 12:15 PM: 2:30 to 3:20; 5:30 to 11.

RFAE. State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30
PM to 9.

"(ESTER Radio SOLDE
(It in -Coral

If your deale cannot supply you
send +4125c in Postage -

CH1CAGCYSOLDER COMPANY
CHICAGO . S, A.

KF1, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (ir'S.1)-S FM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -14.30 PM to

I:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30 AM.
KFMQ, Fayettville, Ark., 299.8 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9.
KFN F. Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM to

1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 10.
EGO. Oakland, CaL, 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to 1

PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 6:45.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 5 to 10.
EHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 1:30 PM; 5:30 to 12.
RJR, Seattle, Wash.. 484.4 (PST) -9 AM to 1 AM.
KNX, Hollywood. Cal.. 337 (PST) -1 "M to 2;

7 to 12.

LESTRON
THE REAL 110 VOLT

TUBE
Works Without Batter

FOR A. C. or D. C. NO REWIRING
LESTEIN CORPORATION

2 BROADWAY N. Y. CITY

FAHNESTOCK CLIPS
"Popular Wh Radio Is Used"

14 Sixes In Beautiful Display Case
Dealers, write for big money-

making proposition.

FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.
Lang Island City, L. I.

RADIO MANUFACTURERS
INVENTORS
EXPERIMENTERS

Mechanical Consultants. We develop your lases.make models and manufacture.
I Mechanics assigned to work under cus-

tomer's supervision if desired.)
MANUFACTURERS' & INVENTORS'

ELECTRIC COMPANY
228 West Broadway (Smith Bldg) New York City

Men Wanted
to build radio art, in

spare time.
LEON LAMBERT

562..H Kaufman Building
Wichita, Kansas

A Satisfied Radio Dealer
The Seal of

Satisfaction

THE BOWER RADIO SHOP
READING, MICHIGAN

Leta intintity discounts.
tad,* shipments. guaran-
teed products, reliable re-
pairs. personal attention
and real :SERVICE. All
of these things are rep-
resented Ity ' Tit I.: \ I.
OP s.vrt,
Look for
bn all eel,

y us. It t-
antee of sattetoetlon.
Write us a and
Just say. I ant Inter.
In The Seal of
(len. or send U.
vent stomps for
LIOSO Leaf C1111l1.,.

1925 BACK NUMBERS OF RADIO WORLD WANTED
Mail us copies of any of the following 1925 issues of RADIO WORLD, and we
will send you a copy of a current issue for every copy sent us: J y 10,
February 7, March 21, 28; April 4, 11; May 30.

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD

Please send me RADIO WORLD for
please find enclosed $

1493 Broadway, New York City
months, for which

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Single Copy $ .15
Three Months 1.50
Six Months 3*()1 ........One Year, 52 Issues 6.00 ............
Add VA) a Year for Foreign
Postage: 50c for Canadian Pont.
age.

........ ..................
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CNRO, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 435 (EST) -7

PM to 11.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
WANG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (EST) -12 PM

to 1:u5.
WAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M

to 1 PM; 10 to 12 M.
WBBM, Chicago, Ill., 226 (CST) -8.1151 to 10.
WBOQ, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-3:30

PM to 6:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Masa., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11:45.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (CSTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.
WCBD, Zion, III., 344.6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 PM to 4; 5:50
to 10.

WEAF, New York City 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 11 to 12M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -10:30 AM
to 12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:15; 7 to 11.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 467 (ESTDS)-6:45 API
to 7:45; 1 PM to 2; 2:30 to 10.

WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30 to
9:30: 11 to 1 AM.

WFBH. New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 7:30.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1:30 PM to 4; 6 to 7:30.

WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-2:30 PM
to 5:15.

WGES, Chicago, Ill., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 8:
10:30 to 1 AM.

WGN, Chicago, D1., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis.. 275 (CST) -11 AM to
11:30; 6 PM to 7:15; 8:30 to 11.

WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:45
PM; 2 to 4; 7:30 to 11.

WHAD. Milwaukee, Wis.. 275 (CST) -11 AM to
12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 7:30; 8 to 10.

WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.6 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM
to 5; 7:30 to 11; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.

WHO. Des Moines, Iowa. 526 (CST) -7:30 PM to
o 11 to 12.

WHT. Chicago. Tn.. 4101 (CS17).5)-11 AM to 7
P98: 7 to 8:30: 1030 to 1 AM.

wry New York Cite. 405 fESTM1-7:30 PM
11.1n

FOR "FANS" FOR "HAMS"
nUB new ...page Radio NEW 82 -page booklet of

Catalog including Il " army and nary trans -
the best and Istest Kits. milting apparatus and min.Pate sod Authorise for rellaneoue heath for
broadcast receiving set. "hams" such as W. E.
Lowest prime In the coon- Choke Coils. Generators.
A. Resistance Bons, etc.
More than 1,000.000 fah and home make our store
their headquarters -get these books and And out why.

Write for either or both

509

South
Slats
Street

Dept.
R. W.
Chicago

111.

HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR OPER-
ATOR -A comprehensive, illustrated article ap-
peared in issue of June 27, 1925. 15c per copy orstart your subscription with this number
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.

LISTEN IN every Friday at 7 P. M, and hea;
Herman Bernard, managing editor of RADIO
WORLD, discuss "Your Radio Problem," from
WGBS, Gimbel Bros., New York City, 315.6meters.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO SELL OR EX-
CHANGE? Use RADIO WORLD'S Classified
Department and get great results. 10c a word.
RADIO WORLD, HO Broadway, N. Y.

RECENT BACK NUMBERS of Radio World,
15c each. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Ili -midway, New
York City.

WIZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 12 M.

WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM
to 12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 8:30 to 9.

WI.W, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:40 AM to
12:15 PM; 1:30 to 5; 6 to 8; 10 to 11.

WMAK, Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -11 PM to
I AM.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-I1 AM to
12 M; 6:30 PM to 12.

%VNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:15 PM
to 4:15; 6:50 to II.

WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to
1:30; 5:45 to 11.

WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 AM to
2 PM; 3 to 3:30; 4 to 7:10; 8 to 9.

WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7.

WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM
to 11.

WaL Chicago. DL, 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;
3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.

EVERY SET BUILDER
NEEDS

1111rTHIS
Ili

"horsing"Morsing Bus -Bar Union"
Makes for quick assembling. Repairs

can be made by using Morning Bus -Bar
Union without taking set apart.

Assemble round or square Bus -Bar and
solder three wires at a time. Order No.
1 for No. 14, No. 2 for 12 wire. Send
25 cents for enough for building one set,
or ten dozen for $1.00.

Newark Watch Case Material Co.
15 Ward Street Newark, N. J.

DLATRIlilITORS W A VTED

WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to
2; 4 to 6:30.

WREO, Lansing, Michigan, 285.5 (EST) -8:15 PM
to 9:45; 10 to 11.

WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM
to 2 PM; 7:39 to 10.

WSB, Atlanta, Ga., 428.3 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
2:30 to 3:30; S to 6; 8 to 9; 10:45 to 12.

(Concluded on next page)
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PANELS

BASES

Cut, Drilled
E aved

pecifications

- ADEILOTN:

ANDHARD

RUBBER

and 0
for your I

CORTLANDT
PANEL ENGRAVING Co
81 CORTLANDT ST., M.Y.TEL.- RECTOR 32168

1111,1141104

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

II

4th Annual
NATIONAL RADIO EXPOSITION

Grand Central Palace, New York
September 12th - Igth incl.

-the fourth successive national exposi-
tion representing all the leading
manufacturers of the radio industry;

-the only great radio exposition of 1925
to be held in the metropolitan center
of New York;

-the greatest spectacle of the year in
the scientific, industrial and business
progress of radio!

Business Ofte.

AMERICAN RADIO EXPOSMON Co.
522 Fifth Avenue, New York

i
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THE KEY TO THE AIR
(Concluded from preceding page)

WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 8 to 9.

WWJ, Detroit. Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7; 8 to Y

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 AM to
12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:30; 5:30 to 10:15.

KFAE, State College of Washington, 348.6 (PST)
-7:30 PM to 9.

KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.

RADIO TUBES DIRECT
NO DEALER PROFIT

Postage Prepaid -Satisfaction Guaranteed
ONE-"Goodre Tereo-one A Tube $1.89
ruREF-"Goode" Two -o -one A Tubes 5.00
The above Is a eve volt, nuarterampere tube for use
cn storage batteries and can be used either as a
Detector OF an AnOlfier.
THE GOODE TUBE CORP., Inc.

OWENSBORO (Dept. B). KENTUCKY

The PERFECT RESISTANCE
COUPLED AMPLIFIER

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
EASY TO ATTACH

3 Step Amplifier

TYPE 7 0 PRIt..E $1 I .00
Amplifier Kits 324 Stage

3 Stage $6.00--4 Stage $8.25
If your dealer cannot supply you.

send direct.
GENERAL RESISTOR COMPANY
153 WRIGHT STREET NEWARK. N. 1.

221/2 Volt Un-Acid Everlasting
Recharge-

able B

Storage

Battery

INCLUDES
CHEMICALS

Does not lose charge standing idle. SPECIAL 2-22 Hs(95 volts) $5.25; 20 volts $10.00. Any special detector
or amplifying voltage easily had. Very easily charged.
Nearly 3 years sold on a ran -red tape 30 days free trial
offer with complete refund If not thoroughly satisfied
Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock -down kits at sigreater savings. Complete ready to run "B"
charger $2.75. Sample cell 35c. Order direct-,
Aso money --simply pay expressman when delivered. .1
write for my free literature, testimonials and guarantee.
My large 30 page radio goods catalogue 10c. Sameday shipment
B. L. SMITH. 31 Washington Ave., Danbury. Conn.

KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 to
1:15 212; .1 to 4; 6:30 to 10.

1(.1.0A, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to
1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 7.

KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to 1
PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 7:15 to 10

KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM
to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.

KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to
7:15; 12 M to 3:20; 5:30 to 11:30.

KJR, Seattle. Wash., 484.4 (PST) -9 AM to 1 AM.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -11 AM to 12:05

PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 12.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to 8;

10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to II.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 595.1 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
:.!NRA. Calgary. Alberta, Canada, 435.8 (MST) -

9 PM to 11.

HAYDEN'S SET
1 from page 7.

taut station, when no other method can
be relied on. The wavelength dial read-
ings always will be the same for a given
setting of the switch.

When the shorter waves are to be tuned
in the switch is closed on the desired tap
(if only one tap, the push-pull switch
simply would be pulled out), and one has

FIG. 6, the hinged side of the cabinet
The door at the right is opened to gain
access to the panel for tuning, etc.,
while the one at left is opened to get
at the batteries or the wiring of this
self-contained outfit.

virtually the whole sweep of the wave-
length dial for the stations below 400
meters. The higher stations can be
reached by pushing in the switch. Even
with the switch not in use the whole band

ZILTR71--LOI3LO,55
CON DENSER

SPECIAL CUTLASS PLAT ES DISTRIBUTE THE STA
TIONS EVENLY OVER THE DIAL SIMPLIFIES
TUNING CAPACITY 0005 urn

$5.00
PHENIX RADIO CORP: 116-i East 25. 6t., N.Y.C.

of broadcast wavelengths would be
covered, only with the attendant difficulty
of shorter -wave tuning.

Optional Coil Data
Should other than a .0005 mfd. variable

condenser be available, say .001, then the
secondary would have 28 turns, tapped at
the same place as if the other size induct-
ance were used, and the primary would
be the same, too. A .00035 infd. condenser
would require 45 turns, secondary, the
rest of the directions the same. A .00025
would require a 50 -turn secondary. All
these apply to 4" diameter stator. The
tickler would be the sarne. If a 3,/z"
diameter is used, put on 45 turns second-
ary for .0005, 55 for .00035 and 62 for
.00025. The tickler form diameter would
be 2,A" and the wire in this one case No.
24 SSC, 26 turns being applied. In all
other cases use No. 22 DCC.

1

'y ,(r EE 18,MLUTa1T
IF YOUR INVENTION is new and useful It Is
patentable. Send ins your sketch. Z. H.
POLACHEK, 70 Wall St.. New York.-Reg. Patent Attorney-Englneeriiiiiiii

Antes
MULTE4 LUG

THE STAN DA -E4: S*.T CONNECTOR

HOWARD B. JONES
gin S. CANAL STREET CHICAGO

ACME
, for amplification

/ THE DA11E
----

SUPER AMPLIFIER
(3 Stages Resistance Coupled
Economical, Disrortionless
Sales Several Hours Assembly
Use it with any guner

1
$

Vr

$15.00

Summer 2 -For -Price -of -1 Subscription Offer
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW

Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription for
any one of the following publications

with one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD

This is the way to get two publications
-for the price of ones -Add $1.00 a year extra for
-Send $8.00 today for RADIO WORLD -Canadian or Foreign Postage.

-RADIO NEWS or -RADIO DEALER or -for one year (regular price -Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-RADIO JOURNAL or -for 52 numbers) -can take advantage of this offer by-POPULAR RADIO or -RADIO (San Francisco) or-THE EXPERIMENTER or -and select any one of the other-RADIO BROADCAST or -extending subscriptions one year

-SCIENCE AND INVENTION or -BOYS' LIFE -nine publications for twelve months. -41 they send renewals NOW.

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE .OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD, 103 Broadway, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers), beginning
and also without additional cost, Radio News, or Popular Radio, or Radio Broadcast, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (San Francisco), or The Experimenter, or Radio Journal, or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions).

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
September 1, 1925.

Name

Street Address

City and State
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THE DIAMOND
DELIGHTS FANS

(Concluded from page 9)
trouble to get it to work properly at first,
but after a little checking up I found my
mistake and now it is doing justice to the
name Herman Bernard gave it.

For Maximum Amplification Without
Distortion and Tube Noises

use the well known
Como Duplex Transformers

Push -Pull
Send for Literature

COMO APPARATUS COMPANY
440 Tremont Street Boston, Mass

NEUTRODYNE KIT $19.75
Complete kit of licensed Neutrodyne parts, including

and (grideeleak. Neutroform
sockets. rheosterats. lack. fixed condensersls complete with variable

condensers and neutrodons. Every part included even
to screws and wire. Easy read plans.
Send No Money Order by Postcard

Pay the Postman
RADIO SURPLUS STORES

HELENA MONTANA

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS
FACTORY GUARANTEED MDSE. BY MAIL
Genuine New Radlotron or Cunningham Tubes

11V-199-200-201A-WD-11-12 $1.981'.199-300-301A-011-12
Fresh Baronet or Eveready "13" Batteries

22% Volt large size 11.30-45 Volt large sire $2.80
Write for Free new Complete Catalog on

Sets and Parts
STONE ELECTRIC CO., 714 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
All Mdse. F.O.B. St. Louis, Mo. Dept. W

BATTERY AD TAGS
R+

MI MD
AMP

+
m

DET

A. m
+,

A

g.",g:7,",, SAFE 0. QUICK 15Ukg
VOyn 0a.vta

MFD.
BYSK

PAUL CLAMZO
203 LAPAYETTE Sr NEW YORK

RADIO CATALOG FREE
Poscribee fully the complete line of radio hormones
ems, regenerstive sets flimnsed under Armstrong

U. S. Patent No. I.112.1 10i and parts.
Write for Catalog Today. ei

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROBLEY, lr., President

7408 Sassafras SNrcet Cincinnati. Ohio

ra

HERCULES
AERIAL MAST

20 Ft. PAM 310
40 Ft. Meet 825
00 Ft. Matt 345 FREE

All steel construction. complete Write forwith guy wirer and masthead literature
Pulley. We pay the freight. and
S. W. HULL A CO.. Dept. E3 Blueprint
2040 E. 79th St.. Cleveland 0.

RADIO CATA-
L 0 G

AND HOOK-UPS FREE
Our great new catalog, fresh from the gems. contains thovery newest In complete mil, parte and accessorise --hundreds of msing bargains. 250.000 cuetemere UMW,to our wonderful values and reliability. Complete leetruct lone with die grams for making most Presdlo.popular aeta FREE. SEND QUICK for your cos,(Please include some of friend who is interested leRadio.)
I 02.10421 Se. CI Int,7. . BARAWIK CO.DM. 1

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

I am a constant reader of RADIO WORLD
and I get more information out of it than
from any other magazine.

Thanks to Mr. Bernard and RADIO WORLD
-Russell Black, 5 McClintic Ave., Lewis-
town, Pa.

* * *

TUNES OUT STRONG STATION
THAT'S JUST ACROSS STREET

DIAMOND EDITOR:
I have constructed The Diamond and to

say it is a real machine would be putting
it mildly. I have a broadcasting station
right across the street from me and an
Edison generating plant at my back door.
so good distance reception is hard. Have
no trouble cutting out KFON across the
street from me and receiving Los Angeles,
Oakland, San Francisco and Denver. I
desire to thank Herman Bernard for his
wonderful circuit. I have built about
seventy-five different machines and The
Diamond is surely entitled to rank among
the best.-A. V. Groat, 127 E. Ocean Blvd.,
Long Beach, Calif.

* * *

SOME STATIONS TOO LOUD
EVEN FOR FAN'S SPEAKER

RESULTS EDITOR:
I have just finished The Diamond of the

Air and it is a peach. Some stations come
in too loud on the speaker. I got 26
stations the first week.

I am now making a small Diamond set
to put in my auto so when I go on a long
trip I will have it with me. I just got
through making a cabinet for the large
set to hold the set, speaker and all bat-
teries (console type). I have built about
10 different hookups and this is the best
yet.-H. K. Voss, 1837 Horton Ave. S. E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

The first supply of nameplates for The
Diamond of the Air, consisting of 5,000, is
exhausted. A new stock is being mann-
( .ctured, but this supply will not be ready
for a few weeks. A new call for name-
plate requests will be issued when these
are ready, and readers who sent in re-
quests too late to be supplied from the
first shipment are asked to be indulgent
meanwhile. These nameplates are free.

Do not send in any reauests now.
Those desiring to construct The Diamond

of the Air will find full data by Herman
Bernard in the May 23, July 25 and August
15 issues of RADIO WORLD.

SWISS MUST USE SETS
OF THE BETTER CLASS

Static caused by the many high tension
power lines in Switzerland necessitate,
the use of receiving sets that will min,
mize this disturbance and consequently
precludes the nossihility of the sale of
the cheaner make of receiving equipment.
Consul William H. Mather, Zurich, advises
the Department of Commerce.

The prospects for a very large sale of
American equipment in Switzerland is not

LOUD SPEAKER RECEPTION
from either coast on three tubes

Blueprint and instructions $1.00
Necessary low loss coil 12.50
Beautiful finished instrument $35.00

S. A. TWITCHELL CO.
1930 Western Avenue Minneapolis, Minn.

bright. Foreign apparatus controlled the
market until it was believed that inferior
equipment was being offered for sale.
Then public favor turned to home manu-
facture.

THE ELEVATING INFLUENCE
A receiving set has been placed in an

English cafe (or "pub," as it is called).
The magistrate who granted the license
remarked that it was desirable for sets
to be installed in "pubs" because it would
be far better for people who came to
drink to listen to the educational matter
broadcast than to sit about telling bar-
room stories.

PANELS
RADION and HARD RUBBER

RETAIL ANY SIZE WHOLESALE
PRICE LIST MAILED ON REQUEST,

HARD RUBBER
SHEETS-RODS-TUBING
Special Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order.

Send Sample or Sketch for Quotation.
NEW YORK HARD RUBBER TURNING CO.
212 CENTRE ST. NEW YORK

GG
nEsISTOR

To build the most perfect Re-
sistance Coupled Amplifier it isvs.ntial to use Mesult Resistors

and Grid Leaks-they are noise-
less. moisture proof and supreme
in resistance.
Send 10e for booklet on
Resistance Coupled Am-
plification with circuit
diagrams.

COLE RADIO MFG. CO.
Bloomfield,

N. 2.

The New Type 54

MONOTROL
Seg. U. S. Pat. OS.

Has the extraordinary pewee of sin stages of ampli-
fication. 3 of radio and 3 of audio. The utmost
simplicity of tuning. Flawless tone twilit/. Estee.
usual selectivity.

Write for booklet "W." It's FREE.

SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION
434 Washington St. Long Island City, N. Y.

Mailing Lists
Z141 1,7riPAT.in= autos

9 9 % 6Gy=eredl 5 each

CRYSTAL SETS FOR USE TODAY, by Lewis
Winner with diagrams, in RADIO WORLD.
datedJuly 25, 1925. 15c a copy, or start your
subscription with that number. RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway. New York.

At Last Your Reflex Goucher's Micrometer Rectifier
Trouble Is Over and SuperSensitive Crystal is the most efficient rectifierknown.

Your detector is just as important as the carburetor is
on your automobile engine.

Send P. 0. Money Order
or we will send C. 0. D. $3.00

GUARANTEE: Try it one week. Money back if thi.rectifier does not respond on your reflex circuit or cry.t.iiset beyond your expectation.
JAMES L. GOUCHER & COMPANY

11 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE., NEWARK, N. J.

Aoirsindrj
SIJOING
/MARWICK

SILVER
CAT

WHISKER
GLASS
DUST
PROOF

FIICROHCTCR

LUGS
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Getting Best Results
From Meter Switchboard

(Concluded p fa,/, 11) J1 tb, cnelnt. that N, II, reading N
last jack, which in turn is connected to That is all there is to the wiring of the
the plate of the RF tube and the first ampli- testing instrument.
fier tube. When you put the arm on the How to Get ResultsB plus lead in either case the meter is in
the circuit. When you put it on the other
terminal tap, the meter is shorted and is out

All the wiring of the set should be done
with No. 18 annunciator wire. There is no
need for making the leads short here. SOlder

Notice! Set Builders!
We make toroidal coils, basket style and
plain doughnut style.

Write for prices.
MIDLAND ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Transportation Bldg. Indianapolis, Ind.

THE RAMBLER SIX
A REAL PORTABLE

Volume, Clarity, Portability. Durability and
Beauty Unequalred

Lightest In weight. 21 pounds.
Smallett in site. 1459 i/ox9 16 inches.

LIST
PRICE . S80.00

If your dealer cannot make immediate de-
livery roe will ship direct from factory same
day your money order or check is received.

American Interstate Radio Service
183 Greenwich Street, New York City

Distributors, Jobbers, Dealers, write for
special trade terms.

all the connections. See that the arm of the
switches make good contact with the ter-
minal contacts on both sides of the switch.
See that the contact arm makes a good wir-
ing contact with the taps. Don't make the
arm too tight, as it will be difficult to turn
the arm, and it is liable to get stuck in
between the taps thereby causing a short
If all the leads are brought to their proper
places the set should work without all
difficulty at all, unless the meters ar,
shorted or there are loose connections mad,
to the meters.

This panel can be mounted on a bracket
or a baseboard. This is up to the builder.
I personally think that the brackets make
a much neater appearance. There is no
n for the wiring being neat, that is the
high voltage leads can be bunched together
and the low voltage leads bunched together.
Don't by any means get this twisted around
and put the high voltage leads with the
low voltage leads. See that the plus leads
of the A battery goes to the plus lead of the
meter and the set. The same applies to
the meter.

This panel should certainly serve a neat

Attention, Readers
and Newsdealers!

READERS: If you are going away on your vacation, and wish to
have a complete file of RADIO WORLD, be sure to tell your newsdealer
to put aside a copy of each issue until you return.

NEWSDEALERS: Your regular RADIO WORLD customers will
undoubtedly want for file copies that they have missed while away on their
vacations. The publisher suggests that each week you put aside copies
of RADIO WORLD for these customers. They will consider this service.

Readers and newsdealers can get back numbers of any issue for the
summer of 1925 at our regular price; or a subscription can be started with
any back number published during the summer.

Circulation Manager, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York
City.

parpose in any laboratory. I am using
one of these constantly every day and it
certainly saves me a lot of trouble.

REDUCE STATIC
H. Be F. Static Reducer
Postpaid, Complete. Price $1.00
Guaranteed absolutely to Reduce Stalk Rani,.
litterferento. Presents Re -Radiation. Inerea,pemetItily. Takes a minute to attach.

At Your Dealers or Sent Post Pald Upon
Receipt of One Dollar

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

H. & F. Radio Laboratories
168 Washington St. New 'York, N. Y

RADIO
BOOKS
You Want
Add these books to your library
and get good value from your
radio. Any book sent postpaid
on receipt of price.
Radio Telegraph and Telephone Re-

ceivers for Beginners 5075
Design Data for Radio Transmitters

and Receivers-M. B. Sleeper . . .... . 75
Wireless in the Home-De Forest .15
Commercial Type Radio Apparatus-

M. B. Sleeper .75
A B C of Vacuum Tubes-Lewis 1.00
Operation of Wireless Telegraph Ap-

laratus .35
Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy .35
Radio Hookups-M. B. Sleeper .75
Construction of New Type Trans -Atlantic Receiving Sets-M. B.

Sleeps. .75
How to Make a Standard C W Set 35

Any book sent on receipt of price, post
paid. 20% discount on any two books of
same title. The whole list of 11 books
sent for

$6.45
THE COLUMBIA PRINT
1493 Broadway, New York City

A 1 -CONTROL PORTABLE by Capt. I' V.
O'Rourke; A Baby Super -heterodyne, by J. E.
Anderson; A More Powerful Diamond, Still only
4 Tubes, by Herman Bernard. Other features in
RADIO WORLD, dated July 11, 1925, 15c a copy,
or start your subscription with that number.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway. New York.

RADIO WORLD'S QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS.
10 CENTS A WORD. 10 WORDS MINIMUM

FOR SALE-Brand new 5 -Tube DX volume set.
One untnned RF, one balanced tuned RF, tube
detector, two transformer audio, complete in
cabinet, with five 199 tubes, 547.50. Money back
guarantee on five-day test. Radiola Speaker
Model UZ-1325. adjustable, list $25. Brand new
at $18.95. Same guarantee. Box 199, RADIO
WORLD.

DINING AND SLEEPING CAR CONDUCTORS
(White). Exp. unnecessary. We train you. Send
for book of Rules and application. Supt. Railway
Exchange, Sta. C, Los Angeles.

PATENTS-Write for free Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing
inventions. Send model or sketch of your in-
vention for our Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Radio, Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical and Trademark experts. Victor J.
Evans & Co., 924 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

RADIUMART REMOVES Warts, Moles, Super-
fluous Hair, Coal Powder and Tattoo Marks.
Particulars sent free. Radiumart Co., 1416 Cad-
wallader St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HOOK-UPS
A lot of them, some of which are sure to suit

your purpose, appeared in RADIO WORLD dated
August 15. 15c a copy, or start your subscrip-
tion with that number.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City

CRYSTAL SETS FOR USE TODAY, by Lewis
Winner with diagrams in RADIO WORLD, dated
July 25, 1925. 15c a copy, or start your subscrip-
tion with that number. RADIO WORLD, 1493
Broadway, New York.

RECENT BACK NUMBERS of Radio World,
15e each. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New
York City.

GET YOUR A & B ELECTRIC JUICE from
your light socket! Make the units yourself; cheap
and reliable. Particulars, Box 397, Alhambra,
Calif.

RADIO HOSPITAL: Specialists in Neutrodynes
and Super -Heterodynes. Dept. 4, Abilene, Kansas.

MAKE MONEY! RADIO BUSINESS. Write
Konkle, 192 Market St., Newark. N. J.

FINEST HARD RUBBER PANELS -7x24,
$2.00; 7x18, $1.50, postpaid. Drilled to specifica
bons, $1.00 extra. Leitch, Ruston, Louisiana.

HOOK-UPS!-A lot of them, some of which are
are to suit your purpose, appeared in RADIO

WORLD dated Aug. 15. 15c. a copy, or startyour subscription with that number. RADIO
WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL TODAY
KEEP ABREAST OF THE LATEST

RADIO DEVELOPMENTS
RADIO WORLD

1193 BROADWAY NEW YORK rIT"
8 Weeks' Trial Subscription, $1.00



Americans Are Buying Them By the Thousand and
Reporting Remarkable Increase in Efficiency of Sets

The "BRETWOOD"
Pulls in

inaudible
stations

Range 300,000 to 10,000,000 ohms

Variable Grid Leak

Eliminates
tube

noises

Bret,%ood, Ltd.. London, Eng., Sole Patentees and 0,,ners

Used in eighty per cent of all
receiving sets in Great Britain

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak used in a detector tube circuit,
strengthens weak signals, makes DX easier, eliminates tube noises and internal
howling, due to incorrect leakage from the grid of the tube.

By simply turning the knob the carrier wave may be tuned from the silent point
to maximum audibility.

The Bretwood is absolutely noiseless in operation and will hold any given setting
indefinitely. It is a single -hole panel mount leak.

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak, tested in the National Physical Laboratory (the
official laboratory of Great Britain) and by RADIO WORLD'S Laboratory, proved to
be a scientifically accurate instrument. The total range, 9,700,000 ohms, produced by 25
turns of the knob, make a minute adjustment very simple.

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak is constructed on a different principle and produces
better results than any other grid leak. In its specially -constructed barrel is a patented plas-
tic, non-drying resistance material, in which there is Sent You on a Money Back Absolutea small movable plunger which again moves freely Satisfaction Guarantee
in an absorbent cartridge which gives the setting

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak willof the instrument great stability, making it far be immediately shipped on receipt of order
to any address in the United States, prepaidsuperior to the graphite, carbon or fibre, corn -
for $1.50. After 10 days' trial if it is notpressed or decompressed, resistance elements. It 100% better than any grid leak you havecan be used in the most critical circuits with the ever had and does not in every way sub-
stantiate all 'claims made for it, your moneygreatest success.
will be refunded without question.

The North American
Bretwood Company

Sole Distributors for
United States and Canada

1505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Dealers and Jobbers Write for
Special Trade Terms

THE NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO
1505 Broadway, New York City
Room 326
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find $1.50 for which you will please send me oneBretwood Variable Grid Leak prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or my money back after trial within ten days atreceipt by me.

NAME

STREET

CITY -TATE
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WSBF, St. Louis, Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 8 to 9.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:3U to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7; 8 to v.

RDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 AM to
12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:30; 5:30 to 10:15.

KFAE, State College of Washington, 348.6 (PST)
-7:30 PM to 9.

KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.

RADIO TUBES DIRECT
NO DEALER PROFIT

Postage Prepald-SatisfactIon Guaranteed
ONE -"Goode" Two -o -one A Tube $1.89
IHREF-"Goode" Twoo-one A Tubes 5.00
The above Is a five volt, ouarter-ampere tube for use
cn storage batteries and eon be used either as
Detocter or en Amplifier.
THE GOODE TUBE CORP., Inc.

OWENSBORO (Dept. B). KENTUCKY

The PERFECT RESISTANCE
COUPLED AMPLIFIER

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
EASY TO ATTACH

Sten amp) liter

TYPE 7 0 PRILE $11.00
Amplifier Klts 324 stage

3 Stage 56.00-4 Stage $8.25
If your dealer cannot supply you.

send direct.
GENERAL RESISTOR COMPANY
153 WRIGHT STREET NEWARK, N. 1.

221/2 Volt Un-Acid Everlastinst
Recharge-

able B

Storage

Battery

INCLUDES
CHEMICALS

Does not lose charge standing Idle. SPECIAL 2-22 45(95 volts) $5.25; 90 volts $10.00. Any special detect,
or amplifying collage easily had. Very easily char,
Nearly 3 years sold on a sun -red tape 30 days free tr.
offer aith complete refund if not thoroughly sati,.
Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock -down kits at ,greater savings. Complete ready to run "B" bat,.
charger $2.75. Sample cell 350. Order direct-,
no money -simply pay expressman when delivered.

, t
write for my free literature, testimonials and FRIAZEIHer.
My large 36 page radio goods catalogue 10c. Sameday shipments
B. L. SMITH. 31 Washington Ave., Danbury, Conn.

KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 to
1.15 PM; .e to 4; 0:30 to 10.

KbOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -a2:30 PM to
1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 7.

KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to 1
PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 7:15 to 10

KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM
to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.

KHL Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to
7:15; 12 M to 3:20; 5:30 to 11:30.

KJR, Seattle, Wash.. 484.4 (PST) -9 AM to 1 AM.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -11 AM to 12:05

PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 12.
KOIL, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to 8;

10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to 11.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 595.1 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
:'NRA, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 435.8 (MST) -

9 PM to 11

HAYDEN'S SET
(L. .uded ni page

tant station, when no other method can
be relied on. The wavelength dial read-
ings always will be the same for a given
setting of the switch.

When the shorter waves are to be tuned
in the switch is closed on the desired tap
(if only one tap, the push-pull switch
simply would be pulled out), and one has

FIG. 6, the hinged side of the cabinet
The door at the right is opened to gain
access to the panel for tuning, etc.,
while the one at left is opened to get
at the batteries or the wiring of this
self-contained outfit.

virtually the whole sweep of the wave-
length dial for the stations below 400
meters. The higher stations can be
reached by pushing in the switch. Even
with the switch not in use the whole band

ULTI4-IJOIDIJO55
CONDENSER

SPECIAL CUTLASS PLATES DISTR.-JUTE THE SI A
TIONS EVENLY OVER THE DIAL SIM P I f IES
1 LINING CAPACITY 0005 MED

55.00
PIIENIX RADIO COlkP., 116-F East 25 61., N.Y.C.

of broadcast wavelengths would be
covered, only with the attendant difficulty
of shorter -wave tuning.

Optional Coil Data
Should other than a .0005 mfd. variable

condenser be available, say .001, then the
secondary would have 28 turns, tapped at
the same place as if the other size induct-
ance were used, and the primary would
be the same, too. A .00035 mfd. condenser
would require 45 turns, secondary, the
rest of the directions the same. A .00025
would require a 50 -turn secondary. All
these apply to 4" diameter stator. The
tickler would be the same. If a 3,A"
diameter is used, put on 45 turns second-
ary for .0005, 55 for .00035 and 62 for
.00025. The tickler form diameter would
be 2,4" and the wire in this one case No.
24 SSC, 26 turns being applied In all
other cases use No. 22 DCC.

m rir-47kErn-------T rOM.L,I, .
IF YOUR INVENTION is new and useful It is
patentable. Send me your sketch. 2 H.

POLACHEK, 70 Wall St., New York.
M.111111MIRep. Patent Atterney.Englneer.111=11111M

jcone,
MULTI -PLUG

THE STAN DA)( r NiF.,,T CONNECTOR

HOWARD B. JONES
GIA S. CANAL STREET CHICAGO

ACME
for amp/if/cation

THE DAVEI
SUPER AMPLIFIER

3Stages Resistance Coupled
Economical, Distortionless
Sales Several HoursAssembly
Use it with any 9uner

PRICE
st-5.00

Summer 2 -For -Price -of -1 Subscription Offer
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW

Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription for
any one of the following publications

with me year's subscription for RADIO WORLD
-RADIO NEWS or -RADIO DEALER or -for one year (regular price

-RADIO JOURNAL or -for 52 numbers)-POPULAR RADIO or -RADIO (San Francisco) or-RADIO BROADCAST or -THE EXPERIMENTER or -and select any one of the other
-SCIENCE AND INVENTION or -BOYS' LIFE -nine publications for twelve months.

This is the way to get two publications
-for the price of ones
-Send WOO today for RADIO WORLD

--Add $1.60 a year extra for
-Canadian or Forego Postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-can take advantage of tido offer by
--extending subscriptions one year
-if they send renewals NOW.

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD, 1483 Broadway, New York City.
Enclosed find 86.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers), beginning
and also without additional cost, Radio News, or Popular Radio, or Radio Broadcast, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (Sancisco), or The Experimenter, or Radio Journal, or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions).

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
September 1, 1925.

Name

Street Address

City and State
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THE DIAMOND
DELIGHTS FANS

(Concluded from page 9)
trouble to get it to work properly at first,
but after a little checking up I found my
mistake and now it is doing justice to the
panic Herman Bernard gave it.

For Maximum AmplifiesHon Without
Distortion and Tube Noises

use the well known
Como Duplex Transformers

Push -Pull
Send for Literature

COMO APPARATUS COMPANY
440 Tremont street Boston, Mass.

NEUTRODYNE KIT $19.75
template kit of le, .

fl Neutrodyne parts. Including
panel, tube sockets rheostats. Jack. fixed condensers
tnd gild leak. Neutroformers complete with variable
condensers and neutrodons. Every part included even
to screws and wire. Easy read plans.
Send No Money Order by Postcard

Pay the R03111011
RADIO SURPLUS STORES

HELENA MONTANA

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS
FACTORY GUARANTEED MDSE. BY MAIL
Genuine New ftscilotron or Cunningham Tubes

ITV-109-200-201A-WD- 11--4 2 $1.98C299-300-301A-OI 1-12
Fresh Burgess or Eveready "13" Batteries

7239 Volt large slut $1.30-45 Volt large aloe $2.80
Write for Free new Complete Catalog on

Sets and Parts
STONE ELECTRIC CO.. 714 Pine St.. St. Louis, Mo.
All Mdse. F.O.B. St. Louis. Mo. Dept. W

BATTERY A D TAGS
IM IND
AMP

 MI
DET

g,wir,;,1, SAFE L QUICK PLAICE

AM. you. 0..LER
MFD. BY PAUL CLAMZO
203 LAFAYETTE ST. NEW YOAR

RADIO CATALOG FREE
Dearsibm fully the complete line of radio [Mum.,
.eta. regenerative let. llicenud under Armstrong

17. S Patent No. 1.113 1Sul and p.n..
Weil, for Caroled Today.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
PO W EL CROSL E Y. Jr.. President

7IOS Stroo Ices 5:tweet Cincinnati. Ohio

HERCULES
AERIAL MAST
20 Ft. Masi $10
40 Ft. Mast $25
60 Ft. Man $42 FREE

All steel construction. complete Write forwith gay wire. and masthead literature
Pulley. We pay the freight. and
S. W. HULL A CO., Dept. E3 Blueprint
2048 E. 79th St.. Cleveland 0.

RADIO CATA-
LOG

AND HOOK-UPS FREE
Our greet new catalog, fresh from the pram eontalna UseNry newest In complete NUI, parts and ameasortee-htindreals of ems zing hargins. 250.000 antes:ten testifyto our wonderful values and reliability. Complete toetrUellima with diagrams for making most prattles!Popular .eta FREE. SEND QUICK for your ease(Please Include name of friend who 1. Interested IsRadio.)

Dept. 121
102.104 Se. Clien.lt THE BARAWIK CO.

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

I

I am a constant reader of RADIO WORLD
and I get more information out of it than
from any other magazine.

Thanks to Mr. Bernard and RADIO WORLD
-Russell Black, 5 McClintic Ave., Lewis-
town, Pa.

* * *

TUNES OUT STRONG STATION
THAT'S JUST ACROSS STREET

DIAMOND EDITOR:
I have constructed The Diamond and to

say it is a real machine would be putting
it mildly. I have a broadcasting station
right across the street from me and an
Edison generating plant at my back door.
so good distance reception is hard. Have
no trouble cutting out KFON across the
street from me and receiving Los Angeles,
Oakland, San Francisco and Denver. I
desire to thank Herman Bernard for his
wonderful circuit. I have built about
seventy-five different machines and The
Diamond is surely entitled to rank among
the best.-A. V. Groat, 127 E. Ocean Blvd.,
Long Beach, Calif.

*
SOME STATIONS TOO LOUD

EVEN FOR FAN'S SPEAKER
RESULTS EDITOR:

I have just finished The Diamond of the
Air and it is a peach. Some stations come
in too loud on the speaker. I got 26
stations the first week.

I am now making a small Diamond set
to put in my auto so when I go on a long
trip I will have it with me. I just got
through making a cabinet for the large
set to hold the set, speaker and all bat-
teries (console type). I have built about
10 different hookups and this is the best
yet.-H. K. Voss, 1837 Horton Ave. S. E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

The first supply of nameplates for The
Diamond of the Air, consisting of 5,000, is
exhausted. A new stock is being manu-
factured, but this supply will not be ready
for a few weeks. A new call for name-
plate requests will be issued when these
are ready, and readers who sent in re-
quests too late to be supplied from the
first shipment are asked to be indulgent
meanwhile. These nameplates are free.

Do not send in any reauests now.
Those desiring to construct The Diamond

of the Air will find full data by Herman
Bernard in the May 23, July 25 and August
15 issues of RADIO WORLD.

SWISS MUST USE SETS
OF THE BETTER CLASS

Static caused by the many high tension
power lines in Switzerland necessitates
the use of receiving sets that will mini-
mize this disturbance and consequently
precludes the nossibility of the sale of
the cheaner make of receiving equipment.
Consul William H. Mather. Zurich, advises
the Department of Commerce.

The prospects for a very large sale of
American equipment in Switzerland is not

LOUD SPEAKER RECEPTION
from either coast on three tubes

Blueprint and instructions 51.00
Necessary low loss coil $2.50
Beautiful finished irstrurnent F35.00

S. A. TWITCHELL CO.
1930 Western Avenue Minneapolis, Minn.

bright. Foreign apparatus controlled the
market until it was believed that inferior
equipment was being offered for sale.
Then public favor turned to home manu-
facture.

THE ELEVATING INFLUENCE
A receiving set has been placed in an

English cafe (or "pub," as it is called).
The magistrate who granted the license
remarked that it was desirable for sets
to be installed in "pubs" because it would
be far better for people who came to
drink to listen to the educational matter
broadcast than to sit about telling bar-
room stories.

_J PANELS
RADION and HARD RUBBER

RETAIL ANY SIZE WHOLESALE
PRICE LIST MAILED ON REQUEST,

HARD RUBBER
SHEETS-RODS-TUBING
Special Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order.

Send Sample or Sketch for Quotation.
NEW YORK HARD RUBBER TURNING CO.
212 CENTRI. ST. NEW YORK

GG I T
RESISTOR

To build the most perfect Re-
sistance Coupled Amplifier it Is
essential to use Meagit Roisters
and Grid Leaks-they are noise-
less. moisture proof and supreme
in resistance.

Send 10c for booklet on
Resistance Coupled Am-
plification with circuit
diagrams.

COLE RADIO MFG. CO.
loom field,
N. 1.

The New Type 54

MONOTROL
Rea. U. S. Pat. 0Q.

Has the extraordinary Meet if als Mama of ampli-
fication, 3 of radio end 3 el audio. The utmost
simplicity of tuning. Flawleu tone quality. Deep -
flout seleetivity.

Write for booklet "W." It's FREE.
SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION
434 Washington St. Long Island City, N. V.

Mailing Lists
Will help you increase sale.
Bead for FREI' cosg FirtFir
DountarZfrIcesoneled Dam.

WL SIVL=IVLIara.
PTOTOMIDDJE Bogle** Firm*

CRYSTAL SETS FOR USE TODAY, by Lewis
Winner, with diagrams, in RADIO WORLD,
dated July 25, 1925. 15c a copy, or start your
subscription with that number. RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York.

At Last Your Reflex
Trouble Is Over

AOJ vac,
SLIDING
ADJUSTMENT

SILVER
CAT

WMISMER

GLASS
DUST

11PROOF

micnOMEIER
ADJuSTmENT

mOUNTING
LUGS

"ctal°%4"st"

Goucher's Micrometer Rectifier
and SuperSensitive Crystal is the most efficient rectifier
known.

Your detector is just as important as the carburetor is
on your automobile engine.

Send P. 0. Money Order $3.00or we will send C. 0. D.
GUARANTEE: Try it one week. Money back if thisrectifier does not respond on your reflex circuit or crystalset beyond your expectation.
JAMES L. GOUCHER & COMPANY

11 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE, NEWARK, N. J.
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WSBF, St. LOU* Mo., 273 (CST) -12 M to 1 PM;
3 to 4; 8 to 9.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:31) to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7; 8 to V.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 319 (EST) -9:45 AM to
12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:30; 5:30 to 10:15.

KFAE, State College of Washington, 348.6 (PST)
-7:30 PM to 9.

KF1, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.

RADIO TUBES DIRECT
NO DEALER PROFIT

Postage Prepaid-SatislactIon Guaranteed
ONE -"Goode" Two-oone A Tube $1.89
THREF-Goode" Two-o.one A Tubes 5.00
The above Is a five volt. ouarter-ampere tube for use
cn storage batteries and can be used either as
Detrelor or en Ame'iser.
THE GOODE TUBE CORP., Inc.

OWENSBORO (Dept. B). KENTUCKY

The PERFECT RESISTANCE
COUPLED AMPLIFIER

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
EASY TO ATTACH

3 step 4 einlifier

TYPE 7 0 PRIDE $11.00
AmplIfier Kits 324 Stage

3 Stage 16.00-4 Stage $8.25
If your dealer cannot supply you.

send direct.
GENERAL RESISTOR COMPANY
153 WRIGHT STREET NEWARK. N. I

221/2 Volt Un-Acid Everlasting
Recharge-

able B

Storage

Battery

INCLUDES
CHEMICALS

Ivo., not lose charge standing idle. SPECIAL 2 22 tif(45 volts) $5.25; 90 volts $10.00. Any special detector
or amplifying foliage easily bad. Very easily charged.
Nearly 3 years sold on a ntn-red tape 30 days free trial
offer with complete refund If not thoroughly satisfied.Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock -down kits at stillgreater savings. Complete ready to run "It" battery
charger $2.75. Sample cell 35c. Order direct -send
no money--simplY PaY expressman when delivered. or
write for my free literature. testimonials and guarantee.
Sty large 30 page radio goods catalogue lIe. Sameday shipment
B. L. SMITH, 31 Washington Are., Danbury, Conn.

KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 to
1:15 PM; 3 to 4; 19:30 to 10.

KkOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to
1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 7.

K60, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to I
PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 7:15 to 10

KOW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM
to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.

KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to
7:15; 12 M to 3:20; 5:30 to 11:30.

KJR, Seattle, Wash., 484.4 (PST) -9 AM to 1 AM.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -11 AM to 12:05

PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 12.
ROIL. Council Bluffs, Iowa, 278 (CST) -7:30 PM

to 9.
RPO. San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to 8;

10:30 to 12 NI; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to 11.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 595.1 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
:'NRA. Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 435.8 (MST) -

9 PM to II

HAYDEN'S SET
(Concluded from page -

tant station, when no other method can
be relied on. The wavelength dial read-
ings always will be the same for a given
setting of the switch.

When the shorter waves are to be tuned
in the switch is closed on the desired tap
(if only one tap, the push-pull switch
simply would be pulled out), and one has

FIG. 6, the hinged side of the cabinet
The door at the right is opened to gain
access to the panel for tuning, etc.,
while the one at left is opened to get
at the batteries or the wiring of this
self-contained outfit.

virtually the whole seep of the wave-
length dial for the stations below 400
meters. The higher stations can be
reached by pushing in the switch. Even
with the switch not in use the whole band

ZILTR71--LOWL065
CON DENSER

SPECIAL CUTLASS PA 1 ES DISTRIBUTE THE STA
TIONS EVENLY OVERT HE DIAL SIMPLIFIES
TUNING CAPACITY 0005 MELT

85400

PHENIX RADIO CORP., 116-F East 2515L,N.Y.C.

of broadcast wavelengths would be
covered, only with the attendant difficulty
of shorter -wave tuning.

Optional Coil Data

Should other than a .0005 nafd. variable
condenser be available, say .001, then the
secondary would have 28 turns, tapped at
the same place as if the other size induct-
ance were used, and the primary would
be the same, too. A .00035 mfd. condenser
would require 45 turns, secondary, the
rest of the directions the same. A .00025
would require a 50 -turn secondary. All
these apply to 4" diameter stator. The
tickler would be the sape. If a PA"
diameter is used, put on 45 turns second-
ary for .0005, 55 for .00035 and 62 for
.00025. The tickler form diameter would
be 21A" and the wire in this one case No.
24 SSC, 26 turns being applied. In all
other cases use No. 22 DCC.

v F-or4kerrB:f:cr-ltnLLLT4%.
IF YOUR INVENTION is new and useful it is
patentable. Send me your sketch. Z. H.
EJLACHEK, 70 Wall St., New York.

4111.M1111.11gep Patent Attorney -Engineer

jo,rkes
MULTEtPLUG

.13E STAN DA.RIY 817 CONNECTOR.

HOWARD B. JONES
III S CANAL STREET CHICAGO

ACME
 for amplification

THE DAVEN
SUPER AMPLIFIER

3 Stases Resistance Coupled
Economical, Distortionless
Sales Several Hours Assembly
Use it with any guner

PRICE
$15.00

Summer 2 -For -Price -of -1 Subscription Offer
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW

Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer  year's submription for
any one of the following publications

with me year's subacription for RADIO WORLD
-RADIO NEWS or -RADIO DEALER or

-RADIO JOURNAL or-POPULAR RADIO or -RADIO (San Francisco) or-RADIO BROADCAST or -THE EXPERIMENTER or
-SCIENCE AND INVENTION or -BOYS' LIFE

This is the way to get two publications
-for the price of ones
-Send $0.00 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-nine publications for twelve months.

-Add moo a year eatra for
-Canadian or Fore.go Postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscriber
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-tf they send renewal NOW.

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD. 1493 Broadway, New York City.
Enclosed find 16.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers), beginning
and also without additional cost, Radio News, or Popular Radio, or Radio Broadcast, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (San Fran
cisco), or The Experimenter, or Radio Journal, or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions).

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
September 1, 1925.

Name

Street Address

City and State
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THE DIAMOND
DELIGHTS FANS

(Concluded from page 9)
trouble to get it to work properly at first,
but after a little checking up I found my
mistake and now it is doing justice to the
name Herman Bernard gave it.

For Maximum Amplification Without
Distortion and Tube Noises

use the well known
Como Duplex Transformers

Push -Pull
Send for Literature

COMO APPARATUS COMPANY
sag Tremont Street Boston. Mass.

NEUTRODYNE KIT $19.75
piste kit of licensed Neutrodyne parts. including

piaci. tube sockets. rheostats, lack. Hoed condensers
and grid leak. Neutroformers complete with variable
condensers and neutrodons. Every part included even
to screws and wire. Easy read plans.
Send No Money Order by Postcard

Pay the Postman
RADIO SURPLUS STORES

HELENA MONTANA

THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS
FACTORY GUARANTEED MDSE, BY MAIL
Genuine New Radlotron or Cunningham Tubes

In'-199-200-201A-WD-11-12 $1.98C299-300-301 A-C11-12
Fresh Burgess Sr Eveready ,3'. Batteries

22% Volt large size 91.30-45 Volt large sire $2.80
Write for Free new Complete Catalog On

Sets and Parts
STONE ELECTRIC CO., 714 Pine St., St WIN, Me.
All Mdse. F.O.B. St. Louis, Mo. Dept. W

BATTERY D TAGS
+

AMP

B

DET

A
II MI

TWO sum SAFE 6 (MICK 15:2a;
MFD. BY PAUL CLAMZO
203 LAFAYETTE ST NEW YORK

RADIO CATALOG FREE
Describes fully the complete line of radio frequency
wet, regenerative sets (licensed under Armstrong

U. 11 Patent No. 1.118 1401 and outs.
Write for Catalog Today.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROSLEY, 1r.. President

7408 Sassafras Ptreet Cincinnati, Ohio

HERCULES
AERIAL MAST
20 Ft. Nut 910
40 Ft. Maul 126
60All cartFt. Man8,45complete

I with guyy wires and maethead

S. W. HULL CO.. Dept. E3
Pulley. We pay the freight.

20411 E. 79th St.. Cleveland. 0,

FREE
Write for
literature

and
Blueprint

RADIO CATA-
LOG

AND HOOK-UPS FREE
Our great new catalog, fresh from the press. eonteins thevery newest In complete seta, parts and CAMO[111111-hundred. of amazing bargains. 250,000 customer. trailsto our wonderful values and reliability. Complete isstructions with diagram. for making most premise!Molar let. FREE. SEND QUICK for your KIII)(Please include name of friend who le int 000000 d IsRadio.)
102.104 So. ClintonhDept.

121 ""1 s1. THE BARAWIK CO.a e.g.

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

I am a constant reader of RADIO WORLD
and I get more information out of it than
from any other magazine.

Thanks to Mr. Bernard and RADIO WORLD
-Russell Black, 5 McClintic Ave., Lewis-
town, Pa.

* * *

TUNES OUT STRONG STATION
THAT'S JUST ACROSS STREET

DIAMOND EDITOR:
I have constructed The Diamond and to

say it is a real machine would be putting
it mildly. I have a broadcasting station
right across the street from me and an
Edison generating plant at my back door.
so good distance reception is hard. Have
no trouble cutting out KFON across the
street from me and receiving Los Angeles,
Oakland, San Francisco and Denver. I
desire to thank Herman Bernard for his
wonderful circuit. I have built about
seventy-five different machines and The
Diamond is surely entitled to rank among
the best.-A. V. Groat, 127 E. Ocean Blvd.,
Long Beach, Calif.

* * *

SOME STATIONS TOO LOUD
EVEN FOR FAN'S SPEAKER

RESULTS EDITOR:
I have just finished The Diamond of the

Air and it is a peach. Some stations come
in too loud on the speaker. I got 26
stations the first week.

I am now making a small Diamond set
to put in my auto so when I go on a long
trip I will have it with me. I just got
through making a cabinet for the large
set to hold the set, speaker and all bat-
teries (console type). I have built about
10 different hookups and this is the best
yet.-H. K. Voss, 1837 Horton Ave. S. E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

The first supply of nameplates for The
Diamond of the Air, consisting of 5,000, is
exhausted. A new stock is being manu-
factured, but this supply will not be ready
for a few weeks. A new call for name-
plate requests will be issued when these
are ready, and readers who sent in re-
quests too late to be supplied from the
first shipment are asked to be indulgent
meanwhile. These nameplates are free.

Do not send in any reauests now.
Those desiring to construct The Diamond

of the Air will find full data by Herman
Bernard in the Mav 23, July 25 and August
15 issues of RADIO WORLD.

SWISS MUST USE SETS
OF BETTER CLASS

Static caused by the many high tension
power lines in Switzerland necessitates
the use of receiving sets that will mini-
mize this disturbance and consequently
precludes the nossihility of the sale of
the cheaper make of receiving equipment.
Consul William H. Mather, Zurich, advises
the Department of Commerce.

The prospects for a very large sale of
American equipment in Switzerland is not

LOUD SPEAKER RECEPTION
from either coast on three tubes

Blueprint and instructions $1.00
Necessary low less coil $2.50
Beautiful finished instrument $3.5.00

S. A. TWITCHELL CO.
1930 Western Avenue Minneapolis, Minn.

bright. Foreign apparatus controlled the
market until it was believed that inferior
equipment was being offered for sale.
Then public favor turned to home manu-
facture.

THE ELEVATING INFLUENCE
A receiving set has been placed in an

English cafe (or "pub," as it is called).
The magistrate who granted the license
remarked that it was desirable for sets
to be installed in "pubs" because it would
be far better for people who came to
drink to listen to the educational matter
broadcast than to sit about telling bar-
room stories.

PANELS
RADION and HARD RUBBER

RETAIL ANY SIZE WHOLESALE
PRICE LIST MAILED ON REQUEST.

HARD RUBBER
SHEETS-RODS-TUBING

Special Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order.
Send Sample or Sketch for Quotation.

NEW YORK HARD RUBBER TURNING CO.
212 CENTRI. ST. NEW YORK

EGG IT
nESISTOR

To build the moat perfect Re-
sistance Coupled Amplifier It Is
essential to use Megan Resistors
and Grid Leaks-they are noise-
less. moisture proof and supreme
in resistance.
Send 10c for booklet on
Resistance Coupled Am-
plification with circuit
diagrams.

COLE RADIO MFG. CO.
Bloomfield,

N. J.

The New Type 54
Gr

MONOTROL
Res. U. S. rat. OS.

Has the extraordinary power of six stages of suell
ficatIon, 3 of radio and 3 of audio. The utmost
simplicity of tuning. Flawless tone quality. Exeell
lineal selectivity.

Write for booklet "W." It's FREE.
SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION
434 Washington St. Long Island City, N. Y.

Mailing Lists
Will help you increase sales
Bead for YE EN cstalos
coontasbolVemselaNdeNdosama
tia=1, tatMlisr-Efl=a1;:
nortmKons. Boalsmmas Elms.

9 9 % 4=1 5 teach
110SS-G011ill CO St. LOWS

CRYSTAL SETS FOR USE TODAY, by Lewis
Winner with diagrams, in RADIO WORLD,
datedJuly 25, 1925. 15c a copy, or start your
subscription with that number. RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York.

At Last Your Reflex
Trouble Is Over

.1111Th Y,- AOnoncrcr
SLIDING r
AOJUSTMEm,

SILVER
CAT

WHISKER

GLASS
DUST
PROOF

pOVNTIMO

LUGS

IMMOVABLE

Goucher's Micrometer Rectifier
and Super -Sensitive ( -tai is the most ,cot rectifier
known.

Your detector is just as important as the carburetor is
on your automobile engine.

Send P. 0. Money Order $3.00or we will send C. 0. D.
GUARANTEE: Try it one week. Muncy hack if thisrectifier does not respond on your reflex circuit or crystalset beyond your expectation.
JAMES L. GOUCHER & COMPANY

11 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE, NEWARK, N. J.
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Getting Best Results
From Meter Switchboard

(Concluded from 11

last jack, which in turn is connected to
the plate of the RF tube and the first ampli-
fier tube. When you put the arm on the
B plus lead in either case the meter is in
the circuit. When you put it on the other
terminal tap. the meter is shorted and is out

Notice! Set Builders!
We make toroidal coils, basket style and
plain doughnut style.

Write for prices.
MIDLAND ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Transportation Bldg rid ianapolis. Ind.

THE RAMBLER SIX
A REAL PORTABLE

Volume, Clarity, Portability. Durability and
Beauty Unequalled

Lightest In weight. 21 pounds.
Smallest In size. 1459 Va59 55 Inches.

LIST
PRICE . S80.00

If your dealer cannot make immediate de-
livery tee will ship direct from factory same
day your money order or check is received.

American Interstate Radio Service
183 Greenwich Street. New York City

Distributors. Jobbers, Dealers, write for
special trade terms.

[lie Circlet, hid 1,, 11.. iia,llnc had.
That is all there is to the wiring of the
testing instrument.

How to Get Results
All the wiring of the set should be done

with No. 18 annunciator wire. There is it.
'teed for making the leads short here. ScOold,
,II the connections. See that the arm of th,
-witches make good contact with the ter-
minal contacts on both sides of the switch
see that the contact arm makes a good wir
dog contact with the taps. Don't make th,
.,mm too tight, as it will be difficult to tut,,
.he arm, and it is liable to get stuck it,
between the taps thereby causing a short
If all the leads are brought to their prop,
places the set should work without alt.
difficulty at all, unless the meters as,
aborted or there are loose connections mad,
to the meters.

This panel can be mounted on a brackse
..r a baseboard. This is up to the builder.
I )ersonally think that the brackets make

much neater appearance. There is no
oo vd for the wiring being neat, that is the
high voltage leads can be bunched together
and the low voltage leads bunched together.
Don't by any means get this twisted around
and put the high voltage leads with the
low voltage leads. See that the plus leads
of the A battery goes to the plus lead of the
meter and the set. The same applies to
the meter.

This panel should certainly serve a mat

Attention, Readers
and Newsdealers!

READERS: If you are going away on your vacation, and wish to
have a complete file of RADIO WORLD, be sure to tell your newsdealer
to put aside a copy of each issue until you return.

NEWSDEALERS: Your regular RADIO WORLD customers will
undoubtedly want for file copies that they have missed while away on their
vacations. The publisher suggests that each week you put aside copies
of RADIO WORLD for these customers. They will consider this service.

Readers and newsdealers can get back numbers of any issue for the
summer of 1925 at our regular price; or a subscription can be started with
any back number published during the summer.

Circulation Manager, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York
City.

any laboratory. I ant using
one of these constantly every day and it
certainly ,N l me a lot of trouble

REDUCE STATIC
H. & F. Static Reduce, $1.00Postpaid, Complete, Prior
Guaranteed absolutely to Rio . static
Interference. Prevents Re R..dte Lion inet.ao:
Seismicity. Takes a minute to attach

At Your Dealers or Sent Post Paid Upon
Receipt at One Dollar

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Roney Refunded

H. & F. Radio Laboratories
168 Washington St. New Yotk, N

RADIO
BOOKS
You Want
Add these books to your library
and get good value from your
radio. Any book sent postpaid
on receipt of price.
Radio Telegraph and Telephone Re-

ceivers for Beginners 50 isDesign Data for Radio Transmi
and Receivers-M. B. Sleeper 75

Wireless in the Home-De Forest .15
Commercial Type Radio Apparatus-

M. B. Sleeper .75
A B C of Vacuum Tubes-Lewis 1.00
Operation Of Wireless Telegraph Ap-

;.aratus .39
Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy .35
Radio Hookups-M. B. Sleeper .75
Construction of New Type Trans -

Atlantic Receiving Sets-M. B.Sleep. .75
How to Make a Standard C W Set .35

Any book sent on receipt of price, post
paid 20% discount on any two books 01
tame title. The whole list of 11 books
sent for

$6.45
THE COLUMBIA PRINT
1493 Broadway, New York City

- -
A 1 -CONTROL PORTABLE by Lap, 1'. \

O'Rourke; A Baby Superlieterodyne, by J. E.
Anderson; A More Powerful Diamond, Still only
4 Tubes, by Herman Bernard. Other features in
RADIO WORLD, dated July 11, 1925, 15c a copy,
or start your subscription with that number.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway. New York.

RADIO WORLD'S QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS
10 CENTS A WORD. 10 WORDS MINIMUM

FOR SALE-Brand new 5 -Tube DX volume set.
One untuned RF, one balanced tuned RF, tube
detector, two transformer audio, complete in
cabinet, with five 199 tubes, $47.50. Money back
guarantee on five-day test. Radiola Speaker
Model 1IZ1323. adjustable, list $25. Brand new
at $18.95. Same guarantee. Box 199, RADIO
WORLD.

DINING AND SLEEPING CAR CONDUCTORS
(White). Exp. unnecessary. We train you. Send
for book of Rules and application. Supt. Railway
Exchange, Sta. C, Los Angeles.

PATENTS-Write for free Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing
inventions. Send model or sketch of your in-
vention for our Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Radio, Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical and Trademark experts. Victor J.
Evans & Co., 924 Ninth, Washington, D. C

RADIUMART REMOVES Warts, Moles, Super-
fluous Hair, Coal Powder and Tattoo Marks.
Particulars sent free. Radiumart Co., 1416 Cad-
wallader St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HOOK-UPS
A lot of them, some of which are sure to suit

your purpose, appeared in RADIO WORLD dated
August 15. 15c a copy, or start your subscrip-
tion with that number.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City

CRYSTAL SETS FOR USE TODAY, by Lewis
Winner with diagrams in RADIO WORLD, dated
July 25, 1925. 15c a copy, or start your subscrip-
tion with that number. RADIO WORLD, 1493
Broadway, New York.

RECENT BACK NUMBERS of Radio World,
15c each. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New
York City.

GET YOUR A & B ELECTRIC JUICE from
your light socket! Make the units yourself; cheap
and reliable. Particulars, Box 397, Alhambra.
Calif.

RADIO HOSPITAL: Specialists in Neutrodynes
and Super Ileterotlynes. Dept. 4, Abilene, Kansas.

MAKE MONEY! RADIO BUSINESS. Write
Konkle, 192 Market St., Newark, N. J.

FINEST HARD RUBBER PANELS -7x24.
$2.00; 7x18, $1.50, postpaid. Drilled to specifica
Lions, $1.00 extra. Leitch. Ruston, Louisiana.

HOOK-UPS !-A lot of them, some of which are
sure to suit your purpose, appeared in RADIOWORLD dated Aug. 15. 15c. a copy, or startyour subscription with that number. RADIO
WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL TODAY
KEEP ABREAST OF THE LATEST

RADIO DEVELOPMENTS
RADIO WORLD

1493 BROADWAY NEW YORK CET
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Americans Are Buying Them By the Thousand and
Reporting Remarkable Increase in Efficiency of Sets

The "BRETWOOD"
Pulls in

inaudible
stations

Range 300,000 to 10,000,000 ohms

Variable Grid Leak

Eliminates
tube
noises

Bretwood, Ltd.. London. I . I' in :ores and Owners.

Used in eighty per cent of all
receiving sets in Great Britain

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak used in a detector tube circuit,
strengthens weak signals, makes DX easier, eliminates tube noises and internal
howling, due to incorrect leakage from the grid of the tube.

By simply turning the knob the carrier wave may be tuned from the silent point
to maximum audibility.

The Bretwood is absolutely noiseless in operation and will hold any given setting
indefinitely. It is a single -hole panel mount leak.

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak, tested in the National Physical Laboratory (the
official laboratory of Great Britain) and by RADIO WORLD'S Laboratory, proved to
be a scientifically accurate instrument. The total range, 9,700,000 ohms, produced by 25
turns of the knob, make a minute adjustment very simple.

The Bretwood Varia-ble Grid Leak is constructed on a different principle and produces
better results than any other grid leak. In its specially -constructed barrel is a patented plas-
tic, non-drying resistance material, in which there is Sent You on a Money Back Absolutea small movable plunger which again moves freely Satisfaction Guarantee
in an absorbent cartridge which gives the setting

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak willof the instrument great stability, making it' far be immediately shipped on receipt of order
superior to the graphite, carbon or fibre, corn -to any address in the United States, prepaid

for $1.50. After 10 days' trial if it is notpressed or decompressed, resistance elements. It 100% better than any grid leak you havecan be used in the most critical circuits with the ever had and does not in every way sub-
stantiate all 'claims made for it. your moneygreatest success.
will be refunded without question.

The North American
Bretwood Company

Sole Distributors for
United States and Canada

1505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Dealers and Jobbers Write for
Special Trade Terms

THE NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO
1505 Broadway, New York City
Room 326
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find $1.50 for which you will please send me oneBretwood Variable Grid Leak prepaid. Satisfaction guar.anteed or my money back after trial within ten days ofreceipt by me.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE
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A New i-Diai, 5 -Tube *et:

The Powertone
Operates on

$ 3 9 .50

Either
Dry Cell

or
Storage
Battery
Tubes

PRICE
INCLUDES

Set in Handsome
Cabinet, With-
out Tubes or

Batteries
C., /Ca' .1Pr,"0",-e(l I.) R.11.1,) oki 1, Laborat0,11,

Comprises Bruno Low -Loss Coils and Double Condenser, with Bruno Rheostats.
Brackets and Socket Strip.

An Extremely Sensitive Receiver of Beautiful Tonal Quality

Marvelous as a Distance -Getter

DEALERS WRITE
FOR TERMS

Manufactured by

BRUNO RADIO CORPORATION
221 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY

FOR THE BEST RESULTS BUILD HERMAN BERNARD'S

DIAMOND OF THE AIR
Using This Specified

List of Parts

The Completed Diamond

Two .0005 mfd. Bruno lew.loss Variable
condensers. Cl. C2.

One radiotreguency transformer. LLo
(Bruno 55).

One 3 -circuit toning toll. LI L2L3
(Bruno 77).

One doubleeircuit jack. 11.
One singlecircult jack. 12.
One 2n -ohm Bruno rheostat. RI.
One 15 -ohm Bruno rheostat, R2.
Two battery switches. SI. S2.
One .00025 mfd. fixed grid condenser, C3.
One .001 toed condenser. C4
Tw- cargo-fr.-fluency transformers

AFTI. AFT2.
One 4 -gang socket strip.
On, pair of Bruno brackets
One see rf terminal posts
n 7s74" panel.

-ce Mei reinfees.
nes 2 -map. 410 leek. $41.50

The Powertone
$39.5°

Each Set
Is In a

Mahogany -
Finished
Cabinet

"77"-3 Circuit
tuner wound
o n Quartzite

for use in Diamond of

t4'eweAt..- $5 50Price

`,1
"55" matchedRadio Fre-
quency coil for

use with the "77" in

E:17:111`. $3.00

Too short wave coil tunes from
25-110 meters. W nd on

Qs,artaite S'u4s,mini-
a50'mi-g 106-'

B.C.L RADIO SERVICE CO.

VENUS VOLTRON
TUBE (all types)

These tubes carry our uncon-
ditional guarantee and we will
replace each one found un
satisfactory. Specially tested
before shipment to each cus-
tomer.

$1.45

218 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY WE STAND BEHIND
EACH TUBE


